Hip No. 801

Consigned by Marty Powers, Agent

**JJ Cross Dawg**

2004 Sorrel Stallion

**Sire:**
- Dash Ta Fame SI 113
- JJ Cross Dawg
- Tiny Teller (1994)

**First dam**
Tiny Teller, by Strait To The Bank. Unraced. Dam of 2 other AQHA foals and 2 APHA foals (1 tobiano), 3 starters, including–
- JJ Dangerzone SI 111 (g. by Reckless Dash). Winner to 4, $27,626. Memorial Surprise (APHA) SI 86 (g. by Judys Lineage [P]). 3 wins, $15,440.

**2nd dam**
SOLID GOLD LADY SI 84, by Lady Bug’s Moon. Winner at 2. Sister to
- SOLID GOLD SAN SI 102. Dam of 5 foals to race, 3 ROM, including–
  - Sigs Magnolia Moon SI 83 (f. by Sig Hanson). Winner to 3.
  - Miss Moon Drifter SI 82 (f. by No Drift TB). Placed at 2. Dam of–
    - Watch My Baby SI 91. Winner to 3, $9,620, 2nd Alabama Bred Futurity [R] [G3], 3rd Alabama Bred Derby [R]. Dam of–
      - Babys Hot Rod SI 98. 3 wins to 3, $65,300, 2nd Wine Country [R]. Threetomakeready SI 83 (Three Bears). Winner at 2, $8,654, 3rd Santa Fe Downs Futurity.
      - Heza Truckin SI 99. 3 wins to 4, $53,489, 3rd Firecracker Fut. [G2].
      - CS Zoomer SI 89. 2 wins to 3, $17,602, 3rd Al. Bred Derby [R] [G3].
      - CS Say Uncle SI 85. 2 wins, $15,698, 3rd Alabama Bred Fut. [R] [G3].
      - Burnin Time SI 88. Winner to 3, $13,905, 2nd Alabama Stallions S. [R], finalist in the Alabama Bred Futurity [R] [G3].

**3rd dam**
SOLID SORREL, by San Rojo. Unraced. Dam of 9 foals to race, 8 winners, including–
- SOLID GOLD SAN SI 102 (Lady Bug’s Moon). 8 wins in 14 starts at 2, $77,636, Rocket Bar Futurity, Gateway Downs Futurity-NTR, 2nd RMQHA Futurity.
- Threetomakeready SI 83 (Three Bears). Winner at 2, $8,654, 3rd Santa Fe Downs Futurity.
- Tina Turner SI 88 (See Him Go). 4 wins to 4. Dam of–
  - Tiny Cee SI 92. 2 wins to 5, $23,152.

**4th dam**
Bit SI 95, by Piggins String TB. 5 wins, 2 to 4, 2nd Northern QH Breeders Association Futurity, 3rd Southwestern Futurity. Dam of 3 foals to race, 2 ROM, including–
- Three Bits SI 95 (Three Bears). 7 wins to 4, $7,222.
- Bit O’ San SI 85 (San Rojo). Placed to 3. Granddam of BIT O OLYMPIA (APHA) SI 95 ($66,270), Bit O Maskeo SI 93 ($28,942 [G3]).

**RACE RECORD:** Unraced.

**SIRE RECORD:** His first foals are 2-year-olds of 2012; sire of 2 foals of racing age.

**Accredited New Mexico Stallion.**

RGP 9/12
By STRAWFLY SPECIAL SI 97 (1987). Stakes winner of $222,920. Sire of 985 ROM, 79 stakes winners, $25,714,752, including TAILOR FIT SI 110 (world champion twice, $1,299,010 [G1]). Sire of the dams of 77 stakes winners, including champions AMERICAN RUNAWAY SI 105 ($686,355 [G1]), STRAWKINS SI 108 ($614,156 [G1]), FIRST KLAS FRED SI 103 ($541,533 [G1]), Flying Fig SI 101 ($803,170 [G1]), and of PYC PAINT YOUR WAGON.

1st dam

Tinys Rose Bud SI 107, by Tiny’s Gay. 13 wins in 25 starts, $238,430, 2nd Graham Farms Fut., Manor Fut., finalist All American Fut. [G1]. Set NTR. Half sister to San Rosa Leah SI 108 ($79,324). Dam of 17 foals (1 APHA), 16 to race, 14 ROM, including–

STRAWFLYIN BUDS SI 99 (c. by Strawfly Special). 7 wins to 3, $315,974, Southern California Derby [G1], Calif. Sires’ Cup Futurity [R] [G2], 3rd Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1], Ed Burke Fut. [G1].


Long Stemmed Roses SI 92. 2 wins, $36,726, 3rd Denim N Diamonds H.

A Tiny Bit More SI 86 (Strawfly Special). Winner. Dam of MORE THAN YOU KNOW SI 102 (5 wins in 8 starts, $133,169), ILLTACMAN-HATTAN SI 110 ($86,018 [G3]).

RACE RECORD: At 2, unplaced; at 3, one win, twice 2nd, twice 3rd, finalist La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2]. EARNED $18,032.

PRODUCE RECORD: 2012 recip mare died.

2004 Magnificent Madison SI 99, f. by Corona Cartel. 2 wins at 2, $14,002.
2006 Marvelous Madison SI 103, f. by First Down Dash. 2 wins to 3, $28,983, finalist East Derby Challenge [G3], Mother’s Day S. [G3].
2007 Mad Scene, c. by Azyoucansee. Placed at 2, in Mexico.
2010 Runaway Madison, (embt) f. by Ocean Runway. Has not started.
2010 Madison’s Eagle, (embt) f. by One Famous Eagle. Has not started.
2011 Mad Courage, c. by Captain Courage.

BRED March 18, 2012, and believed in foal to CAPTAIN COURAGE Accredited Texas Broodmare.

RGP 9/12
To Catch This Wagon SI 82

February 10, 2010 Brown Gelding


1st dam
To Catch A Fly SI 90, by Strawfly Special. 2 wins to 3, $38,336, 3rd California Breeders Sophomore S. [R], finalist La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2], California Sires' Cup Futurity [R] [G2], qualified to Ed Burke Futurity [G1]. Dam of 13 foals of racing age, 10 to race, 8 ROM, incl.–


FLY CORONA SI 111 (c. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $113,438, Retama Derby-NTR, 400y in 0:19.629, 2nd Dash for Cash Juvenile.

Catch This Corona SI 104 (c. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $20,606.


Catch This Ride SI 93 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). 2 wins to 3, $9,669.

2nd dam
SPORTIN EFFORT, by Dash For Cash. Dam of 9 foals, 8 ROM, incl.–

To Catch A Fly SI 90 (f. by Strawfly Special). Stakes placed winner, above.


3rd dam
MISS SPORT EFFORT, by Special Effort. Dam of 2 other foals, 1 to race–Sanissa Sport (Streakin Six). Unplaced. Dam of–

Zillas Special Sport SI 85. 2 wins to 4, 2012, $9,458.

4th dam
MISS SPORTS BAR SI 100, by Sports Page. 9 wins at 2, $63,232, Texas Futurity, Blue Ribbon Futurity, Columbus Triple Crown Futurity, 3rd Colorado Lassie S., Juvenile H. Sister to Sports Bar SI 89. Dam of 11 foals, 8 winners, ROM, including–


Honey Moon Sport SI 98 (Top Moon). 9 wins to 4, $54,998, 2nd C L || Maddon's Bright Eyes H.

Top Moon Sport SI 96 (Top Moon). 12 wins, $30,788, 3rd Delta Gold Cup 3.

Sportsarama SI 99 (Jim J. TB) 3 wins to 4, $5,662, 3rd Blue Ribbon Derby.


Embryo transfer

RGP 9//12

1st dam
To Catch A Fly SI 90, by Strawfly Special. 2 wins to 3, $38,336, 3rd California Breeders Sophomore S. [R], finalist La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2], California Sires’ Cup Futurity [R] [G2], qualified to Ed Burke Futurity [G1]. Dam of 13 foals of racing age, 10 to race, 8 ROM, incl.–
To Catch This Wagon SI 82 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). Winner at 2, 2012, $10,794, finalist in the Kindergarten Futurity [G2].

2nd dam
SPORTIN EFFORT, by Dash For Cash. Dam of 9 foals, 8 ROM, incl.–

3rd dam

4th dam
MISS SPORTS BAR SI 100, by Sports Page. 9 wins at 2, $63,232, Texas Futurity, Blue Ribbon Futurity, Columbus Triple Crown Futurity, 3rd Colorado Lassie S., Juvenile H. Sister to Sports Bar SI 89. Dam of 11 foals, 8 winners, ROM, including–

RACE RECORD: At 2, once 3rd in 2 starts; at 3, 2012, 2 wins, once 2nd, twice 3rd. EARNED $9,669.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge.
In training; embryo transfer.

1st dam
TOAST TO THE QUEEN, by Toast To Dash. Unraced. Her first foal will arrive in 2013.

2nd dam
TAXING QUEEN CREEK SI 104, by Chicks Beduino. 2 wins to 3, $6,413. Sister to BEDUINO CREEK SI 95. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 3 to race, 2 winners—Okey Dokey Chik SI 90 (f. by Okey Dokey Dale). Winner to 3, 2012, $22,801. Sal The Stock Broker SI 93 (c. by Dash Ta Fame). Winner to 3.

3rd dam
QUEEN CREEK QUEEN SI 85, by Bunny Bid. Winner. Dam of 10 winners—PRINCE BAC SI 96 (g. by Splash Bac). 7 wins to 8, 2012, $65,778, Special Hank S., 3rd Red Cell Sunland Distance Challenge [G3]. WILD ABOUT SAM SI 95 (g. by Wrangler Sam). 7 wins to 4, $50,603, Arizona QRA Futurity [R] [G3], AQRA Laddie S., Southwestern Futurity [R], 2nd Prescott Downs Futurity [G3], Arizona Stallion Owners Association Futurity [R], final in the AQRA Turf Paradise Derby [G3].

TACKY PRINCE SI 106 (g. by Tolltac). 9 wins in 12 starts to 3, $48,402, Prescott Downs Derby, AQRA Laddie S., 2nd Prescott Downs Futurity [G3], Turf Paradise Derby, Kevin Burns Memorial Futurity.

BEDUINO CREEK SI 95 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 2 wins in 3 starts at 2, $24,413, Phoenix Futurity [R] [G3].

TACKY QUEEN SI 102 (f. by Tolltac). 5 wins to 3, $17,821, Navajo County Futurity-NTR, 400y in 0:20.070, 3rd Prescott Downs Futurity [G3]. Dam of—Down With Tacky SI 97. 2 wins at 2, $5,264.

Dash Creek Prince SI 96 (g. by Dash Thru Traffic). 3 wins to 4, $18,636, final in the Prescott Valley Laddie/Lassie Futurity [G3], AQRA Turf Paradise Derby [G3].

San Tan Sam SI 99 (g. by Wrangler Sam). 3 wins to 3, $4,716.

4th dam
April 2, 2010 Brown Filly

Dash For Cash SI 114
First Prize Rose SI 98
Tolltac SI 113
Phillips Filly
The Signature SI 107
Fast Copy SI 103
Jet Smooth SI 100
Chargeretta

By FDD DYNASTY SI 102 (2004), Champion 2- and 3-year-old colt, 8 wins in 11 starts, $1,173,001, Ed Burke Million Fut. [G1], etc. His first foals are 3-year-olds of 2012; sire of 82 ROM, $1,677,314, incl. TERRIFIC SYNERGY SI 92 (6 wins, $282,616, Governor’s Cup Derby [RG2]), Vancouver Moon SI 91 (3 wins in 4 starts at 2, 2012, $120,760, 2nd Rainbow Fut. [G1]), SHES JESS DYNAMITE SI 99 ($94,983), CASSIUS SI 100, BRINGIN IT ON SI 97.

1st dam
Trista Boom Boom SI 87, by Heza Fast Man. Winner to 4, $9,605; finalist Pride of Iowa S. [R] [G3]. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 6 ROM, incl.–

Heza Fast Shake SI 106 (g. by Shake Em Open). 4 wins to 7, 2012, $76,796, 2nd Iowa Stallion Derby [R], 3rd Polk County Derby [R] [G3], Terrace Hill S. [R] [G3].

Shake Em Boom Boom SI 90 (f. by Shake Em Open). 5 wins to 4, $44,829, 2nd Minnesota Stallion Breeders’ Futurity [R], finalist Jim Bader Futurity [R] [G3], Polk County Derby [R] [G3], etc.

Eye Em A Sassy Shake SI 93 (f. by Shake Em Open). Winner at 3, $25,105, 3rd Iowa Stallion Derby [R].

Shake Em Finale SI 93 (f. by Shake Em Open). 2 wins to 3, $20,481.

2nd dam
CHOO CHOO BOOM SI 102, by Jet Smooth. 10 wins in 17 starts to 3, $30,909, Mystery Fut., Garfield Lassie Fut., Missouri Fut... Sister to JET SMOOTH VALUE SI 95. Dam of 11 foals, 10 winners, including–

CHOO CHOO FINALE SI 98 (g. by Calyx). 3 wins to 5, $69,216, Kansas Jackpot Derby [R] [G3], 2nd Kansas Derby [G3], Iowa Double Gold Futurity [R], finalist in the Central Champ. Challenge [G2].

MS CHOO CHOO SI 106 (f. by Dash Of Gin). 10 wins to 4, $28,023, Kansas Bred Derby [R], 3rd Midlans Gold Medallion Fut. [R] [G3].

MAYBE POCO LOCO SI 99 (g. by Driftin Gin). 4 wins to 3, $18,393, Kansas Bred Futurity [R] [G3], 3rd Kansas Jackpot Prep Derby [R].

Boomuino SI 94 (*Beduino TB). Winner, 3rd Kansas Bred Fut. [R], Sire. Chaboom Lark SI 103 (g. by Moon Lark). 4 wins to 8, $33,008, finalist [R] [G1], QT Express (f. by Zevi TB). Placed at 2. Dam of–

LS HONEY BROWN SI 92. 4 wins to 3, $23,382, Kansas Jackpot Prep Futurity [R], 3rd Kansas Bred Futurity [R] [G3], Dam of–

Runnin Ramped SI 102. 5 wins to 4, $41,740, 2nd Cypress S.

3rd dam
CHARGERETTA, by Tiny Charger. Placed at 2. Half sister to Jet’s Fancy SI 91. Dam of 8 foals to race, 7 winners, including–

CHOO CHOO BOOM SI 102 (Jet Smooth). Stakes winner, above.

JET SMOOTH VALUE SI 95 (Jet Smooth). 8 wins to 5, $19,450, 440 Sprint S., 2nd Sprint Series Champ., 250 Sprint S., etc. Sire.

Trissie Mud Ball SI 98. 4 wins, $12,826, 2nd Kansas Bred Derby [R]. Lady Shadow Dancer (Cherokee Arrow TB). Winner at 2. Dam of PAC SHADOW DANCER SI 95 ($39,600).

RACE RECORD: at 2, 2012, one win, once 3rd. EARNED $1,416.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge

1st dam
Troffe Effort SI 99, by Special Effort. 2 wins to 3, $19,978, 2nd Lazy E Nat'l QH Jockey 350 Champ., finalist in the Remington Park Futurity [G1]. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 8 ROM, including—


Injuns Effort SI 90 (g. by Invisible Injun). 3 wins to 5, $16,220.

2nd dam
ELOQUENT EFFORT SI 91, by Dash For Cash. 2 wins at 3. Sister to QUEEN FOR CASH SI 102, Sexy Socialite SI 97, Joyful Joanie SI 97. Dam of 13 foals to race, 9 ROM, including—


3rd dam
Dancer's Queen SI 99, by Texas Dancer TB. 6 wins to 3, $45,050, 3rd Bayou Country Derby. Half sister to GO FAR BAR BOB SI 100 ($56,801), Gofar Bar Jan SI 88. Dam of 10 starters, 9 ROM, incl.—

QUEEN FOR CASH SI 102 (Dash For Cash). Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, 10 wins, 2 to 4, $482,932, Lassie H., etc. Dam of PRINCE OF CASH SI 105 ($43,589 [G3]); granddam of CASH IN LEADER SI 105 ($95,710 [G2]), CASH IN THE METER SI 96 ($74,928), LEAVING DUST SI 99 ($56,366 [G3]), Ima Perry Girl SI 98 ($133,159 [G1]).


Joyful Joanie SI 97. 4 wins to 3, $18,609, 3rd Miss Princess H. [G2].

A High Winner SI 95. 3 wins, $14,314, 3rd Kindergarten Colts Fut. [G3].

RACE RECORD: At 2, 3 times 3rd; at 3, one win, twice 2nd, once 3rd; at 4, twice 2nd. Earned $19,249.

PRODUCE RECORD: 2012 no report.

2008 BB Memory Of Troffe, f. by Leaving Memories. Has not started.


2011 BB Craigspaintedwagon, f. by PYC Paint Your Wagon.

BRED for a 2013 foal, and believed in foal to PC FRENCHMAN
Romosa Ridge

Hip No. 808

Consigned by Dwight Smith

Romosa Ridge

2008 Sorrel Gelding

Raise Your Glass TB
Go Effortlessly SI 98
Dash For Cash SI 114
Bedwee SI 92
Oh My Gee Whiz SI 96
Desired Image TB
Master Hand TB
Rilly Easy


1st dam
TS CHAMPUS SI 91, by Champus. Winner to 5, $10,582. Dam of 1 other foal of racing age, unraced.

2nd dam
TRAVELIN SHOES SI 93, by Master Hand TB. Winner at 2. Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 ROM, including—Shoes For Champus SI 85 (g. by Champus). Winner at 2.

3rd dam
RILLY EASY, by Real Easy Jet. Winner at 3. Dam of 3 other foals, 2 to race.

4th dam

RACE RECORD: Unraced.
By METALLIC LION SI 101 (2001). Stakes winner of 5 races, $262,080. Governor’s Cup Fut. [RG1], 2nd Kindergarten Fut. [G1], etc. Sire of 82 ROM, $1,220,695, including GOT COURAGE SI 107 (3 wins, $116,241, QHRA of Indiana Derby S.), MARY FOR MONEY SI 96 (3 wins, $80,202, The Getaway S.), BACK METALLIC SI SI 99 (6 wins, $24,669, Mex. Chirina Glorys Classic), Beasty King SI 96 (3 wins, $124,831, fnl Los Al. Two Million Fut. [G1]).

1st dam

TUFFASAWOODHAULER TB, by Tough Knight. 4 wins to 3, $10,583. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 4 to race, including—

Tuffest Alibi SI 109 (g. by Magnificence). 5 wins to 7, $145,820, 2nd Challenger Six H. [R] [G2], Hard Twist S. [R], 3rd New Mexico Horseman’s Association H. [R] [G2].

2nd dam

LUNCH BAG, by D. B. Carm. 5 wins, 2 to 4, $101,080, Spring Fashion Breeders’ Cup S., Lassie S., Yakima Debutante S. [N], 2nd Brokered Memorial S., 3rd Mercer Girls S., Betsy Ross H., Ingenue H., Bellingham H., Green River Valley S., Ms. S. [R]. Dam of 4 thoroughbred foals, all winners, including—

One Last Knight (g. by Knights Choice). 6 wins to 8, $20,561, 3rd Stallion S. [R]. Set TRE at Cassia County Fair, about 5f in 1:03.80. Rattle Bag (g. by Rattlesnake Dancer). Winner to 5, $18,832.

3rd dam

BOLD OUTING, by Wing Out. 2 wins to 4, $12,566. Dam of 6 foals to race, 3 winners, including—

LUNCH BAG (D. B. Carm). Stakes winner, above. Fence Writer (Staff Writer). 10 wins to 5, $30,564.

4th dam

FRANCURRAGH, by *Curragh King. Unraced. Dam of 10 foals to race, 9 winners, including—

KID BILLY (Know That). 13 wins to 11, $37,753 11 wins, W. E. “Buck” Britt Memorial S., 2nd Flying Charm H.

With Liberty (Pledge Allegiance). 9 wins to 7, $112,810, 3rd Aprisa S. Dew Kiss (Any Time Now). 4 wins to 4, $17,143. Dam of—

Reckless Herman. Winner to 4, 3rd Oregon Breeders Stallion S. Stolen Kiss. 2 wins to 4, $16,700. Dam of—

LK Special SI 96. 2 wins to 3, 3rd Dakota Territories Fut. [R]. Forbidden Kiss. 4 wins to 3, $51,170. Secret Charade. 8 wins to 8, $37,257.

Kissonia. 3 wins to 4, $22,150. 2nd Oregon Derby [N], etc. Lady Logger. 3 wins to 4, $9,905. Dam of—

Ladyofintent. 6 wins to 3, $41,320, Oregon Oaks [NR], Mary Goldblatt S. [NR], OTBA Debutante S. [NR], 2nd Mt. St. Helens H. [N]. Fond Affection (Bold Combatant). 3 wins to 6, $32,503.

RACE RECORD: At 2, unraced; at 3 and 4, 2012, unplaced. EARNED $535. Accredited New Mexico Bred; in training.
Hip No. 810  The Sixth Model SI 88
1995 Sorrel Mare

Consigned by Hunter Creek Farms

The Sixth Model SI 88
3355280


1st dam
UNIE MODEL SI 84, by Armsmear. Winner to 3, $3,654. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 11 winners, including–

LADYBUGS MODEL SI 100 (f. by Lady Bug’s Moon). 3 wins to 3, $58,628, Easy Spirit Futurity, 2nd Sun Country Futurity [G1]. Dam of–

Heza Special Bug SI 94 (g. by Special Effort). 5 wins to 4, $48,938, 3rd Rainbow Silver Cup [G1], Black Gold 440 Futurity IV [R].

Bug Yawl SI 83 (f. by By Yawl). Winner at 2. Dam of–

Caliga SI 106 (g. by Calligrapher). Winner to 7, $96,841, 2nd Ruidoso Sale Futurity [R], 3rd Zia Futurity [G1], finalist in the New Mexican Spring Futurity [R] [G1].

SCATTAS BABY SI 107 (c. by Tiny’s Gay). 6 wins to 3, $50,292, South Texas Derby [G3]-NTR, 350y in 0:17.580, 2nd Pilgrim H.

Lady De Elegance SI 89 (f. by Easy Jet). 2 wins to 3, 3rd QHBC Southwest Derby [R], Granddam of SUM FUN TO WATCH SI 90 ($59,929).

Extra Pleaser SI 83 (f. by Experteeer TB). 2 wins to 3. Dam of PLEAS-

ANT NUMBER SI 97 ($75,602), Pleasure Runner SI 97 ($34,796).


Unies Rocket SI 102 (g. by Rocket Wrangler). 4 wins to 5, $78,101, finalist in the All American Derby [G1], Rainbow Derby [G1].

RACE RECORD: At 2, one win, once 2nd. EARNED $3,143.

PRODUCE RECORD:

1999 Cimmaron Rose SI 92, f. by Chicks Beduino. Winner at 2, $12,551.

Lite A Fire SI 99 (g. by First to Flash). 8 wins, 2 to 6, $116,230, finalist Zia H. [R] [G2], Lineage Champ. [R] [G2], NM Breeders’ Champ. [R] [G3].

Pan de Juan SI 93 (f. by Dash Ta Fame). 2 wins to 4, $26,482.


2002 Tew E Tew SI 103, g. by Runaway Colors. 4 wins, 2 to 5, $72,800.


2005 Stoli Model SI 90, f. by Stoli. Winner at 3, $16,385.


2011 Stoli Sixth, c. by Stoli.

2012 f. by Jess Zoomin.

Sells open for 2013.
Hip No. 811  
Consigned by Bob Moore Farms, LLC, Agent

1999 Sorrel Mare

Celina Molina SI 83

3815282

Valentine Pie (1987)

Chicks Beduino SI 104


1st dam

VALENTINE PIE, by Pie In The Sky. Placed to 4. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, including—

TAKIN ON THE PIE SI 95 (g. by Takin On The Cash). 3 wins to 7, $45,964, Oklahoma Horsemanship’s Assoc. Derby [R], 3rd Oklahoma Horsemanship’s Assoc. Futurity [R], finalist Speedhorse Derby [R] [G3].

Bjs Moon Pie SI 88 (g. by Marthas Six Moons). Winner to 3, $9,371, 3rd Oklahoma Horsemanship’s Association Futurity [R].

2nd dam

WINDY CHANTRESS, by Windy Ryon. Placed at 2. Dam of 11 foals to race, 6 winners, including—

SPEEDY DISCO SI 102 (g. by Disco Jerry TB). 4 wins to 11, $30,522, Blue Ribbon 440 Derby [G3], 2nd Fair Meadows Oklahoma Bred Derby [R], 3rd Paul Travis S., Black Gold Maturity [R].

Disco Red Rebel SI 96 (g. by Disco Jerry TB). 3 wins to 5, $14,593. Send Sallye Silver SI 83 (f. by Disco Jerry TB). Winner to 5. Dam of—

De Latest Ting SI 92. 3 wins to 6, $44,614, finalist Kansas Jackpot Futurity [R] [G3], black Gold Maturity [R] [G3].

3rd dam

CHANTRESS SI 87, by Pistol Bar. 2 wins at 3. Dam of 6 winners, incl.—

All Keyed Up SI 93 (Joe Tee). 4 wins to 4.

4th dam

SQUAW CHANT, by Ginger Joe. Unraced. Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 ROM, including—

Squaw Bright SI 85. Dam of Jet Bright SI 92, Miss Set Sail SI 84, Whopping Squaw. Dam of BONNIE BOONE SI 96 ($38,206); granddam of BABY BOONE SI 96, Gone Gone Gone SI 95 ($23,424).

RACE RECORD: At 2, one win. EARNED $4,190.

PRODUCE RECORD:

2004 Red Haired River Boy SI 103, g. by First Smart Money. 5 wins, 3 to 6, $59,571.

2006 Awesome Bully, g. by Bully Bullion. Placed at 2.

2007 Swift Corona, f. by Swift End TB. Unplaced.

2008 Shes Swift And Silky, f. by Swift End TB. Has not started.

2009 Tru Blu Corona, c. by Swift End TB. Has not started.

2010 No Money Down Brown, c. by Swift End TB. Has not started.


2012 c. by Shazoom.

BRED for a 2013 foal, and believed in foal to GOLD MEDAL JESS

Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare.

RGP 9/12
Hip No. 812

Consigned by Ellen Caines, Agent for Stewart Horses, Ltd.

Callibrate SI 83

2006 Brown Mare

Take Off Jess SI 101

Callibrate SI 83

4631577

First Down Dash SI 105

Mrs Jess Perry SI 113

Takeoff Royally SI 88

Streakin La Jolla SI 99

Varience (1997)

Scoopie Fein SI 99

First Down Dash SI 105

First Prize Rose SI 98

Rebiam SI 85

Dash For Cash SI 114

Smooth Takeoff SI 97


1st dam

VARIANCE, by First Down Dash. Unplaced. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 5 ROM, including–

JACK PUDDING SI 97 (g. by Panther Mountain). 4 wins to 6, $42,017, Woodlands S., 2nd Sam Houston Distance Derby, Grand Prairie Classic S., 3rd Texas Distance Challenge [G3]. Vari Red Lady SI 87 (f. by Red TB). 2 wins to 4, $10,481.

2nd dam

REBIAM SI 85, by Reb’s Policy TB. Winner at 3. Dam of 10 foals to race, 6 winners, including–

I AM THE BAND SI 96 (g. by Band Of Azure). 7 wins to 5, $40,882, John Hoak Memorial Futurity [G3], 3rd Pot O’Gold Futurity [G3]. Azures Rebel Lady (f. by Band Of Azure). Winner to 3. Dam of LADIES POLICY SI 102 ($22,042); granddam of AZURES ROYAL TE SI 105 ($61,174, 2nd Northlands Futurity [G3]).

Miss Cutherloose SI 84 (f. by Dashing Val). Winner to 4. Dam of–

Detach SI 95. 2 wins to 3, $31,174, 2nd Northlands Futurity [G3].

3rd dam

SMOOTH TAKEOFF SI 97, by Jet Smooth. 4 wins to 4, $20,807. Dam of 12 foals to race, 10 ROM, including–

SMOOTH MOVIN GAL SI 108 (Casady Casanova). 4 wins to 3, $81,813, PCQHRA Breeders’ Futurity R [G2], 2nd Cowboy Classic Futurity [G3]. Fluent SI 87 (Dashing Val). 3 wins to 3, $10,653. Dam of Xterra SI 104 ($73,702); granddam of MISTERIOUS LADY SI 103.

4th dam

MISS BOLD FOURWAY TB, by Election Day. Unraced. Dam of 11 foals to race, 10 winners, including–


RACE RECORD: At 2, once 2nd. EARNED $1,795.

BRED for a 2013 foal, and believed in foal to CHICKS REGARD RGP 9/12

1st dam
VERONICAS VICTORY SI 95, by Mr Eye Opener. 2 wins to 3, $7,827, finalist in the Black Gold Futurity Champ. [R] [G3]. Dam of 3 foals of racing age, 2 to race, both ROM, including—

2nd dam
ROOM TO SPARE SI 81, by The Signature. Placed to 3. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 ROM, including—
LIBBYS CARTEL SI 95 (f. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 3, $63,615, Blue Ribbon Futurity [G1], 3rd Bob Moore Memorial S., finalist in the Speedhorse Futurity [R] [G2], Shebester Futurity [G3]. Dam of—
Ground Hero SI 92 (g. by Valiant Hero). Winner at 2, 2012, $100,408, 2nd Easy Jet S. [R] [G3], 3rd Remington Okla Bred Futurity [R].
Libbys Feature SI 93 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 3 wins in 6 starts at 2, $105,322, finalist in the All American Futurity [G1]. Dam of—
B Zoom SI 95 (g. by Azoom). 2 wins to 3, $18,887, finalist [G3].
First Down Leroy SI 89 (g. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 3, $12,750.

3rd dam
CASH TO SPARE SI 82, by Dash For Cash. 2 wins at 3. Sister to MERRY FOR CASH SI 106 ($27,097; dam of A STREAK OF CASH SI 114, $181,346 [G1]; LOTS OF FLARE SI 99, $168,675; BE SOME MERRY SI 103; granddam of AB WHAT A RUNNER SI 109, Champion 2 years, $1,342,389 [G1]). Dam of 8 foals to race, all ROM, including—
CASH SIGNATURE SI 94 (The Signature). 3 wins at 2, $45,952, Kevin Burns Memorial Futurity [R], finalist Dash for Cash Futurity [G1].
Slick Talker SI 104 (Casady Casanova). 5 wins to 4, $35,180, 2nd Lady H. [G2], 3rd Los Alamitos Derby [G1]. Set NTR.
Deuce Again SI 92 (Streakin Six). 3 wins to 3, qualified [G3]. Dam of—
DEUCES NONNEGOTIABLE SI 95. 3 wins to 3, $95,998, West Texas Derby [G2], finalist [G1].
WIRED TO FLY SI 97. 8 wins to 6, $61,510, Vandys Flash H. [G3].
SIGN IT AGAIN SI 112. 9 wins to 4, $59,878 in U.S. & Mex., Ruidoso 550 Champ., Special Effort S., 2nd Golden Driller S. [R], finalist [G1].
LITTLE DEUCEY SI 97. 7 wins to 5, $37,159, AQRA Futurity [R], etc.
Deuces Wild SI 108. 4 wins to 3, $21,592, 3rd AQRA TP Futurity [G3].
Sign Again SI 88. Dam of Dueces Deferred SI 105 ($73,696 [R] [G3]).

Accredited Oklahoma Bred.
Hip No. 814  Angels Blazing Star SI 87  814
Consigned by Bielau Oaks, Agent  2007 Brown Mare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rakin In The Cash SI 102</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angels Blazing Star SI 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village Sweetie SI 103 (1998)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st dam
VILLAGE SWEETIE SI 103, by Village Hero. 3 wins to 5, $14,951. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, all ROM, including—

Jessa Sweetie SI 92 (f. by Jess Mr Perry). Winner to 5, $21,596.

2nd dam
SWEET TORO SI 86, by Jet Toro. 2 wins to 4, $3,614. Dam of 5 foals, 3 winners, including—

First Down Stretch SI 103 (g. by First Down Laveaux). 3 wins to 7, $60,828, finalist in the Mardi Gras Derby [R] [G3].
Racin Toro SI 86 (g. by Racin Free). 4 wins to 6, $14,379.

3rd dam
Sweet Eyes Viking SI 92, by Vikingson TB. Placed to 3, 2nd Kansas Bred Derby [R]. Dam of 6 foals to race, 4 ROM, including—

Prize Of Glory SI 91 (Mr Moving Effort). Winner to 8, $6,043.
Viking Racer SI 81 (Racin Free). Winner to 4, $5,876.

4th dam
LUSCIOUS LIZ, by Go Man’s Pride. Placed at 2. Half sister to REAL POLITICIAN SI 93 ($24,716), The Real Mayor SI 87. Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 ROM, including—

Sweet Eyes Viking SI 92 (Vikingson TB). Stakes placed, above.

RACE RECORD: At 2, once 3rd; at 3, twice 2nd, 3 times 3rd; at 4, one win, once 3rd; at 5, 2012, unplaced in 2 starts. EARNED $17,108.

BRED April 20, 2012, and believed in foal to JUMPN
Hip No. Consigned by Bielau Oaks, Agent
815 Hip No. 815

Jessa Sweetie SI 92

2006 Bay Mare

Jessa Mr Perry SI 103
Jessa Sweetie SI 92 4873586
Village Sweetie SI 103 (1998)

Mr Jess Perry SI 113
Beau Windy SI 96

Streakin La Jolla SI 99
Scoopie Fein SI 99
Duck Dance TB
Windy Jing SI 91

Easy Jet SI 100
Chude’s Gee SI 91
Jet Toro SI 104
Sweet Eyes Viking SI 92


1st dam
VILLAGE SWEETIE SI 103, by Village Hero. 3 wins to 5, $14,951. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, all ROM, including–

2nd dam
SWEET TORO SI 86, by Jet Toro. 2 wins to 4, $3,614. Dam of 5 foals, 3 winners, including–
First Down Stretch SI 103 (g. by First Down Laveaux). 3 wins to 7, $60,828, finalist in the Mardi Gras Derby [R] [G3].
Racin Toro SI 86 (g. by Racin Free). 4 wins to 6, $14,379.

3rd dam
Sweet Eyes Viking SI 92, by Vikingson TB. Placed to 3, 2nd Kansas Bred Derby [R]. Dam of 6 foals to race, 4 ROM, including–
Prize Of Glory SI 91 (Mr Moving Effort). Winner to 8, $6,043.
Viking Racer SI 81 (Racin Free). Winner to 4, $5,876.

4th dam
LUSCIOUS LIZ, by Go Man’s Pride. Placed at 2. Half sister to REAL POLITICIAN SI 93 ($24,716), The Real Mayor SI 87. Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 ROM, including–
Sweet Eyes Viking SI 92 (Vikingson TB). Stakes placed, above.

RACE RECORD: At 2, unplaced; at 3, twice 2nd, once 3rd; at 4, one win, twice 2nd, twice 3rd; at 5, unplaced. EARNED $21,596.

BRED April 4, 2012, and believed in foal to JUMP

RGP 9/12
Hip No. 816  
Consigned by Verona R. Vaughn  
Hip No. 816

**Dashin Time SI 93**  
2008 Sorrel Gelding

Bar Dearie SI 90  
The Signature SI 107  
Sure Is Nice  
Twist Real Easy  
First Prize Rose SI 98  
Tiny’s Gay SI 106  
Dash Ta Fame SI 113  
First Down Dash SI 105  
Sudden Fame SI 98  
Vital Sign SI 105  
Risky Rosie  

**By DASH TA FAME SI 113 (1989).** Stakes winner of $290,812, Golden State Fut. [G1], etc. Sire of 869 ROM, 86 stakes winners, $17,663,612, including GUN BATTLE SI 110 (9 wins, $668,781, Zia Fut. [RG1]), ONGOING TA FAME SI 115 (12 wins, $644,746, Shue Fly S. [RG1]), KENDALL JACKSON SI 114 (14 wins, $409,244, AQHA NM Champ. [G1]), DASH TA MOON SI 108 ($352,305, Lubbock S. [G2]), IN FAMOUS CAPER SI 109 ($310,919 [RG2]).

1st dam

2nd dam

3rd dam
FANTASTIC VALENTINE SI 86, by Fantastic Native. Winner at 2. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 ROM, including–Fantastic Silhouette SI 101 (Magnificence). 3 wins to 4, $14,954.

4th dam
WIRED TO WIN TB, by Zip Pocket. 4 wins to 3, $8,720. Dam of 6 foals to race, 5 winners, including–WIN REAL EASY SI 105. 14 wins to 6, $67,619. Caravan East Champ. H. [R], 2nd Lineage Champ. [R], final list Alameda H. [G3]. Balderina SI 99. 4 wins to 4, $11,134. Dam of–BEDARINA SI 104. 4 wins to 4, $36,972, New Mexican Spring Fling [R]. Dam of I KNOW BEDARINA SI 95 ($100,104 [R] [G3]). Miss Balderina SI 93. 2 wins to 3, $17,398. Speed N Greed SI 95. Winner to 4, $7,797. Oh Four SI 88. Winner to 3. Dam of–Iza Leap Year Lady SI 104. 3 wins to 6, $83,447, final list in the Lou Wooten H. [R] [G1]. Mesilla Valley Speed H. [R] [G2]. On Any Given Day SI 105. 6 wins to 5, $22,096, final list in the New Mexico State Fair Senorita Fut. [R] [G3]. Santa Fe Fut. [R] [G3]. Forth Estate SI 105. 5 wins to 6, $17,098. BF Headlight SI 101. 2 wins to 3, $9,087. Splitem SI 93 (Easy Jet). Winner to 6, $4,218.

**RACE RECORD:** At 2, once 2nd; at 3, twice 2nd, 3 times 3rd; at 4, 2012, one win, once 2nd, once 3rd. EARNED $26,271.

**Accredited New Mexico Bred:** in training

RGP 9/12

1st dam

2nd dam
Las Alamitos SI 97, by First Down Dash. 5 wins to 4, $202,480, 2nd PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. [G1], 3rd Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], Los Alamitos Million Fut. [G1], Los Alamitos Derby [G1]. Sister to FOUR FORTY BLAST SI 112, HOLLAND EASE SI 109, Brisco County Jr SI 95. Dividends Declared SI 94. Dam of 19 foals of racing age (1 APHA), 17 to race, 13 ROM–

Ragazzo SI 102 (c. by Shazoom). 7 wins in 14 starts to 3, $559,500, Heritage Place Futurity [G1], Governor’s Cup Derby [G3], finalist in the Southwest Juvenile Champ. S. [G1], Sam Houston Derby [G2].


Features Lucky Charm SI 96 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins to 3, $42,926, Ruidoso Distaff Challenge, 3rd Ruidoso Juvenile Challenge [G3], finalist AQHA Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1].

Las Pink Panther SI 99 (f. by Panther Mountain). 2 wins to 3, $21,474, 2nd Joe B Turner Memorial S., finalist Texas Derby Challenge [G3].


3rd dam
Easy Henryetta SI 90, by Easy Jet. Winner at 2, $18,402, 3rd QHBC Freshman Classic [R] [G3]. Dam of 19 foals to race, 15 ROM, incl.–

Four Forty Blast SI 112 (First Down Dash). Champion 3-Year-Old Gelding, 13 wins in 26 starts to 4, $321,356, Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], Los Alamitos Derby [G1], Horsemen’s QHRA Champ. [G1], Go Man Go H. [G1], California Futurity [R], etc.

Holland Ease SI 109 (First Down Dash). 6 wins to 4, $361,227, Golden State Derby [G1], 2nd Kindergarten Futurity [G1], etc.

Las Alamitos SI 97 (First Down Dash). Stakes placed winner, above.

Brisco County Jr SI 95 (First Down Dash). 5 wins to 3, $118,225, 3rd PCQHRA Breeders’ Futurity [G1], Vandy’s Flash H. [G3], Freshman S., finalist in the Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1].

Dividends Declared SI 94 (f. by First Down Dash), 2 wins to 3, $93,160, 2nd Governor’s Cup Fut. [R] [G1], finalist Ed Burke Fut. [G1]. Dam of HIGH RATE OF RETURN SI 97 (3 wins in 5 starts, $452,635 [G1]).

RGP 9/12

1st dam

2nd dam
Las Alamitos SI 97, by First Down Dash. 5 wins to 4, $202,480, 2nd PCQHRA Breeders' Fut. [G1], 3rd Governor's Cup Derby [R] [G1], Los Alamitos Million Fut. [G1], Los Alamitos Derby [G1]. Sister to FOUR FORTY BLAST SI 112, HOLLAND EASE SI 109, Brisco County Jr SI 95. Dividends Declared SI 94. Dam of 19 foals of racing age (1 APHA), 17 to race, 13 ROM—

RAGAZZO SI 102 (c. by Shazoom). 7 wins in 14 starts to 3, $559,500, Heritage Place Futurity [G1], 3rd Governor's Cup Derby [G3], finalist in the Southwest Juvenile Champ. S. [G1], Sam Houston Derby [G2].


FEATURES LUCKY CHARM SI 96 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins to 3, $42,926, Ruidoso Distaff Challenge, 3rd Ruidoso Juvenile Challenge [G3], finalist AQHA Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1].

Las Pink Panther SI 99 (f. by Panther Mountain). 2 wins to 3, $21,474, 2nd Joe B Turner Memorial S., finalist Texas Derby Challenge [G3].


3rd dam
Easy Henryetta SI 90, by Easy Jet. Winner at 2, $18,402, 3rd QHBC Freshman Classic [R] [G3]. Dam of 19 foals to race, 15 ROM, incl.—

FOUR FORTY BLAST SI 112 (First Down Dash). Champion 3-Year-Old Gelding, 13 wins in 26 starts to 4, $321,356, Governor's Cup Derby [R] [G1], Los Alamitos Derby [G1], Horsemanship's QRHA Champ. [G1], Go Man Go H. [G1], California Futurity [R], etc.

HOLLAND EASE SI 109 (First Down Dash). 6 wins to 4, $361,227, Golden State Derby [G1], 2nd Kindergarten Futurity [G1], etc.

Las Alamitos SI 97 (First Down Dash). Stakes placed winner, above.

Brisco County Jr SI 95 (First Down Dash). 5 wins to 3, $118,225, 3rd PCQHRA Breeders' Futurity [G1], Vandy's Flash H. [G3], Freshman S., finalist in the Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1].

Dividends Declared SI 94 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 3, $93,160, 2nd Governor's Cup Fut. [R] [G1], finalist Ed Burke Fut. [G1]. Dam of HIGH RATE OF RETURN SI 97 (3 wins in 5 starts, $452,635 [G1]).

1st dam

2nd dam

3rd dam
Easy Henryetta SI 90, by Easy Jet. Winner at 2, $18,402, 3rd QHBC Freshman Classic [R] [G3]. Dam of 19 foals to race, 15 ROM, incl.–FOUR FORTY BLAST SI 112 (First Down Dash). Champion 3-Year-Old Gelding, 13 wins in 26 starts to 4, $321,356, Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], Los Alamitos Derby [G1], Horsemen’s OHRA Champ. [G1], Go Man Go H. [G1], California Futurity [R], etc. HOLLAND EASE SI 109 (First Down Dash). 6 wins to 4, $361,227, Golden State Derby [G1], 2nd Kindergarten Futurity [G1], etc. Las Alamitos SI 97 (First Down Dash). Stakes placed winner, above. Brisco County Jr SI 95 (First Down Dash). 5 wins to 3, $118,225, 3rd PCQHRA Breeders’ Futurity [G1], Vandy’s Flash H. [G3], Freshman S., finalist in the Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1]. Dividends Declared SI 94 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 3, $93,160, 2nd Governor’s Cup Fut. [R] [G1], finalist Ed Burke Fut. [G1]. Dam of HIGH RATE OF RETURN SI 97 (3 wins in 5 starts, $452,635 [G1]).
Hip No. 820  Consigned by JEH Stallion Station for Lonetta Essary & Chris Mulholland  Hip No. 820

**Codys Wabbit**

2004 Sorrel Mare

- **Skirt Chasin Alibi** SI 108
- **Wabbit Cleats** (1996)

- **Sir Alibi** SI 104
  - **Silk Skirt**
  - **Dashing Cleat** SI 111
  - **Ramblin Wabbit** SI 102


1st dam

**WABBIT CLEATS**, by Dashing Cleat. Unraced. Dam of 8 foals, 4 to race, incl.–

- **Quick Cleats** SI 80 (g. by Quick Coverage). Placed to 3, $6,128.

2nd dam

**Ramblwin Wabbit** SI 102, by Bunny Bid. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $13,522, 2nd Fun Sun Futurity, 3rd Yakima Spring Futurity, finalist in the Pot O’ Gold Futurity [G3]. Dam of 5 foals to race, 3 ROM, including–

- **Wabbit On A High** SI 103 (f. by On A High). 2 wins to 4, $7,725. Dam of–

3rd dam

**MS RAMBLER** SI 92, by Sir Rambler. 2 wins to 3. Dam of 10 ROM, incl.–

- **PHILS LEGACY** SI 104 (Dash Ta Fame). 13 wins to 9, $60,952, Far
  - **West Futurity** [R], 2nd Portland Futurity, 3rd Oregon Bred Juvenile [R].
- **RAMBLIN ROD** SI 102 (White Tie). 17 wins to 5, $46,089, Portland
  - **Meadows Futurity**, 2nd Grants Pass Futurity, QHBC Northwest Fut. [R].
- **WEST COAST BUNNY** SI 104 (Sail On Bunny). 8 wins to 3, $25,664, Oregon Bred Futurity [R], 2nd Portland Meadows Derby, 3rd Far West Futurity [R], Oregon Bred Juvenile Futurity [R]. Dam of–
  - **West Coast Traffic** SI 97. 3 wins to 3, $20,591, 2nd Bucking Horse Sale Futurity, Wyoming All Breeds Futurity [R].
- **West Coast Cash** SI 96. 3 wins, $13,582, 3rd Far West Fut. [R]. Dam of–
  - **WEST COAST HAWK** SI 94. 3 wins to 3, $209,373, Kindergarten
    - **Futurity** [G1], 3rd Los Alamitos Winter Derby [G2].
  - **WEST COAST OKIE** SI 113. 5 wins to 4, $65,924, Autumn S.,
    - **Pomona Juvenile Champ.**, 2nd Bitterroot Futurity [R] [G2], etc.
  - **ONE FAST OKIE** SI 103. 6 wins to 6, $38,508, Northwest Futurity,
    - 2nd Withnell Dodge Firecracker Futurity.
  - **Cash This Okie** SI 93. 2 wins to 3, $36,844, 2nd Los Alamitos Two
    - Million Juvenile [R], finalist Kindergarten Futurity [G1].
  - **Cash For Cottontail** SI 102. 5 wins to 4, $172,237, finalist in the
    - Golden State Million Futurity [G1].
  - **High Plains Bunny** SI 97. 4 wins to 3, $8,880, 3rd Dan Lockie Derby.

**BRED** April 27, 2012, believed in foal to STREAKIN SIX CARTEL RGP 9/12

RACE RECORD: Unraced.

PRODUCE RECORD:

2011 I Love Lucy Bigtime, f. by Bigtime Favorite.

BRED

April 27, 2012, believed in foal to STREAKIN SIX CARTEL RGP 9/12.
Hip No. 821
Consigned by Lazy E Ranch, LLC, Agent for Bollenbach Farms

Ocean Pearl SI 83

January 31, 2010 Brown Filly

Ocean Runaway SI 105
Ocean Pearl SI 83

First Down Dash SI 105
Bully Bullion SI 104
Runaway Wave SI 105
A Special Smith


1st dam
Wallstreet Darlin SI 101, by Bully Bullion. 4 wins to 5, $47,671, 2nd Red Earth H. [G3], Fair Meadows Belles S., 3rd Big Splash S., finalist in the Oklahoma Derby Challenge [G3], Red Earth H. [G3], Sooner State S. [R] [G3]. Sister to BULLY BONDS SI 107, Miss Stocks N Bonds SI 97. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 10 to race, 7 ROM, incl.–

SASSY CORONA SI 99 (f. by Corona Cartel). 7 wins to 4, $125,609, Miss Princess H. [G3], Fullerton Overnight S., First Place Queen S., Pocahontas Overnight S., 2nd Ghosts and Goblins S., 3rd Charger Bar H. [G1], California Distaff Challenge [G3], finalist in the Ed Burke Memorial Futurity [G1], Kindergarten Futurity [G1]. Dam of–


Corona Darlin (f. by Corona Cartel). Unplaced. Dam of–

Wave Goodbye Darlin SI 97 (f. by Wave Carver). Winner to 3, $22,045.

2nd dam
A SPECIAL SMITH, by R. Smith TB. Dam of 12 starters, 11 ROM, incl.–

SASSY SMITH SI 99 (f. by Corona Cartel). 7 wins to 3, $412,011, Kindergarten Futurity [G1], PCQHRA Breeders Futurity [G1], Ocean-side S. Dam of JESS SASS ME SI 107 ($110,503); granddam of VALIANT JESS SI 91 (to 3, 2012, $38,319), Jess Sass Dash SI 95 ($72,154, 2nd Ruidoso Juvenile; finalist [G1]), Jess Being Valiant SI 82 (2 wins in 3 starts at 2, 2012, $55,880, finalist [G1]).

BULLY BONDS SI 107 (g. by Bully Bullion). 11 wins to 8, $151,127, Dwayne S. twice, Sooner State S. [R] twice, 2nd Remington Park Derby [G1], Sooner State S. [R] [G3], Vespero Express S. [G3].

Wallstreet Darlin SI 101 (Bully Bullion). Stakes placed winner, above.


RACE RECORD: At 2, 2012, twice 3rd. EARNED $4,768. Accredited Oklahoma Bred; in training; embryo transfer RGP 9/12
Hip No. 822  Corona Road Runner SI 83

2002 Chestnut Mare

Consigned by Bielau Oaks

Corona Czech SI 93
Corona Road Runner SI 83
Wards Desert Starlet SI 94 (1989)

First Down Dash SI 105
First Prize Rose SI 98
Dash For Cash SI 114

Corona Chick SI 113
Chicks Beduino SI 104
Easy Jet SI 100

Superior Chick SI 82
Sizzling Lil SI 91
Go Chickie Go SI 90

Fly Rhythm Fly SI 90
Fly Corona Fly SI 91
Merridoc SI 102

By CORONA CZECH SI 93 (1997). Stakes winner of $125,759. Brother to CORONA CASH SI 101 (champion); half brother to CORONA CARTEL SI 97. Sire of 130 ROM, 18 stakes winners, $4,230,574, including MAGIC SHOW CZECH SI 102 (6 wins, $589,211, Governor’s Cup Fut. [RG1]), EL AGUILA REAL SI 96 (8 wins, $291,616, Los Alamitos Winter Champ. [G1]), SHORT CZECH SI 97($229,072 [G1]), CZECH N OUT ASHLEY SI 109 ($217,896 [G1])

1st dam
WARDS DESERT STARLET SI 94, by Superior Chick. 2 wins in 3 starts to 3, $3,545. Dam of 15 foals of racing age, 13 to race, 9 ROM, incl.–


Vallarta Dash SI 95 (f. by Dashing Val). Winner to 7, $43,265, 2nd Buttons and Bows S., finalist California Sires’ Cup Futurity [R] [G2].

2nd dam
FLY RYTHM FLY SI 90, by Merridoc. 5 wins at 2 and 3, $16,020, finalist in the Las Ninas H. [G3]. Dam of 16 foals to race, 14 ROM, including–


Hawks Rhythm Fly SI 99 (g. by Hawkinsen). 2 wins to 4, $31,241, 2nd California Breeders’ 550 Sophomore S. [R].

Make It Rhythm SI 96 (g. by Hawkinsen). Winner to 5, $30,471, 3rd El Primero Del Ano Derby [G2].

Fly Hawkish Fly SI 85 (f. by Hawkish). Placed to 4, $10,339, 2nd California Breeders Freshman S. [R].

Hawks Fly Rhythm SI 90 (f. by Hawkinsen). 3 wins to 3, $27,716.
Fly Corona Fly SI 91 (g. by Corona Czech). 3 wins to 3, $17,001.
Run With Rhythm SI 94 (g. by Chicks Beduino). Winner to 5, $14,835.

Horse Sale Futurity [R] [G2].

Hawkinson Chickie SI 92. 3 wins to 4, $25,634, finalist in the West/Southwest Derby Challenge [G3], Animas H. [G3].

This Hawk Flys SI 97. 3 wins to 3, $23,390.

RACE RECORD: At 2, one win, 3 times 3rd; at 3, once 2nd, once 3rd in 2 starts. EARNED $9,306.

PRODUCE RECORD: 2011 no report.
2009 Perrys Road Runner, f. by First Prize Perry. Has not started.
2012 Jumpn Red Ryder, c. by Jumpn.

BRED April 27, 2012, and believed in foal to STOLI

RGP 9/12
Hip No. 823  Consigned by 6666 Ranch, Agent  Hip No. 823

Stoli Bedlam
2006 Bay Mare

First Down Dash SI 105
Strawberry Silk SI 105
Beduino TB

Stoli Bedlam

4909694 Bold Tactics
Wash And Wear SI 108
First Prize Rose SI 114

Stoli Bedlam

4909694 Bold Ego TB

Wash And Wear SI 108

(1986)

Stoli Bedlam

4909694 Bold Tactics
Wash And Wear SI 108

(1986)

Stoli Bedlam


1st dam

WASH AND WEAR SI 108, by Bold Ego TB. 6 wins to 4, $78,534, Oklahoma Fall Futurity [G3], Rocket Bar Futurity [G3], Oklahoma Fall Derby-NTR, 440y in 0:21.290, 2nd Raton Derby [G3], Jayhawker Derby [G3]. Special Effort S. Half sister to SPIT CURL LARK SI 100 ($42,973 [G3]; dam of LIL SPIT CURL SI 108, $107,092; granddam of SPIT CURL JESS SI 100, $141,719 [G1], To Fit To Be Tied SI 90 ($37,657), Shez Not Too Shabby SI 94 (dam of HEZ NOT TOO SHABBY SI 105, $192,469 [R] [G1]). Dam of 25 foals, 21 to race, 20 ROM, including–

DRIP DRY DASH SI 107 (g. by Dash For Cash). 13 wins to 7, $147,133, Governor’s Cup Marathon [G3], Lone Star Park Distance Champ. [G3], Texas Distance Challenge twice, Oklahoma Distance Challenge twice, 2nd AQHA Distance Challenge Champ. [G1], Texas Distance Challenge, East Distance Challenge, Manor Downs H. V. Fantastic Jessie SI 96 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, $49,517, 2nd Cypress Sophomore S., finalist Golden State Million Fut. [G1]. Dam of–

FANTASTIC DASHER SI 95 (g. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 4, $34,294, AQRA President’s Open Spring Futurity.


The Perfect Diamond SI 104 (g. by Easily Smashed). 4 wins to 5, $30,510, 3rd Speedhorse Gold Cup Futurity [R] [G2].

Special Wrinkle SI 104 (g. by Special Effort). 4 wins to 6, $30,108, 2nd Manor Downs H. IV, finalist in the Sam Houston Derby [G2].

Fisher Washer SI 105 (Fishers Dash). 3 wins, $25,010, 3rd Mini Rock H.

Class Act Perry SI 96 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 6 wins to 7, ($24,185 USA), in Mexico, 3rd Clasico Inaugural [G3], finalist in the Clasico Campeon de Campeones [G3], Clasico A.M.C.C.C.M. [R] [G3].


RACE RECORD: Unraced.

PRODUCE RECORD:

2011 Captain Bedlam, c. by Captain Courage.

2012 c. by One Famous Eagle.

BRED May 13, 2012, and believed in foal to ONE FAMOUS EAGLE.

Accredited Texas Broodmare.
Hip No. Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury
Hip No. 824 Miss Dash N Run SI 93 824
2002 Bay Mare

Runaway Winner SI 104
Miss Dash N Run SI 93
4403429
Watch Her Dash SI 88 (1993)

{Beduino TB
Miss Fast Chic SI 99
Dash For Cash SI 114
Watch Our Hero TB

{Romany Royal
Jo-Ann-Cat
Fast Jet SI 98
Serena Chic
{Rocket Wrangler SI 97
Find A Buyer TB
Our Hero
Silent Prayer

By RUNAWAY WINNER SI 104 (1985). Stakes winner [G1]. Sire of 752 ROM, 65 stakes winners, $13,710,552, including champions TREACHEROUSLY SI 103 ($622,004 [G1]), DECEPTIVELY SI 105. Sire of the dams of 70 stakes winners, incl. champions STOLIS WINNER SI 112 (world champion, $2,235,161 [G1]), OCEAN RUNAWAY SI 105 ($1,642,498 [G1]), RUNNNING BROOK GAL SI 102 ($1,359,989 [G1]), WAVE CARVER SI 104 (world champion, $1,005,946 [G1]).

1st dam
WATCH HER DASH SI 88, by Dash For Cash. Winner to 3. Dam of 9 foals, all ROM, including—
WATCH ME IF YOU CAN SI 99 (g. by Tres Seis). 11 wins to 6,
$161,600, All Canadian Classic-NTR, 350y in 0:17.480, All Canadian Classic, 3rd Alex Picov Champ., finalist Kansas Futurity [G2].
Fast Man Dash SI 96 (g. by Heza Fast Man). 6 wins to 5, $39,892.
Holland Dash Home SI 95 (g. by Holland Ease). 2 wins to 3, $22,948, finalist in the TQHA Sales Futurity [R] [G1].
Mr Tres Seis SI 89 (g. by Tres Seis). 2 wins to 3, $12,591.

2nd dam
Watch Our Hero TB, by Our Hero. 5 wins, $66,655, 2nd Jean Lafitte Fut.
Sister to My Hero TB. Dam of 8 foals to race, 5 winners, including—
Wings On A Rose SI 95 (Rolls Of Romance). 2 wins to 3, $20,472.

3rd dam
SILENT PRAYER, by Binary. 3 wins at 2, $17,288 winner at 3 in thoroughbred & quarter horse races, Rio Grande Kindergarten Futurity. Half sister to PRAYER LEADER ($105,421), ZONIC ($65,983). Dam of 9 foals, 7 winners, including—
My Hero (Our Hero). 7 wins to 6, $71,305, 2nd Beef State S. Sire.
Watch Our Hero (Our Hero). Stakes placed winner, above.
Pride Of The Green (Shecky Greene). 8 wins to 8, $51,267.
Pick And Pray (Full Pocket). 13 wins to 11, $47,681.
Country Fevor (Broadway Forli). 7 wins to 6, $29,269.
Texoma (Full Out). 3 wins to 4, $14,359. Dam of—
Tex Go. 6 wins in 12 starts to 3, $41,458.
Total Disclosure. 4 wins to 4, $26,330.
Silent Attack. 3 wins to 5, $14,087.
Ruformes. 4 wins to 5, $11,367.
Bin Silent (Our Hero). Placed at 2. Dam of—
Bin Rockin’. 9 wins to 8, $120,819.
Hyde Brite. Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of—
Republican Lady. Winner to 5, $21,889.

RACE RECORD: At 2, unplaced in 1 start; at 3, one win, once 3rd; at 4, unplaced in 1 start. EARNED $6,278.

PRODUCE RECORD: 2011 no report.
2008 Ill Make You Money SI 97, g. by Make It Anywhere. 2 wins to 3, $5,424.
2009 Jumpn N Run, c. by Jumpn Chic. Has not started.
2012 c. by Mr Queens Mystery.

RGP 9/12
Hip No. 825
Consigned by Jean Dillard

Long For Me
February 19, 2010 Brown Filly

Hip No. 825

Corona Cartel SI 109
Holland Ease SI 109
Corona Chick SI 113
Strawfly Special SI 107
JD Me Too SI 90
Fly In The Pie SI 99
Strawfly Special SI 97
Lookin For Me SI 99


1st dam
WAY LONG WAY, by Strawfly Special. Unplaced. Dam of 1 other foal of racing age, unraced.

2nd dam
LOOKIN FOR ME SI 99, by Special Effort. 2 wins at 2, $16,347, Black Gold 330 Futurity [R], 2nd Black Gold 300 Futurity [R], 3rd QHBC Sunbelt Futurity [R], qualified [G3]. Dam of 7 foals, 6 winners, incl.– Holland For Me SI 96 (g. by Holland Ease). 3 wins to 6, $20,556.

3rd dam


4th dam
RITA SEIS, by Easy Six. Unraced. Half sister to BUZZ TE SI 98 ($48,235), Sumpin Silly SI 92 ($26,556). Dam of 8 ROM, including–

SEE ME DO IT SI 104 (On A High). World Champion, above.

Lovers Talk SI 98 (Casady Casanova). 4 wins to 3, $45,754, 2nd Leo H. [G3], Las Ninas H. [G3], Berkeley S., finalist [G1]. Dam of No Options Mister SI 105 (12 wins, $125,050); granddam of Miss Talk Show SI 100 ($38,356, 3rd Northlands Futurity [G3]).


Rita Darlin SI 80 (Mr Master Bug). Placed twice at 2. Dam of BEERFORBUZZ SI 108 ($56,626); granddam of DASHING TA FAME SI 104 ($103,408 [R] [G2]), Blushing Daisy SI 120 ($131,554 [G3]), Straight Tothe Vault SI 96 ($87,547).


RACE RECORD: At 2, 2012, unplaced in 1 start.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge.

Accredited Oklahoma Bred; in training
Hip No. 826 Consigned by 6666 Ranch, Agent for Mitchell Ranch

**Special Wear SI 89**

2005 Sorrel Mare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offspring</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>Special Effort SI 104</td>
<td>Weart And Tear SI 93 (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>474707B</td>
<td>Special Wear SI 89</td>
<td>Weart And Tear SI 93 (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>Raise Your Glass TB</td>
<td>Raise A Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>Go Effortlessly SI 98</td>
<td>Champagne Woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>Moon Lark SI 99</td>
<td>Double Devil SI 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>Wash And Wear SI 108</td>
<td>Hijo Beauty TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>Top Moon SI 100</td>
<td>Special Effort SI 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>Pan O Lan SI 94</td>
<td>Champagne Woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>Bold Ego TB</td>
<td>Double Devil SI 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>Fresh And Fit SI 85</td>
<td>Fresh And Fit SI 85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By **Special Effort SI 104** (1979). World champion, Triple Crown winner, $1,219,950. Sire of 75 stakes winners, 1,049 ROM, 6 champions, $18,894,740. Sire of the dams of 129 stakes winners, including champions **Eyesa Special SI 107** ($1,394,911 [G1]), **Double Down Special SI 101** ($1,211,934 [G1]), **Eye Opening Episode SI 113** ($704,808 [G1]), **Deelish SI 102** ($603,673 [G1]), **Tiny First Effort SI 105** ($445,393 [G1]).

**1st dam**

**Wear And Tear SI 93**, by Moon Lark. 2 wins to 3, $4,933. Dam of 9 living foals of racing age, 7 to race, 5 ROM, including–

**Wear American SI 91** (f. by American Champ TB). 2 wins to 4, $11,857.

**2nd dam**

**Wash And Wear SI 108**, by Bold Ego TB. 6 wins to 4, $78,534, Okla. Fall Fut. [G3], Rocket Bar Futurity [G3], Oklahoma Fall Derby-NTR, 2nd Raton Derby [G3], etc. Half sister to **Spit Curl Lark SI 100** ($42,973 [G3]; dam of **Lil Spit Curl SI 108**, $107,092; granddam **Spit Curl Jess SI 100** ($141,719 [G1]), **To Fit To Be Tied SI 90** ($37,657), **Shez Not Too Shabby SI 94** (dam of **Hez Not Too Shabby SI 94**)). Dam of 20 ROM, including–

**Drip DRY DASH SI 107** (g. by Dash For Cash). 13 wins to 7, $147,133, Governor’s Cup Marathon [G3], Lone Star Distance Champ. [G3], Texas Distance Chlg. twice, Oklahoma Distance Chlg. twice, 2nd AQHA Distance Chlg. Champ. [G1], Texas Distance Chlg., etc.

**Fantastic Jessie SI 96** (Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 4, $49,517, 2nd Cypress Sophomore S., **Golden State Million Fut.** [G1]. Dam of **Fantastic Dasher SI 95** ($34,294).


**The Perfect Diamond SI 104** (g. by Easily Smashed). 4 wins to 5, 3rd Speedhorse Gold Cup Futurity [R] [G2].

**Special Wrinkle SI 104** (g. by Special Effort). 4 wins to 6, $30,108, 2nd Manor Downs H. IV, **finalist in the Sam Houston Derby** [G2].

**Fisher Washer SI 105**. 3 wins to 3, $25,010, 3rd Mini Rock H.

**Class Act Perry SI 96** (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 6 wins to 7, ($24,185 USA), in Mexico, 3rd Clasico Inaugural [G3].


**RACE RECORD**: At 2, twice 2nd, once 3rd; at 3, two wins, once 3rd; at 4, unplaced in 1 start. EARNED $15,315.

**PRODUCE RECORD**: 2010 Famous Wear, g. by One Famous Eagle. Unplaced in 1 start.

2011 Wildcat Wear, f. by Jess Zoomin.

2012 c. by Bigtime Favorite.

**BRED**: February 17, 2012, believed in foal to **ONE FAMOUS EAGLE** RGP 9/12

1st dam
WHOLE LOTTASHAKE, by Feature Mr Jess. Unplaced. Her first foal will arrive in 2013.

2nd dam
SHAKE N SHOOT SI 84, by Tolltac. Placed to 3. Sister to TOTALLY ILLEGAL SI 105. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, 11 to race, 10 winners, incl.–

FRANKIE SHOOTS SI 103 (c. by Dashin Bye). 10 wins to 6, $331,328, Vessels Maturity [G1], PCQHRA Breeders’ Derby [G2], Kaveah Bar H. [G3], Corona Chick S., Z Wayne Griffin Director’s Stks, 2nd Eastex H. [G2], Holiday S., 3rd Calif. Breeders’ Champ. [R] [G1], etc. Makeandshake SI 101 (f. by Make It Anywhere). 3 wins to 3, $26,007.

3rd nd dam
AZURES MARGE SI 103, by A Zure Request. 6 wins at 3, $19,999, Copper Penny Derby, 2nd Boise Derby [G3]. Dam of 9 foals, 8 ROM, incl.–

TOTALLY ILLEGAL SI 105 (Tolltac), 4 wins to 3, $147,160, QHBC Juvenile [G1], Governor’s Cup Futurity [R] [G2], San Mateo S., 2nd Los Alamitos Derby [G1], QHBC Far West Futurity [R], etc. Dam of–

ILLEGAL FIREWORKS SI 98. 6 wins to 4, $181,901, Juno’s Request S. [G3], Bill Hedge S., 3rd Oklahoma Futurity [G3], finalist [G1].

QUEEN OF APPEALS SI 99. 3 wins to 3, $83,988, Charger Bar S., 2nd PCQHRA Breeders’ Futurity [G1], 3rd Independence Day H. [R]. Dam of GOOD REASON SA SI 102 (Champion Aged Horse, Champion Aged Stallion, $1,446,727, Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1]), APPEALS KING SPECIAL SI 109 ($54,736), Special Queen SA SI 102 ($229,720 [G1]).

RUMOR HAD IT SI 103. 10 wins to 4, $68,552, Idaho Cup Derby [R] [G3], American Foundation S., Portland Meadows Derby, 2nd Idaho Cup Maturity [R], 3rd California Derby Challenge [G3].

LAWFUL SI 113. 9 wins to 8, $68,101, El Moro De Cumpas S. [G3], Santa Cruz County Derby, 2nd Robert Heubeck Memorial S., etc. Finallylegal SI 104. Winner to 6, $38,695, 2nd Pomona Champ., etc. Dare To Struggle SI 103 (Tolltac). 3 wins to 3, $14,136, finalist [R] [G2].

Dam of SEE YOU IN COURT SI 113 ($127,472 [R] [G3]), TAKEN THE FIFTH SI 98 ($59,616), UNDER SUSPICION SI 103 ($54,802); granddam of Variable SI 99 ($38,417).

Finallylegal SI 113 ($127,472 [R] [G3]), TAKEN THE FIFTH SI 98 ($59,616), UNDER SUSPICION SI 103 ($54,802); granddam of Variable SI 99 ($38,417).

Finallylegal SI 113 ($127,472 [R] [G3]), TAKEN THE FIFTH SI 98 ($59,616), UNDER SUSPICION SI 103 ($54,802); granddam of Variable SI 99 ($38,417).

Finallylegal SI 113 ($127,472 [R] [G3]), TAKEN THE FIFTH SI 98 ($59,616), UNDER SUSPICION SI 103 ($54,802); granddam of Variable SI 99 ($38,417).
1st dam  
WICKED FALENA SI 87, by Corona Cartel. Winner to 3, $9,556. Her first foal arrived in 2011.  
2nd dam  
FAST FLYIN NANNY SI 101, by Strawfly Special. 6 wins to 6, $47,144, East Derby Chlg. [G3], 2nd Black Gold 350 Fut. [R], finalist AQHA Derby Challenge Champ. [G1]. Sister to FAST FLYIN NANNY SI 98, Flying Nanny SI 103. Dam of 11 foals, 6 to race, all winners, incl.–  
Fast Flyin Flora (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Unraced. Dam of–  
Match This Miracle SI 101. 3 wins in 6 starts at 2, $45,428, finalist in the New Mexico Spring Futurity [R] [G1].  
3rd dam  
DASHIN NANNY SI 95, by Dash For Cash. Winner at 3, $5,278. Dam of 12 ROM–  
FASTER FLYIN NANNY SI 98 (g. by Strawfly Special). 6 wins in 12 starts to 3, $52,500, QHBC Juvenile Classic [G3], etc.  
FAST FLYIN NANNY SI 101 (Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.  
Flying Nanny SI 103 (f. by Strawfly Special). 8 wins to 5, $52,469, 2nd Black Gold Derby [R], finalist [G1]. Dam of–  
FLY CORONA CAT SI 107. 6 wins to 9, 2012, $145,977, Sam Houston Derby S. [G2], Hasta La Vista S., 2nd Lazy E Derby [R] [G2], Hasta La Vista S., 3rd Savannah Jr. S., Curtis/Kieckhefer S., finalist [G1].  
STREAKIN NANNY SI 106. 5 wins to 4, $57,790, La Mariposa H. [G3], New Mexico Distaff Challenge [G3]-NTR, 2nd Button and Bows S., finalist in the AQHA Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1].  
Fly Miss Corona SI 101. 3 wins to 3, $37,194, 2nd New Mexico Derby Challenge [G3], finalist in the West Texas Derby [G2].  
Hottesticketintown SI 85. Winner to 3, $3,889. Dam of–  
Clickiticket SI 95. 3 wins to 3, $67,435, 2nd Louisiana Breeders’ Lassie Futurity [R] [G2].  
Dash To The Toast SI 105. 6 wins to 5, $82,779.  
Fly Brazos Chick SI 80. Unplaced. Dam of–  
Fly Down Chick SI 121. 6 wins to 6, 2012, $71,885, finalist [R] [G3].  
Best Buds SI 92. 5 wins to 6, $25,415, 3rd Splash Bac Overnight H.  
Fastest Flying Nanny SI 89 (f. by Strawfly Special). Winner to 3, $6,830.  
Dam of RK Lady Prospect SI 101 ($83,042).  
RGP 9/12
Hip No. 829  Foal in Utero  Hip No. 829

Due March 3, 2013

Mr Piloto SI 89  

Ms Pilot Point SI 105

Streakin La Jolla SI 99

Scoopie Fein SI 99

Splash Bac SI 93

Dancing Tonight SI 91

Holland Ease SI 109

Corona Chick SI 113

Strawfly Special SI 97

Dashin Nanny SI 95


1st dam

WICKED FALENA SI 87, by Corona Cartel. Winner to 3, $9,556. Her first foal arrived in 2011.

2nd dam

FAST FLYIN NANNY SI 101, by Strawfly Special. 6 wins to 6, $47,144, East Derby Chlg. [G3], 2nd Black Gold 350 Fut. [R], finalist AQHA Derby Challenge Champ. [G1]. Sister to FASTER FLYIN NANNY SI 98, Flying Nanny SI 103. Dam of 11 foals, 6 to race, all winners, incl.–

Captain Stoli SI 90 (g. by Stoli). 2 wins, $20,206, 3rd Northlands Fut. [G3].

Seeking Daylight SI 116 (g. by Separatist). 3 wins to 6, $34,102.


Fast Flyin Flora (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Unraced. Dam of–

Match This Miracle SI 101. 3 wins in 6 starts at 2, $45,428, finalist in the New Mexico Spring Futurity [R] [G1].

3rd dam

DASHIN NANNY SI 95, by Dash For Cash. Winner at 3, $5,278. Dam of 12 ROM–

FASTER FLYIN NANNY SI 101 (Strawfly Special). 6 wins in 12 starts to 3, $52,500, QHBC Juvenile Classic [G3], etc.

FAST FLYIN NANNY SI 101 (Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.

Flying Nanny SI 103 (f. by Strawfly Special). 8 wins to 5, $52,469, 2nd Black Gold Derby [R], finalist [G1]. Dam of–

FLY CORONA CAT SI 107. 6 wins to 9, 2012, $145,977, Sam Houston Derby S. [G2], Hasta La Vista S., 2nd Lazy E Derby [R] [G2], Hasta La Vista S., 3rd Savannah Jr. S., Curtis/Kieckhefer S., finalist [G1].

STREAKIN NANNY SI 106. 5 wins to 4, $57,790, La Mariposa H. [G3], New Mexico Distaff Challenge [G3]-NTR, 2nd Button and Bows S., finalist in the AQHA Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1].

Fly Miss Corona SI 101. 3 wins to 3, $37,194, 2nd New Mexico Derby Challenge [G3], finalist in the West Texas Derby [G2].

Hottesticketintown SI 85. Winner to 3, $3,889. Dam of–

Clickiticket SI 95. 3 wins to 3, $67,435, 2nd Louisiana Breeders' I Lassie Futurity [R] [G2].

Dash To The Toast SI 105. 6 wins to 5, $82,779.

Fly Brazos Chick SI 80. Unplaced. Dam of–

Fly Down Chick SI 121. 6 wins to 6, 2012, $71,885, finalist [R] [G3].

Best Buds SI 92. 5 wins to 6, $25,415, 3rd Splash Bac Overnight H. Fastest Flying Nanny SI 89 (f. by Strawfly Special). Winner to 3, $6,830.

Dam of RK Lady Prospect SI 101 ($83,042).
Foal in Utero

Due February 16, 2013


1st dam
WICKED FALENA SI 87, by Corona Cartel. Winner to 3, $9,556. Her first foal arrived in 2011.

2nd dam
FAST FLYIN NANNY SI 101, by Strawfly Special. 6 wins to 6, $47,144, East Derby Chlg. [G3], 2nd Black Gold 350 Fut. [R], finalist AQHA Derby Challenge Champ. [G1]. Sister to FASTER FLYIN NANNY SI 98, Flying Nanny SI 103. Dam of 11 foals, 6 to race, all winners, incl.–


Fast Flyin Flora (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Unraced. Dam of–

Match This Miracle SI 101. 3 wins in 6 starts at 2, $45,428, finalist in the New Mexico Spring Futurity [R] [G1].

3rd dam
DASHIN NANNY SI 95, by Dash For Cash. Winner at 3, $5,278. Dam of 12 ROM–

FASTER FLYIN NANNY SI 98 (g. by Strawfly Special). 6 wins in 12 starts to 3, $52,500, QHBC Juvenile Classic [G3], etc.

FAST FLYIN NANNY SI 101 (Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.

Flying Nanny SI 103 (f. by Strawfly Special). 8 wins to 5, $52,469, 2nd Black Gold Derby [R], finalist [G1]. Dam of–


STREAKIN NANNY SI 106. 5 wins to 4, $57,790, La Mariposa H. [G3], New Mexico Distaff Challenge [G3]-NTR, 2nd Button and Bows S., finalist in the AQHA Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1].

Fly Miss Corona SI 101. 3 wins to 3, $37,194, 2nd New Mexico Derby Challenge [G3], finalist in the West Texas Derby [G2].

Hottesticketintown SI 85. Winner to 3, $3,889. Dam of–

Clickiticket SI 95. 3 wins to 3, $67,435, 2nd Louisiana Breeders' Lassie Futurity [R] [G2].

Dash To The Toast SI 105. 6 wins to 5, $71,885, 2nd Louisiana Breeders' Lassie Futurity [R] [G2].

Fly Brazos Chick SI 80. Unplaced. Dam of–


RGP 9/12

1st dam
WICKED WINNER SI 94, by Runaway Winner. 3 wins to 3, $137,880, Ruidoso Derby [G2], 3rd Ruidoso Futurity [G1], finalist Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1], Rainbow Derby [G1], qualified to Rainbow Futurity [G1]. Dam of 14 foals of racing age, 9 to race, 8 winners, incl.–

WICKED ROYAL CARTEL SI 96 (f. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 3, $62,641, Mini Rock Overnight S., 3rd Kingman Kid S., finalist Los Alamitos Winter Derby [G1], qualified to Ed Burke Million Fut. [G1].

First Wicked Lady SI 94 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 4, $150,288, 2nd All American Derby [G1], finalist in the All American Futurity [G1], Vessels Maturity [G1]. Dam of–

TELLER SHEZ WICKED SI 94 (f. by Teller Cartel). 3 wins at 2, $20,380, Blink of an Eye Overnight H.


BAJA JAZZ SI 98 (f. by Tres Seis). 4 wins to 3, $156,763, Longhorn Futurity [G1], 2nd Retama Park Futurity [G1].

Shakalo SI 93 (g. by Feature Mr Jess). Placed to 3, 2012, $14,859, 3rd Prairie Meadows Juvenile Challenge.

2nd dam
WICKED WILLA SI 101, by Dash For Cash. 6 wins to 4, $120,793, World’s Champ. Classic [G1], Turf Paradise Derby, 2nd Rainbow Silver Cup [G1], etc. Sister to WICKED DASH SI 104 ($353,808 [G1]), WICKED WIND SI 97 ($117,501 [G1]), STRICTLY WICKED SI 105 ($111,713), Wicked Pamela SI 90 (dam of HEZA WICKED MAN SI 107, $180,351 [G3], JJS DOUBLE DASH SI 104, $140,071; granddam of ROYAL SNOWFLAKES SI 97, $142,679 [R][G1]). Out of VIKING ANNE SI 116 ($183,809). Dam of 10 ROM, including–


RACE RECORD: At 2, one win, once 2nd, once 3rd; at 3, twice 3rd; at 4, once 2nd in 2 starts. EARNED $12,259.

PRODUCE RECORD:
2012 f. by Mr Piloto.
2013 two embryos due: 1 by Mr Piloto and 1 by Tempting Dash.
BRED for a 2013 foal, and believed in foal to TEMPTING DASH

RGP 9/12
Hip No. 832

Im Hott Ur Nott

Hip consigned by Lazy E Ranch, LLC, Agent for J Bar 7 Ranch, LLC, on March 31, 2010. Sorrel Filly

Consigned by Lazy E Ranch, LLC, Agent for J Bar 7 Ranch, LLC

Streakin Six SI 104
Chickarun SI 93
Reb’s Policy TB
Tiny’s Delight SI 91

First Prize Rose SI 98
Merganser SI 105

Harems Choice SI 85


1st dam

WILD CALIFORNIA ROSE SI 89, by First Down Dash. Placed to 4, $5,525. This is her first foal.

2nd dam

CLASS IN EXCESS SI 91, by Merganser. 2 wins. Dam of 7 ROM, incl.–

RED CLAY OF TEXAS SI 105 (g. by Splash Bac). 5 wins to 6, $169,863, Ruidoso Futurity [G1].

Hiclass Heat SI 97 (g. by Hiclass La Jolla). 4 wins to 3, 2012, $104,797, 2nd TQHA Sale Futurity [R] [G2], Sam Houston Juvenile S.

High Mesa Melody SI 93 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 4, $33,965, finalist in the La Primera Del Ano Derby [G1].

Aggravating Mama (f. by Dash Thru Traffic). Unraced. Dam of–

Aggravating For Me SI 96. 2 wins to 3, ($16,029 USA), in Mexico, 3rd Campeonato Nacional Dia Del Charro.

3rd dam

HAREMS CHOICE SI 85, by *Beduino TB. Winner to 3. Half sister to MY FRIEND WILL SIGN SI 105. Dam of 17 starters, 15 ROM, incl.–

ROYAL QUICK DASH SI 101 (First Down Dash). 7 wins to 3, $1,046,980, All American Futurity [G1].

FIRST SOVEREIGN SI 106 (First Down Dash). Champion 2-Year-Old Colt, 3 wins in 5 starts at 2, $278,829, Kindergarten Futurity [G1], Ed Burke Futurity [G1].

A REGAL CHOICE SI 101 (First Down Dash). 8 wins to 3, $735,507, Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1], Director’s S. [G3], AQHR Journal S., 2nd Los Alamitos Super Derby [G1], All American Juvenile [R] [G3], finalist in the All American Derby [G1].

HAREMS LAST DASH SI 96 (First Down Dash). 7 wins to 5, $160,147, SoCal Derby [G1], 2nd Los Alamitos Winter Champ. [G2].

FIRST RATE CHOICE SI 104 (First Down Dash). 4 wins to 4, $98,220, Pocahontas S., 2nd Mission Beach S., Denim N Diamonds H. [R], 3rd La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2], finalist [G1]. Dam of Butterfly Kisses SI 90 ($53,398, 3rd Kindergarten Futurity [G1]).


ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge.

In training

RGP 9/12
Hip No. 833 Consigned by Roger Daly, Agent for MJ Farms Hip No. 833

FDD Cambria

2009 Sorrel Filly

- First Down Dash SI 105
- Dinastia Toll BRZ SI 97
- The Signature SI 107
- Famous Chapelle SI 106

By FDD DYNASTY SI 102 (2004), Champion 2- and 3-year-old colt, 8 wins in 11 starts, $1,173,001, Ed Burke Million Fut. [G1], etc. His first foals are 3-year-olds of 2012; sire of 82 ROM, $1,677,314, incl. TERRIFIC SYNERGY SI 92 (6 wins, $282,616, Governor’s Cup Derby [RG2]), Vancouver Moon SI 91 (3 wins in 4 starts at 2, 2012, $120,760, 2nd Rainbow Fut. [G1]), SHES JESS DYNAMITE SI 99 ($94,983), CASSIUS SI 100, BRINGIN IT ON SI 97.

1st dam

WILD VINES SI 90, by The Signature. 2 wins to 4, $27,001, finalist [G3].

Dam of 9 foals of racing age, 7 to race, 5 winners, including–


Wildside SI 90 (f. by The Down Side). Winner to 3, $29,319, finalist New Mexico Classic Futurity [R] [G1], New Mexico Classic Derby [R] [G2].

Charlie Waffles Jr SI 91 (g. by Jesse James Jr). Winner to 3, 2012, $13,051, qualified to Zia Futurity [R] [G1].

2nd dam

FAMOUS CHAPELLE SI 106, by Dash Ta Fame. 4 wins in 6 starts at 2, $72,497, Utah Classic Futurity [R] [G1]-NTR. Dam of 9 ROM, incl.–

ARBOR MIST SI 106 (f. by Blushing Bug). 3 wins to 4, $130,397, New Mexico Breeders Derby [R] [G3], 2nd Shue Fly S. [R] [G1], Lou Wooten H. [R] [G1], 3rd New Mexico Breeders F. [R] [G3], etc.

Love That Chapelle SI 96 (f. by Blushing Bug). 4 wins to 4, $135,836, 2nd Rainbow Juvenile Invitational [R] [G3], La Mariposa H. [G3], finalist in the All American Futurity [G1]. Dam of Love That Six SI 104.

3rd dam

STREAKIN CHAPELLE, by Streakin Dash. Unraced. Sister to DASHIN SANDY SI 107. Dam of 2 foals, both winners, including–

FAMOUS CHAPELLE SI 106 (Dash Ta Fame). Stakes winner, above.

4th dam


DASHIN SANDY SI 107 (Streakin Dash). 6 wins to 4, $103,171, Diamond Classic Futurity [R] [G2]-NTR, finalist [G1]. Dam of CHAMPAGNE LANE SI 106 ($147,125 [R] [G1]), REDWOOD RIVER [P] SI 99; granddam of ALICE KAY WHITE SI 99 (Champion, $276,837 [G1]), KENDALL JACKSON SI 114 ($408,749 [G1]-NWR), REX HILL SI 94 (4 wins in 7 starts at 2, 2012, $135,930 [R] [G3]).

SIR ZEVI STRAUSS SI 104 (Sir Cashanova). 7 wins to 5, $59,622 [R][G3].

RACE RECORD: At 2, unraced; at 3, 2012, one win. EARNED $4,035.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge.

Embryo transfer; in training.
Wayne’s Princess TB
1999 Dark Bay or Brown Mare


1st dam
WINDY PEAK, by Santiago Peak. Placed to 4. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, including—

WAYNE’S PRINCESS (f. by Wayne’s Crane). Stakes winner, below.

2nd dam
Chicago Dancer, by Reading Room. 7 wins, 2 to 4, $93,580, 2nd My Fair Lady H. Dam of 11 foals to race, 5 winners, including—

DANCER’S POPPY (c. by Two Point Poppy). 10 wins to 6, $144,030, Great Mystery S. [R], Jack Popkin Sprint S. [R], New England Breeders’ H. [R], 2nd Massachautses Breeders Champ. H. [R], Beacon Hill S. [R], Boston Common S. [R], Massachusetts Autumn Turf H. [R], Boston Common S. [R], Mass. Breeders Champ. H. [R], etc.

Unmistaken Talent (f. by Unmistaken). 3 wins to 3, $32,897, 2nd Phoenix Futurity. Dam of—

NOMISTAKETHISTIME. 22 wins to 8, $271,254, Who Doctor Who S., Tondi Budweiser H., Rushing Man S., Good Neighbor S. [R], 2nd Phoenix Futurity [R], Laddie S. [R], 3rd Presidents Cup S., etc.


3rd dam
CHICAGO TALENT, by Native Dancer. Placed. Half sister to HOIRING AROUND ($78,725; dam of FLIRTING, $54,103); granddam of NUJINSKY’S PRINCE, $238,309). Dam of 6 foals to race, 4 winners—

Chicago Dancer (Reading Room). Stakes placed winner, above.

Chicago Envoy (Star Envoy). 3 wins to 5, $24,918. Granddam of CRUIZEIRO (in Chile [G3]).

Talent Star (Pia Star). Unraced. Dam of Mighty Casting ($71,949), Oliver Edwards ($42,620); granddam of One For The Pilot (12 wins to 7, $128,305), My Boy C K (4 wins to 5, $102,900).

RACE RECORD: At 2, three wins (MISS HOUSTON S. [HOU, $15,000]), twice 2nd (Honeymoon S. [R] [RET, $5,000]), twice 3rd; at 3, one win, twice 3rd (Katy S. [R] [HOU, $3,300]); at 4, five wins, twice 2nd, twice 3rd; at 5, two wins in 3 starts; at 6, once 2nd. TOTALS: 11 wins, 5 times 2nd, 6 times 3rd. EARNED $131,540.

PRODUCE RECORD: 2010 foal died; 2011 open.

2008 Mean Sara Jean TB, f. by Unbridled Energy. Winner at 3, $19,150.
2009 Unnamed TB, c. by Yonaguska.
2012 f. by Flashy Bull TB.

BRED May 7, 2012, and believed in foal to IVORY JAMES [QH]
Hip No. 835  
Consigned by Bielau Oaks  

**Swing Vote**  
April 10, 2010 Bay Filly  

- FDD Dynasty SI 102  
- Swing Vote (1994)  
- Windy Sensation SI 101  
- 5307403

By FDD DYNASTY SI 102 (2004), Champion 2- and 3-year-old colt, 8 wins in 11 starts, $1,173,001, Ed Burke Million Fut. [G1], etc. His first foals are 3-year-olds of 2012; sire of 82 ROM, $1,677,314, incl. TERRIFIC SYNERGY SI 92 (6 wins, $282,616, Governor’s Cup Derby [RG2]), Vancouver Moon SI 91 (3 wins in 4 starts at 2, 2012, $120,760, 2nd Rainbow Fut. [G1]), SHES JESS DYNAMITE SI 99 ($94,983), CASSIUS SI 100, BRINGIN IT ON SI 97.

1st dam  

**WINDY SENSATION** SI 101, by Windy Ryon. 3 wins to 3, $143,919, Trinity Sale Futurity [R] [G2], 2nd Kansas Derby [G1], 3rd North Texas Sale Derby [R], finalist Sam Houston Derby [G2]. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, 8 to race, 6 ROM, including—

**Jack Rambo** SI 109 (g. by Check Him Out). 4 wins to 6, 2012, $48,214, 3rd West Texas Juvenile Invitational [R], finalist in the Four Corners Futurity [G3].

**Quiet Courage** SI 96 (f. by Heza Fast Man). 2 wins to 3, $12,707, 2nd Dixie Downs Derby. Dam of—


**Rampaging Cash** SI 112 (f. by Strike The Cash). 3 wins to 4, $50,703.

2nd dam  

**OOH A SENSATION** SI 109, by Casady Casanova. 6 wins to 4, $94,394, Shebester Futurity [G2], Dashing Lady H. [G3], Pony Express S., 2nd Northern Belle S., 3rd Juvenile Invitational H. [G3], finalist in the Dash for Cash Futurity [G1]. Dam of 9 foals to race, 7 winners, including—

**THE CASANOVA** SI 104 (g. by The Signature). Champion 3-Year-Old Gelding, 10 wins to 6, $259,102, All American Derby [G1], Calif. Chlg. Champ. [G2], NM Derby Chlg. [G3], 3rd Rainbow Derby [G1].

**WINDY SENSATION** SI 101 (f. by Windy Ryon). Stakes winner, above.


3rd dam  

**OOH TRA LA**, by Easy Six. Unraced. Half sister to **RACY RENEE** SI 107 ($83,267-NTR), **TOUCHIN VELVET** SI 99 (dam of Silver Poupon SI 93 [G3]; granddam of SILVER GOL SI 98, $288,279 [R] [G1]; SILVER FOR ME SI 92, to 3, 2012, $267,849 [G1]). Ooh La La SI 99 ($71,208). Dam of 12 starters, 9 winners, including—

**OOH A SENSATION** SI 109 (Casady Casanova). Stakes winner, above.

**ANNUAL EDITION** SI 95 (First Place Dash). 3 wins, $43,941, Bellflower || S., 2nd Marina Del Rey S., Lake Forest S., 3rd Miss Princess H. [G3].

Moolah Memories SI 97 (Leaving Memories). 3 wins to 3, $64,569, finalist in the All American Futurity [G1].

**RACE RECORD:** Has not started.

1st dam
WINNING OPPORTUNITY SI 83, by Special Effort. Winner at 2, $4,486. Dam of 5 other foals of racing age, 1 to race.

2nd dam
OPPORTUNITY STREAKS SI 95, by Streakin Six. 3 wins to 3, $66,576, finalist in the All American Futurity [G1]. Dam of 8 winners, including—

Strawfly Six SI 101 (f. by Strawfly Special). 4 wins to 4, $47,467, 3rd Sunland Park Fall Futurity [G2], finalist in the Oklahoma Distaff Challenge [G3]. Dam of—

Opportunity Zooms SI 107. 3 wins to 5, 2012, $141,836, 2nd Firecracker Derby, City of Hialeah S., Signature S., finalist [G1].


Lightfoot Levi SI 101 (g. by Eyesa Special). 2 wins to 4, $12,164. Opportunity Six SI 96 (g. by Special Project). 3 wins to 6, $11,550.

3rd dam
WINDY DASH SI 114, by Dash For Cash. 9 wins, 2 to 4, $325,584, HQHRA Champ. [G1], Las Damas H. [G2], Budweiser Derby-NTR, 440y in 0:21.520, 2nd Go Man Go H. [G1]. Las Damas H. [G1], Dash for Cash Maturity, Miss Princess S., 3rd Los Alamitos Champ. [G1], Dash for Cash Derby, Sunland Park Fall Futurity. Dam of 3 winners—


4th dam
WINDY DASH SI 95, by Go Man Go. 2 wins at 2, $11,950, Tall City Fall Futurity. Half sister to THE HONKER SI 95 ($40,737), GOOD BALDY BAR SI 89. Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 ROM, including—

WINDY DASH SI 114 (Dash For Cash). Stakes winner. above.

Breezing Beduino SI 99. 6 wins, $53,161, 2nd QHBC Champ. [G1].


Dashing For Cash. Granddam of An Illusive Glance SI 96.

RACE RECORD: At 2, once 2nd, 3 times 3rd; at 3, 4 wins, twice 2nd, once 3rd; at 4, 2 wins, once 2nd in 4 starts; at 5, finalist Frances Carr Distaff S. [G3], unplaced. TOTALS: 6 wins, 4 times 2nd, 4 times 3rd. EARNED $38,486.

PRODUCE RECORD: 2012 c. by My First Moon.

Sells open for 2013.

RGP 9/12
**Hip No.** 837  
**Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury**  
**Hip No.** 837  
**Due March 8, 2013**

**Mr Piloto SI 89**

- **Foal in Utero**
  - **Streakin La Jolla SI 99**
  - **Scoopie Fein SI 99**
  - **Splash Bac SI 93**
  - **Dancing Tonight SI 91**
  - **Chicks Beduino SI 104**
  - **Seperate Ways SI 92**

**Ms Pilot Point SI 105**

- **Due March 8, 2013**
  - **Scoopie Fein SI 99**
  - **Mr Piloto SI 89**

**Separatist SI 101**

- **Juvimiss SI 89**

**Foal in Utero**

- **Kid Raiser SI 83**


**1st dam**


**2nd dam**

JUVIMISS SI 89, by Pritzi Dash. 2 wins to 3, $16,875. Sister to BOYHOOD SI 99. Dam of 5 other foals, 3 ROM, including—

- Moppet SI 93 (f. by Separatist). Placed at 2, $33,195, finalist in the Governor's Cup Futurity [R] [G2].
- Valley Girl SI 96 (f. by Separatist). 4 wins to 3, $12,605.

**3rd dam**

KID RAISER SI 83, by Raise A Secret. Winner at 2. Dam of 11 ROM—

- BOYHOOD SI 99 (g. by Pritzi Dash). 3 wins to 5, $63,369, Belmont Shore S., 2nd Dillingham S., finalist Calif. Breeders' Champ. [R] [G1].
- Withers SI 114 (g. by First Down Express). 4 wins to 4, $26,366, 2nd La Gran Espectacular S., Mark T Bars S. Set NTR 350y.
- Pritzi Kid SI 96 (f. by Pritzi Dash). 3 wins to 3, $27,108, finalist California Sires' Cup Derby [R] [G2], California Juvenile Challenge [G3]. Dam of—
  - AJ Separator SI 101 (2nd Rocky Mountain Spring Classic Futurity). Juvette SI 90 (f. by Pritzi Dash). Winner to 3, $5,185. Dam of—
    - Lucky Jeans SI 88. 3 wins to 4, $21,717. Dam of Lucky TR SI 106. Be Warned SI 98. 5 wins to 4, $44,497.

**4th dam**

KIDLET, by Fast Jet. Out of Coca's Kid SI 95 ($134,236). Dam of 13 ROM—

- La Rey Kid SI 80 (El Rey Burner). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of—
  - DEVOTED SI 95. 8 wins to 5, $54,790, James Smith Memorial H. [G3], finalist in the La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2].
  - Beastly King SI 96. 3 wins to 6, 2012, $124,831, finalist Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1], Governor's Cup Futurity [R] [G1].

**Childlike SI 89 (Raise A Secret).** 2 wins. Dam of Youthlike SI 102 ($85,959), Youthful SI 92 ($29,039 [G3]); granddam of TEENSTER SI 99 ($35,771 [R] [G2]), Mr Eldorado SI 113 (6 wins, $51,998).
Hip No. 838 Consigned by Marty Powers, Agent for William E. Smith

**Hip No. 838**

**CR Zsa Zsa SI 92**

2009 Bay Filly

- Corona Cartel SI 97
- Dashing Mariah SI 94
- Yawl Mite

- Holland Ease SI 109
- Corona Chick SI 113
- First Down Dash SI 105
- Kellys Coffer SI 105

By CARTEL SUCCESS SI 109 (2004). Stakes winner, 5 wins to 3, $181,497, Blue Ribbon Fut. [G2], etc. Brother to MISS CARTELS SUCCESS SI 104. His first foals are 3-year-olds of 2012; sire of 21 ROM, including SUCCESSFUL DASH SI 99 (5 wins, $67,503, QHRAI SSA Derby), BP CARTELS PAINT (P) SI 97 (7 wins, $96,667, OK Paint Fut. [RG1]), BP CARTELS FASTMONEY SI 104($54,608, Easy Jet S.[RG3]),CRM LIVEWIRED (P) SI 101

1st dam

**YAWL MIT DASH** SI 94, by Dashing Cleat. 3 wins to 4, $35,528, Shebester Derby [R], final in the Speedhorse Gold Cup Futurity [R] [G3]. Shebester Futurity [G3]. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, all ROM, including—


2nd dam

**YAWL MITE**, by By Yawl. Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of—


3rd dam

**SILVER MITE** SI 102, by Silver Charge TB. 5 wins to 3, $31,562, Oak Hills Ranch Futurity, 3rd Coors Primero Del Ano Futurity. Sister to DELOREAN SI 101. Dam of 7 ROM, including—

- **CW BAD BOY** SI 102 (Moon Lark). 17 wins to 12, $93,825, Lone Star S., Texas Derby Challenge, 3rd AQHA Derby Challenge Champ. [G2], Manor Downs Laddie Futurity, Armadillo S., Manor Downs Texas Bred H. [R], final in the Sam Houston Classic [G1], Texas Champ. Challenge [G2], Governor’s Cup Marathon [G3].
- Tres Caliente SI 99 (Chief Three Ohs). 16 wins to 7, $34,120. Dam of—
  - Docs Silver Prize SI 83. Winner to 6, $11,444. Jumping Jennifer Two. Unraced. Dam of—

4th dam

**SHE MITE**, by Big Axel. Unraced. Dam of 3 foals to race, 2 winners, including—

**SILVER MITE** SI 102 (Silver Charge TB). Stakes winner, above.

**DELOREAN** SI 101 (Silver Charge TB). 7 wins to 5, $16,494, Hidalgo Futurity.

**RACE RECORD:** At 2, once 2nd, once 3rd. EARNED $5,951.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** AQHA Challenge.

**Accredited Oklahoma Bred.**
Hip No. Consigned by Royal Vista Equine, Inc., Agent for Vaughn & Jill Cook Hip No. 839

**Fly Ivory Rose**

**March 15, 2010 Brown Filly**

- **Holland Ease SI 109**
- **Corona Chick SI 113**
- **Ivory James SI 103**
- **Holland Ease SI 109**
- **Corona Chick SI 113**
- **Ivory James SI 103**
- **Holland Ease SI 109**
- **Corona Chick SI 113**
- **Ivory James SI 103**
- **Holland Ease SI 109**
- **Corona Chick SI 113**
- **Ivory James SI 103**
- **Holland Ease SI 109**
- **Corona Chick SI 113**
- **Ivory James SI 103**


1st dam

- **YEAH IM FLYING SI 101**, by Strawfly Special. 2 wins to 3, $10,893, finalist in the Rocky Mountain Futurity [G3], Cherry Creek Futurity [R] [G3]. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, 7 to race, 5 ROM, including—
  - **YEAH IMA LEADER SI 113** (g. by Special Leader). 4 wins to 5, 2012, $63,497, Cherry Creek Futurity [R] [G3], 2nd American Flyer S. [R].
  - **Coral Breeze SI 93** (f. by Wave Carver). Winner to 3, $12,167, finalist in the Cherry Creek Futurity [R] [G3].

2nd dam

- **YEAH YEAH I DO SI 101**, by Jet Toro. 6 wins at 2, $26,534, Great Lakes Earl Clark Memorial Futurity, Michigan Futurity. Dam of 17 foals to race, 10 ROM, including—
  - **STYLE DE KAS SI 102** (f. by Super De Kas). 2 wins to 3, $31,418, Colorado Stallion Breeders’ Futurity [R] [G3], 3rd Rocky Mountain Derby [G3], finalist in the Mile High Derby [G2]. Dam of—
    - **KAZZIN A SPLASH SI 100**. 2 wins to 3, $37,031, Rocky Mountain Futurity [G3], finalist in the Cherry Creek Futurity [R] [G3]. Dam of—
  - **Style N Grace SI 94**. Winner to 3, $26,629, finalist [G1]. Dam of—
    - **Toast With Style SI 101**. 3 wins to 4, $42,585.
  - **Super Yeah SI 96** (g. by Super De Kas). 4 wins to 4, $40,019, 3rd Cherry Creek Futurity [R] [G3], Colorado Stallion Breeders’ Derby [R].
  - **Fancy Dancin Destiny SI 101** (f. by Super De Kas). 2 wins to 3, $13,620, 3rd Cherry Creek Futurity [R] [G3].
  - **Yeah Im Gone (f. by Meter Me Gone)**. Placed at 2. Dam of—
    - **Lil Special Annie SI 98**. 2 wins to 5, $42,486, finalist [G3].

3rd dam

- **MIXED DOUBLES**, by Double Bid. Winner at 3. Half sister to **TOP DIVI SI 100 ($55,469-NTR)**. Dam of 7 foals to race, 4 winners, including—
  - **SIX DOUBLES SI 101** (Easy Six). 9 wins to 4, $90,734, Savannah Swinger H. Series 2, Savannah Swinger H. Series 1, etc. Sire.
  - **YEAH YEAH I DO SI 101** (Jet Toro). Stakes winner, above.

**RACE RECORD**: At 2, 2012, unplaced in 1 start.

**ENGAGEMENTS**: AQHA Challenge Accredited Oklahoma Bred; embryo transfer; in training
Hip No. 840

PT Eyes On Me

March 1, 2010 Gray Filly

Mr Eye Opener SI 106

Dash For Cash SI 114

Bedawee SI 92

Rocket Wrangler SI 97

Find A Buyer TB

Bedawee TB

Ought To Go SI 96

First Down Dash SI 105

Fishers Favorite SI 98

Special Effort SI 104

Sweet N Special SI 106

Ought To Go SI 96

Find A Buyer TB

Sweet Katrina SI 99

Bedawee SI 92

Special Effort SI 104

Sweet N Special SI 106

By MR EYE OPENER SI 106 (1990). Sire of 1,091 ROM, 92 stakes winners, $26,236,892, including champions EYESA SPECIAL SI 107 ($1,394,911, All American Fut. [G1]), EYE OPENING EPISODE SI 113 ($704,808 [G1]), SILVERED EYES SI 107 (6 wins, $454,781, Dash for Cash Fut. [G1]), MONGOOSE JET EYE SI 106 ($447,550, Champ. at Sunland Park [G1]-NWR), and of THEWAYOUWANMETOO SI 108 ($327,953 [G1]).

1st dam

YOUCanHEARMenOW SI 98, by Fishers Dash. 4 wins to 4, $31,627, finalist in the Central Derby Challenge [G3], Central Juvenile Challenge [G3]. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, both winners--PT Feature Dash SI 92 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Winner to 3, 2012, $21,282, finalist in the Iowa QHRA Fall Sale Futurity [G3].

2nd dam


Racin For Chicks SI 103. 8 wins to 11, $53,735, finalist [G2]. Set NTR.

Race Record: At 2, 2012, one win in 3 starts. EARNED $4,073.

Engagements: AQHA Challenge Accredited Oklahoma Bred; in training.
Hip No. 842  Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury  Hip No. 842  

**Efforts Easy Dash**  

2000 Sorrel Mare  

Streakin To Early  

Efforts Easy Dash  

Easy Six SI 97  

Efforts Easy Dash  

Tres Cash SI 90  

Miss Assured SI 95  

Efforts Easy Dash  

Special Effort SI 104  

Dash For Cash SI 114  

Special Effort SI 104  

Miss Razzure SI 91  

Miss Razzure SI 91  

Miss Assured SI 95  

**By STREAKIN TO EARLY (1994). Sire of 7 starters. Son of stakes winner STREAKIN SIX SI 104, sire of 75 stakes winners, including champions SIXY CHICK SI 106 ($751,284, Sun Country Fut. [G1]), SIX FORTUNES SI 107 ($574,193 [G1]), SIR ALIBI SI 104 ($356,193 [G1]), STERLING SPORT SI 103 ($265,292, AQHA Distance Chlg. [G1]), DEAN MIRACLE SI 104, and of NOBLESSE SIX SI 110 ($1,125,024, All American Fut. [G1]), SIX POPPER.**

1st dam  

ZURE SPECIAL ONE SI 87, by Special Effort. Placed to 3. Dam of Zure Prissy SI 85 (f. by Brigance). Winner at 2.  

2nd dam  


3rd dam  


**RACE RECORD:** At 2, once 3rd; at 3, unplaced; at 4, unraced; at 5, once 2nd in 2 starts. **EARNED** $1,382.  

**PRODUCE RECORD:** 2011 no report.  

2007 OKs Tres Special, c. by Strong Six. Unraced.  

2008 OKs First Dashinmoon, g. by Bigdarndeal. Unplaced in 2 starts.  

2009 OKs Efforts Easy Jet, c. by Bigdarndeal. Has not started.  

2010 OKs Moon Perry, c. by Mr Jess Perry. Has not started.  

2012 [three] 2 fillies by Tempting Dash and 1 filly by Mr Piloto.  

2013 two embryos due by Tempting Dash.  

**BRED** for a 2013 foal, and believed in foal to **MR PILOTO**  

Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare.
By FIRST DOWN DASH SI 105 (1984), World champion. Sire of 1,496 ROM, 233 stakes winners, $78,474,481, 35 champions, including OCEAN RUN-AWAY SI 105 ($1,642,498 [G1]), CORONA CASH SI 101 ($1,542,880 [G1]), CORONA KOOL SI 104 ($1,296,797 [G1]), DDD DYNASTY SI 102 ($1,173,001 [G1]), A RANSOM SI 104 (world champion, $1,079,556 [G1]), A CLASSIC DASH SI 93 ($1,078,617 [G1]), DASH THRU TRAFFIC SI 95 [G1].

1st dam
A CARTEL FLING SI 100, by Corona Cartel. 4 wins to 3, $73,355, Oklahoma Horsemen’s Association Derby [R] [G3]. 3rd Oklahoma Bred Futurity [R], finalist in the Oklahoma Bred Derby [R] [G3]. Dam of 1 other foal of racing age, an unstarted 2-year-old.

2nd dam
FRISCO FLING, by Dash For Cash. Unplaced. Dam of 19 foals of racing age, 14 to race, 10 winners, including–

A REAL MAN SI 107 (g. by Heza Fast Man). 11 wins to 4, $308,819, Champion 3-Year-Old, Champion 3-Year-Old Gelding, Remington Park Derby [G1]-NTN, 400y in 0:19.533, Heritage Place Derby [G1], Sooner State S. [R], 2nd Texas Classic Derby [G1], etc.

A CARTEL FLING SI 100 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes winner, above.

BP's Jumpin Frisco SI 99 (g. by Jumpn). 4 wins to 3, 2012, $351,941, 2nd Mr Jet Moore H., 3rd Heritage Place Derby [G2], Easy Jet S. [R] [G3], Remington OK-Bred Derby [R], finalist Los Alamitos Two Million Fut [G1].

Thats The Man SI 114 (g. by Heza Fast Man). 12 wins to 9, 2012, $107,709, 2nd Expo Square S., 3rd Brigand H. [G3], Set NWR.

A Royale Fling SI 113 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 4 wins to 6, $77,426, 2nd Fair Meadows Maturity, 3rd New Mexico Distaff Challenge [G3].

Jess The Man SI 97 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $39,228, 3rd Oklahoma Juvenile Challenge [G3], finalist Oklahoma Derby [G3].

BP's Frisco Chick SI 87 (f. by Country Chicks Man). 2 wins at 2, $30,687, 2nd QHRA of Indiana SS Auction Futurity.

A Snowy Fling SI 102 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner to 4, $14,682, 2nd AQHA-Turf Paradise Open Derby [G3]. Dam of A SNOWY CARTEL SI 107 (5 wins in 7 starts, $16,925, Dash for Cash Fut. [G1]).

3rd dam
GO MITEY MITE SI 86, by Alamitos Bar. Winner at 2. Dam of 8 ROM–


I Gotum SI 96. Granddam of REAL EASY CASH (APHA World Champion), DOCTOR STREAKIN SI 117 ($181,823), Gotum Lookin SI 98 ($60,160 [G2]), STREAKIN MD SI 93 ($56,179).

RACE RECORD: At 2, 2012, unplaced in 1 start.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge, Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity, Los Alamitos Super Derby.

Accredited Oklahoma Bred; in training 120 days; embryo transfer
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Hip No. 843
Consigned by JEH Stallion Station, Agent

BP First Fling
March 25, 2010 Bay Filly

First Down Dash SI 105
BP First Fling
A Cartel Fling SI 100
(2005)

Dash For Cash SI 114
First Prize Rose SI 98
Corona Cartel SI 97
Frisco Fling

Rocket Wrangler SI 97
Find A Buyer TB
Gallant Jet SI 102
Rose Bug SI 96
Holland Ease SI 109
Corona Chick SI 113
Dash For Cash SI 114
Go Mitey Mite SI 86

Hip No. 843

1st dam
A Dash of Etta SI 96, by Ronas Ryon. 4 wins to 4, $24,855, 3rd Speedhorse Inv. S. 2nd div. [R]. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, both unraced.

2nd dam

First Rare Dash SI 99 (g. by Rare Form). 9 wins to 5, $29,338 in U.S. & Mexico, 3rd Clasico Kisses to Yawl [G3].


3rd dam
IMA ETTAGO, by Ettabo. Placed at 2. Dam of 11 starters, 10 ROM, incl.–

ETTAGOS EXPRESS SI 103 (Tripoli Jet). 9 wins to 4, $145,130, Moon Deck S., Miss Calif. H. [R], Independence Day H. [R], 2nd Foster City S., 3rd Sophomore H. [G2], Lassie H. [G2], Governor's Cup Derby [R] [G3], Las Ninas H. [G3], etc. Dam of–

ROYALCLASSIC EXPRESS SI 96. 7 wins to 5, $101,178, Easy Date S., Denim N Diamonds H. [R], 2nd Jens L List Jr Memorial California Breeders S. [R] [G3], AQHA Members Plus S., Oceanside S., 3rd Breeders Classics Futurity.


RAISE SOME DUST SI 88. 4 wins in 6 starts at 2, $18,729, AQRA Laddie S. [R]. 3rd Phoenix Futurity [R] [G3].

Ettagos Merridoc SI 107 (Merridoc). 4 wins to 3, $51,272, 2nd Governor's Cup Futurity [R], 3rd Debutante H. [R], finalist [R] [G3]. Dam of–

MERRIDOCS MOON LARK SI 95. 6 wins to 5, $42,844, QHBC Far West Futurity [R] [G3], 2nd California Champ. [R], finalist [G2]. Marcus Express SI 103 (Doc Marcus TB). 9 wins, $61,865, finalist [G1]. Dashing Ettago SI 84 (f. by Dash For Cash). Winner to 3, $4,345. Dam of SIGNATURES COPY SI 110 ($95,432 [G3]), Chicks Rapidash SI 96 ($100,037 [R] [G3]).
Hip No. 845  
**A Deadly Chick**  
*Romany Royal* Beduino TB  
*Jo-Ann-Cat* Chick’s Deck SI 92  
*Mayshego TB* {Bold Tactics}  
*Coya’s Ego* Chet Young 89’er SI 97  
*Mystic Lill*  

**By CHICKS BEDUINO SI 104 (1984).** Stakes winner, $412,099 [G1]. Sire of 1,372 ROM, 141 stakes winners, $55,307,433, including WHOSLEAVING-WHO SI 105 (world champion, $1,334,842, Champ. of Champs. [G1]). Sire of the dams of 137 stakes winners, including champions CORONA CASH SI 101 ($1,542,880, All American Fut. [G1]), ONE FAMOUS EAGLE SI 101 ($1,387,453 [G1]), A RANSOM SI 104 (world champion, $1,079,556 [G1]).

1st dam  
**A FEMME FATALE** SI 95, by Bold Ego TB. 3 wins to 3, $9,864, Playfair Futurity, 2nd Portland Meadows Derby. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, including—


**A Blazin Chick** SI 95 (g. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins to 3, $21,175, 2nd Marina Del Rey S., finalist Los Alamitos Million Juv. Inv. [R] [G3].

2nd dam  
**SILK AND SASSY** SI 102, by Chet Young 89’er. 6 wins to 3, $12,630, Glover Memorial Futurity, 2nd Grants Pass Downs Derby. Sister to **THE CARTEL** SI 101 (c. by Pass ‘Em Up TB). 7 wins to 5, $44,996, Suffolk Meadows Futurity, 2nd Santa Cruz County Futurity, Southampton S., Calverton S., 3rd Northeastern Futurity, etc.

**SLEEK SHEIK** SI 98 (c. by *Beduino TB*). 6 wins to 3, $29,922, Santa Cruz County Futurity, finalist in the Boise Futurity [G3]. Sire.

**A FEMME FATALE** SI 95 (f. by Bold Ego TB). Stakes winner, above.

**Silks Candyman** SI 109 (g. by Wranglers Ridge). 4 wins to 3, $10,448, 3rd QHBC Northwest Classic Futurity [R], finalist [G3]. Set NTR 250y.

**Curt Warner** SI 97 (g. by Smooth Move). 3 wins, 3rd Henry Stanley Fut.

3rd dam  
**MYSTIC LILL**. by Mystic Manor. Unraced. Dam of 5 starters, 4 winners—

**SILK AND SASSY** SI 102 (Chet Young 89’er). Stakes winner, above.

**LILL 89’ER** SI 95 (Chet Young 89’er). 6 wins to 3, $9,731, Coeur D’alene Derby, 2nd Glover Memorial Futurity. Dam of **MOVIN NINER** SI 106 ($30,404). **RED RUSSET** SI 87.

**Mystic Benny** SI 92 (Go Benny Go). 5 wins to 4, 3rd Glover Futurity.

**RACE RECORD:** At 2, once 3rd; at 3, unplaced in 1 start. EARNED $952.

**PRODUCE RECORD:** 2011 no report.

2009 A Deadly Moon SI 97, g. by My First Moon. 2 wins to 3, $6,477.
2010 Chicks Way Home, f. by Slow Way Home. Has not started.
2012 f. by My First Moon.

**BRED** April 29, 2012, and believed in foal to **OCEAN RUNAWAY**

**Accredited Texas Broodmare.**
Surfin In Stilettos
2009 Brown Mare


1st dam
A Lil Known Fact SI 96, by Special Task. 2 wins to 3, $27,711, 2nd Texas Derby Chlg. [G3], finalist Sam Houston Fut. [G1]. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, 10 to race, all ROM, including—

A LIL TRES SEIS SI 103 (f. by Tres Seis). 3 wins to 3, $103,143, East Juvenile Challenge [G3], Garden District S., 3rd Firecracker Futurity [G1], Juvenile Challenge Champ. [G2], East Derby Challenge [G3].

JESS THE FACTS SI 107 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 4 wins to 4, $56,820, Opelousas S. [R], 2nd Delta Dash S., 3rd TQHA Sales Fut. [R] [G1], finalist Manor Derby [G2]. Set NTR at Evangeline, 350y in 0:17.606.

PRETTY IN PETTICOATS SI 98 (f. by Teller Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $44,430, Laico Bird S. [R], 2nd Easy Jet S. [R] [G3].

Julies Lil Jess SI 90 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $14,960, 2nd Miss Houston S. [R]. Dam of—

Fettish SI 99 (c. by Shazoom). 3 wins at 2, $53,355, 3rd TQHA Sale Futurity [R] [G1].

2nd dam
A BIT OF DASH SI 85, by First Down Dash. Placed at 2. Dam of 21 foals to race, 17 winners, including—

Special Attitude SI 108 (f. by Bills Ryon). 4 wins to 3, $38,413, 3rd Four Corners Futurity. Cottonwood S., finalist Ruidoso Futurity [G1].

Amsterdam SI 104 (f. by Tres Seis). 2 wins to 3, $37,595, 2nd Dash for Cash Juvenile Invitational [R], 3rd New Mexico Distaff Challenge.

A Lil Known Fact SI 96 (Special Task). Stakes placed winner, above.

Bit Of A Prospect SI 93 (f. by Coronas Prospect). Winner to 3, $16,219, 2nd Mockingbird S., 3rd Biscayne S.

Mt Vesuvius SI 104 (g. by Special Task). 4 wins to 7, $62,900, finalist [G2].

Abominable SI 96 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 5 wins to 5, $32,900; finalist [G1].

Dash High Return SI 81 (f. by Zevi TB). Placed to 3. Dam of—

A ROYAL RETURN SI 106. 7 wins to 6, $123,373, Kansas Jackpot Derby [R] [G3], NCQHRA Futurity [R], NCQHRA Derby [R]-NTR, 2nd Northlands Futurity [G3], Central Derby Challenge [G3], etc.

3rd dam
A BIT OF BEDUINO, by *Beduino TB. Sister to A Beduino Bomber SI 91; half sister to SIR CASHANOVA SI 100 ($117,266); out of CHARGABILITY SI 99 ($46,329). Dam of 8 starters, 5 ROM, including Thats All Yawl SI 94 [G3].

RACE RECORD: Unraced.

BRED March 26, 2012, and believed in foal to TELLER CARTEL

Accredited Oklahoma Broodmare.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>847</td>
<td>Mr Jess Perry SI 113</td>
<td>847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jess A Little Smart SI 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4504009</td>
<td>A Little Ingenuity SI 106 (1993)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2004 Sorrel Mare

- Sire of the dams of 46 stakes winners, incl. BODACIOUS DASH SI 101 ($756,495 [G1]), JES A GAME SI 111 ($323,978 [G2]), MON TI ROSE SI 103.

#### 1st dam

**A LITTLE INGENUITY** SI 106, by Easily Smashed. 5 wins to 5, $19,529, Sunland Park Fall Derby [G3]. Sister to MR SPECULATE SI 104.
- Dam of 8 living foals of racing age, 7 to race, all ROM, including:
  - **Stoli Genius** SI 110 (f. by Stoli). 6 wins to 6, $42,030, 2nd Robert Heubeck Memorial S., final([G3]). Set NTR, 300y in 0:15.754.
  - **Eyes Open A Little** SI 101 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 4 wins to 5, 2012, $41,856, 3rd Hasta La Vista S.

#### 2nd dam

**San Rosa Leah** SI 108, by Hempen TB. 7 wins to 4, $79,324, 3rd Go Together H., Queen City Derby. Set NTR 400y. Dam of 7 ROM, incl.:
- **MR SPECULATE** SI 104 (g. by Easily Smashed). 3 wins to 5, $29,056, All American Sale Futurity [R] [G3].
  - **A LITTLE INGENUITY** SI 106 (Easily Smashed). Stakes winner, above.
    - Essence Of Winning SI 99 (f. by Easily Smashed). 2 wins to 3. Dam of:
      - **Jess Winning** SI 101. 8 wins, $72,993, 2nd The Getaway H. [G3], etc.
      - **Sheza Blue Shark** SI 93. 3 wins, 3rd Apache County Fut. [R].
      - **A Fancy First Chick** SI 113. Winner, 3rd Desert Classic Fut. [R].
      - **JC Nubes De Plato** SI 98. 2 wins to 4, 3rd Wyoming Downs Fut. [R].
  - **Splash Of Essence** SI 87. Winner to 3. Dam of **Esencia** SI 97 ($40,205).

#### 3rd dam

**RUNNIN ROSE** SI 96, by No Trader. 11 wins to 6, $36,426. Dam of:
- **Tinys Rose Bud** SI 107 (Tiny's Gay). 13 wins in 25 starts to 4, $238,430, 2nd Graham Farms Fut., Manor Fut., final ([G1].
- **San Rosa Leah** SI 108 (Hempen TB). Stakes placed winner, above.

#### RACE RECORD:
- At 2, two wins, once 3rd, final ([G1]; at 3, three times 3rd, final ([G3]; at 4, twice 3rd, final ([G3]. EARNED $23,360.

#### PRODUCE RECORD:
- 2012 no report.

- 2011 Jess A Little Toast, f. by Toast To Dash.

#### BRED:
- February 19, 2012, and believed in foal to **DASHIN BYE** Accredited Texas Broodmare.

1st dam
A LITTLE STORM SI 92, by Check Him Out. Placed to 4, finalist West/SW Distaff Chig. [G3]. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 2 ROM, incl.–


2nd dam
SCARED SI 106, by Dashing Val. 7 wins, 2 to 4, $107,195, Rheudasil H. [G3], Texas Distaff Challenge, 2nd AQHA Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1], 6666 Ranch S., 3rd Heritage Place Derby [G1], finalist in the Dash for Cash Futurity [G1]. Sister to You Scare Me SI 102. Dam of 9 foals. 8 to race, all ROM, including–

POOL SI 107 (c. by Shazoom). 10 wins in 15 starts to 3, $438,689, TQHA Sires’ Cup Futurity [R] [G2], Longhorn Derby [G2], Texas Juvenile Challenge [G3], 2nd Texas Classic Futurity [G1], Longhorn Futurity [G2], Retama Derby [G2], 3rd Sam Houston Fut. [G1]. Sire.

Coker James SI 95 (g. by Ivory James). Winner to 3, 2012, $30,225, 2nd Blink of an Eye S.

Ascaredchic SI 99 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $31,420, finalist in the Speedhorse Futurity [R] [G1]. Dam of–

Oak Tree Chic SI 96. 2 wins to 3, 2012, $37,614.

3rd dam
WHITE LAMB SI 82, by White Tie. Winner in 2 starts at 2. Dam of 9 foals to race, 7 winners, including–

SCARED SI 106 (Dashing Val). Stakes winner, above.

WHITE FISH SI 101 (Fishers Dash). 6 wins to 5, $34,357, All Canadian Derby of Alberta, 3rd AQHRA Aged Champ. Sprint, finalist [R] [G3].

You Scare Me SI 102 (Dashing Val). 6 wins to 5, $132,856, 2nd Las Damas H. [G2], California Breeders’ Sprint S. [R] [G3], Z Wayne Griffin Directors S. [G3], 3rd Ivan Ashment H. [R] [G3], Miss Princess H. [G3], Florentine S., finalist Champion Of Champions S. [G1].

Scariest SI 95 (Straight Talker). 2 wins to 4, $17,948, finalist in the Zia Derby [R] [G3], New Mexico Derby Challenge [G3]. Dam of–


4th dam
BEMOAN, by Ashment. Unraced. ROM producer (above). Out of THREE LAMBS SI 100. Dam of 2 other foals to race.

RACE RECORD: At 2, unplaced in 2 starts.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge.

Accredited Oklahoma Bred; in training; embryo transfer

RGP 9/12

1st dam
A Rare Cartel SI 99, by Corona Cartel. 5 wins to 5, $78,583, 2nd Texas Distaff Challenge [G3], Pomona Express S., finalist in the Miss Princess H. [G3], California Distaff Challenge [G3]. Dam of 3 other foals of racing age, 2 ROM—
Zoomba Cartel SI 101 (g. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 4, $22,680.

2nd dam
Im Rare SI 102, by Rare Form. 5 wins, 2 to 4, $42,054, 2nd Speedhorse Derby [R] [G3], 3rd Sherman Hill S., finalist in the Red Earth H. [G3]. Dam of 7 foals, 6 ROM, including—
A Rare Cartel SI 99 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes placed winner, above.
Corona Rare SI 105 (c. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $62,550, finalist in the Texas Classic Futurity [G1].
Rare Jess SI 96 (g. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 5, $18,377.

3rd dam
IM MOONLIGHTING SI 106, by Zevi TB. 6 wins at 2 and 3, $41,794, finalist in the Northeast Kansas QHA Futurity [G3]. Sister to LONG GONE ZEVI SI 104 ($25,244). Dam of 14 foals to race, 11 ROM, including—
REMEMBER ME ROSE SI 110 (Corona Cartel). 9 wins to 4, $820,895 U.S. & Mexico, Ruidoso Derby [G1], Sunland Park Winter Futurity [G2], AQHA Juvenile Challenge Champ. [G2], Southwest Juvenile Champ. [R], Mexico Juvenile Challenge, 2nd Rainbow Futurity [G1], The Champ. at Sunland Park [G1], Texas Classic Derby [G1], finalist All American Futurity [G1], Leo S. [G1], Sooner State S. [R] [G1].
MLA RODEOROSE SI 107 (Bully Bullion). 3 wins at 2, $131,890, North \nTexas Horse Sale Futurity [R] [G2], finalist Texas Classic Fut. [G1].
Im Rare SI 102 (f. by Rare Form). Stakes placed winner, above.
A For Effort SI 110 (g. by Special Effort). 16 wins to 13, $56,389.
Maximum Zoom SI 98 (g. by Azoom). 3 wins to 5, $42,103.
Im Touched By Gold SI 96 (g. by Bully Bullion). 3 wins to 4, $20,269, finalist in the Texas Champ. Challenge [G1].
MLA Do You Love Me (f. by On Thye Dash). Placed at 2. Dam of—
Do You Do Corona SI 95. 4 wins in 7 starts to 3, 2012, $61,278, 2nd Golden State Derby [G1].

RACE RECORD: Unraced.

PRODUCE RECORD:
2011 Regard The Cartel, (embt) c. by Chicks Regard.
2012 f. by Chicks Regard.
Not bred to carry a 2013 foal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hip No.</th>
<th>Consigned by Stan Dennison</th>
<th>Hip No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>850</td>
<td>A Rare Zoom SI 82 (AQHA/APHA) 2008 Sorrel Mare</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zayzoom TB
A Rare Zoom SI 82
QX0681671P958426
A Rare Gem (Q/P) SI 91 (1999)

By ZAYZOOM TB (2000). Sire of 17 starters, 11 winners, including Zay Zay [QH] SI 96 (2 wins, $35,155), Zayboom TB (5 wins, $32,890, B Cup S. [N]), Jazzzoom TB (4 wins, $19,610), Moments In May (2 wins, $17,403), Plenty O’Zoom TB (winner, $12,310), Skyline Zoom TB (10 wins), Zoom Boom (winner), Brother Willie TB (winner), Ladyledo TB (winner), Stormin Ka-zoom TB. Son of stakes winner MEADOWLAKE, sire of 55 stakes winners.

1st dam
A Rare Gem SI 91, by Rare Form. $45,921: in APHA races, 5 wins, $35,183, 2nd APHA National Champ. Futurity, Grass Valley S., 3rd Donner Summit S. [G3], Lorelei Futurity; in quarter horse races, 2 wins to 6, $7,738, finalist West/Southwest Distaff Challenge [G3]. Dam of 5 foals (all AQHA/APHA, 1 overo). 4 to race, 2 ROM, including–

SNOW ME THE PADDICK (AQHA/APHA) SI 100 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). $56,553: in APHA races, 3 wins, $30,053, Spot N Dot S. [G1], Sequoya S.; in quarter horse races, 2 wins to 4, $26,500, 2nd Central Distance Challenge, 3rd Sam Houston Distance Challenge, Grand Prairie Classic S., finalist Governor’s Cup Marathon [G3].

2nd dam
Insouciance SI 115, by First Down Dash. 5 wins, 2 to 4, $52,816, 2nd Miss Princess H. [G3], Elan Again S., 3rd Sunset Beach S., finalist in the Texas Classic Derby [G1], Rainbow Derby [G1], Mildred R Vessels Memorial H. [G1]. Set NTR at Sam Houston Race Park, 550y in 0:27.070. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners–

SNOW SKIER SI 105 (g. by This Snow Is Royal). 12 wins to 7, $195,491, New Mexico Derby Challenge [G3], Albuquerque Spring Derby [G3], 2nd Cottonwood H. [G3], Hoosier Park Classic [R], 3rd La Plata S., finalist in the All American Derby [G1], Rainbow Derby [G1].

A Rare Gem SI 91 (f. by Rare Form). Stakes placed winner, above.

3rd dam
STARSTRUCK DANCER SI 98, by Mito Wise Dancer. 9 wins in 16 starts to 3, $106,983, Blue Ribbon Derby [G3], Shebester Futurity, 3rd Heritage Place Derby [R]. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, all winners, including–

Sheik Yorbooti SI 97 (Chicks Beduino). 10 wins to 9, $93,555, 2nd Yok-somite S., 3rd Travelin Show S., California Distance Chlg., finalist [G1].

Insouciance SI 115 (First Down Dash). Stakes placed winner, above.

Objecttowin SI 95. 4 wins to 3, $14,350, 3rd Santa Cruz County Fut.

Catharsis SI 102 (Rare Form). 3 wins in 6 starts to 4, 2nd Manor H. III.

RACE RECORD: In AQHA races, at 2, unraced; at 3, unplaced in 2 starts; at 4, 2012, once 3rd; in APHA races, at 2, unplaced in 2 starts; at 3, unplaced in 1 start; at 4, 2012, one win, once 2nd in 3 starts. EARNED $6,263.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Racing Challenge.
Accredited Oklahoma Bred; in training.

RGP 9/12
Hip No. 851

Consigned by Stan Dennison

**J Rock**

**(AQHA/APHA) 2009 Sorrel Gelding**

- Siberian Express
- Kantado
- Bold Ego
- Steady Gate
- The Signature SI 107
- Especially For You
- First Down Dash SI 105
- Starstruck Dancer SI 98


1st dam

**A Rare Gem** SI 91, by Rare Form. $45,921: in APHA races, 5 wins, $35,183, 2nd APHA National Champ. Futurity, Grass Valley S., 3rd Donner Summit S. [G3]. Lorelei Futurity: in quarter horse races, 2 wins to 6, $7,738, *finalist* West/Southwest Distaff Challenge [G3]. Dam of 5 foals (all AQHA/APHA, 1 overo), 4 to race, 2 ROM, including—

**SNOW ME THE PADDICK** (AQHA/APHA) SI 100 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). $56,553: in APHA races, 3 wins, $30,053, Spot N Dot S. [G1], Sequoya S.; in quarter horse races, 2 wins to 4, $26,500, 2nd Central Distance Challenge, 3rd Sam Houston Distance Challenge, Grand Prairie Classic S., *finalist* Governor’s Cup Marathon [G3].

A Rare Zoom (AQHA/APHA) SI 82 (f. by Zayzoom TB). Winner to 4, 2012, $6,263.

2nd dam


**SNOW SKIER** SI 105 (g. by This Snow Is Royal). 12 wins to 7, $195,491, New Mexico Derby Challenge [G3], Albuquerque Spring Derby [G3], 2nd Cottonwood H. [G3], Hoosier Park Classic [R], 3rd La Plata S.; *finalist* in the All American Derby [G1], Rainbow Derby [G1].

**A Rare Gem** SI 91 (f. by Rare Form). Stakes placed winner, above.

3rd dam

**STARSTRUCK DANCER** SI 98, by Mito Wise Dancer. 9 wins in 16 starts to 3, $106,983, Blue Ribbon Derby [G3], Shebester Futurity, 3rd Heritage Place Derby [R]. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, all winners, including—

**Sheik Yorbooti** SI 97 (Chicks Beduino). 10 wins to 9, $93,555, 2nd Yosemite S., 3rd Travelin Show S., California Distance Chlg., *finalist* in the AQHA Challenge Champ. [G1].

**Insouciance** SI 115 (First Down Dash). Stakes placed winner, above.

**Objecttowin** SI 95. 4 wins to 3, $14,350, 3rd Santa Cruz County Fut. **Catharsis** SI 102 (Rare Form). 3 wins in 6 starts to 4, 2nd Manor H. III. Pfabulous Pfnd SI 91 (On A High). 4 wins to 4, $7,368. Granddam of **SHEZ MIGHTY PFIND** SI 112 ($157,999 [G3]), **A Special Pfnd** SI 88 (at 2, 2012, $16,124 [R] [G3]).

**RACE RECORD:** In AQHA & APHA at 2, unplaced. EARNED $1,957.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** AQHA Challenge

**Accredited Oklahoma Bred:** in training
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hip No.</th>
<th>Ballerinas Feature 852</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Streakin La Jolla SI 99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoopie Fein SI 99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truckle Feature SI 113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Beauty TB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streakin Six SI 104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chickarun SI 93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st dam

A RUNNIN BALLERINA SI 84, by Sixarun. Unplaced. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 to race, 4 ROM, including:

- Snow Ballerina SI 96 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 2 wins to 5, $21,472 in U.S. & Mexico.
- Ima Beast SI 98 (g. by Corona For Me). Winner at 2, 2012, $5,017.

2nd dam

HADIF’S BALLERINA TB SI 91, by Hadif. Winner in 3 starts to 3, $13,436 in thoroughbred & quarter horse races. Dam of 10 foals to race, 7 winners, including:

- Favorite Dancer TB (f. by Favorite Trick). Winner to 3, $35,343, 3rd TTA Sales Futurity [R] (LS, $8,874).

3rd dam

HEMPEN’S BALLERINA, by Hempen. 2 wins at 3, $19,206. Dam of 10 foals to race, 7 winners, including:

- BETTER THAN NEVER SI 116 (On A High). Champion Distance Horse. 11 wins to 5, $111,451, Marathon H. [G1], Governor’s Cup Marathon [G1], Pauls Valley H. [G3], Lazy E Nat’l QH Jockey 550 Champ., Harris County S., 2nd AQHA Distance Challenge Champ. [G1], Remington County H. [G3], 3rd Resistol Hat Challenge [R], finalist in the QHBC Marathon Classic [G1].
- A Master At Work SI 115 (Six Fols). 10 wins to 5, $45,209, 2nd Fine Loom S., 3rd Fine Loom S., Gene Hensley S., Master Salls S., finalist in the Ruidoso 550 Champ. [G3], ETR 870y.
- Six Spanish Angels SI 94 (Six Fols). Winner to 3. Dam of:
- DEVINE WIND SI 106. 10 wins to 7, $178,731, Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S. [G3], 2nd Champion of Champions [G1], Ruidoso Futurity [G1], West Texas Maturity, 3rd All American Derby [G1].

4th dam

CAPE FEAR, by Traffic Judge. 3 wins to 4, $14,738. Half sister to Cheaters East ($38,337). Dam of 7 to race, 6 winners, including:

- THATS GONE (Tell). 3 wins to 4, $25,989, Annie Oakley S. [R], etc.
- Navonod Miss (George Navonod). 2 wins to 3, $6,276. Dam of–
- Noblazeatall. 11 wins to 6, $63,111, 2nd Coca-Cola Schweppes Mixers S. [N], Delta Downs Breeders’ Cup Juvenile H. [N], etc.
- Hula Wave. 3 wins to 3, $51,970, 3rd Promised City S., etc.

**RACE RECORD:** Unraced.

**PRODUCE RECORD:** 2013 embryo due by Tempting Dash.
Hip No. 853

**Six Coronas Please SI 94**

2007 Bay Stallion

- Corona For Me SI 99
- Holland Ease SI 109
- Corona Chick SI 113
- On A High SI 113
- Rita Seis SI 113
- Sterakin Six SI 104
- Chickarun SI 93
- Hadif SI 97
- Hempen's Ballerina


1st dam

A RUNNIN BALLERINA SI 84, by Sixarun. Unplaced. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 to race, 4 ROM, including—

- Snow Ballerina SI 96 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). $21,472: 2 wins to 5, $20,979, in U.S.; placed in Mexico.
- Ima Beast SI 98 (g. by Corona For Me). Winner at 2, 2012, $5,017.

2nd dam

HADIF'S BALLERINA TB SI 91, by Hadif. Winner in 3 starts to 3, $13,433. Dam of 9 foals to race, 6 winners, 4 ROM, including—

- Favorite Dancer TB (f. by Favorite Trick). Winner to 3, $35,343, 3rd TTA Sales Futurity [R] (LS, $8,874).
- Norman Norman TB (g. by Gen Stormin’norman). 2 wins to 3, $26,580.
- Hue TB (f. by Touch Tone). 2 wins to 3, $14,782.
- Clouds N Rainbows SI 97 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 2 wins to 3, $13,478, *finalist* in the Texas Distance Challenge [G3].

3rd dam

HEMPEN'S BALLERINA, by Hempen. 2 wins at 3, $19,206. Dam of 10 foals to race, 7 winners, including—

- BETTER THAN NEVER SI 116 (On A High). Champion Distance Horse. 11 wins to 5, $111,451, Marathon H. [G1], Governor's Cup Marathon [G1], Pauls Valley H. [G3], Lazy E Nat’l QH Jockey 550 Champ., Harris County S., 2nd AQHA Distance Challenge Champ. [G1], Remington Distance H. [G3], 3rd Resistol Hat Challenge [R].
- A Master At Work SI 115 (Six Fols). 10 wins to 5, $45,209, 2nd Fine Loom S., 3rd Fine Loom S., Gene Hensley S., Master Salls S., *finalist* [G3]. ETR at Sunland Park, 870y in 0:44.920.
- Six Spanish Angels SI 94 (Six Fols). Winner to 3. Dam of—
  - DEVINE WIND SI 106. 10 wins to 7, $178,731, Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S. [G3], 2nd Champion of Champions [G1], Ruidoso Futurity [G1], West Texas Maturity, 3rd All American Derby [G1].

4th dam

CAPE FEAR, by Traffic Judge. 3 wins at 3 and 4, $14,738. Half sister to—

- Cheaters East ($38,337). Dam of 7 foals, 6 winners, including—
- THATS GONE (Tell). 3 wins to 4, $25,989, Annie Oakley S. [R], etc.
- Navonod Miss (George Navonod). 2 wins to 3, $6,276. Dam of—
- Noblaizeatall ($63,111), Hula Wave ($51,970).

RACE RECORD: At 2, once 3rd; at 3, unplaced in 1 start. EARNED $1,060.

PERFORMANCE RECORD: Earner of 2.5 performance halter points, qualifying for the 2011 AQHA World Champ. Show in Performance Halter Stallions.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge.

**RGP 9/12**
Corona For Me SI 99
Ballroom Gal SI 94
854
2009 Bay Filly
2nd dam
Ballroom Gal SI 94
5207884
A Runnin Ballerina SI 84
(1999)

1st dam
A Runnin Ballerina SI 84, by Sixarun. Unplaced. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 5 to race, 4 ROM, including—
Snow Ballerina SI 96 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 2 wins to 5, $21,472 in U.S. & Mexico.
Ima Beast SI 98 (g. by Corona For Me). Winner at 2, 2012, $5,017.

2nd dam
Hadif’s Ballerina TB SI 91, by Hadif. Winner in 3 starts to 3, $13,436 in thoroughbred & quarter horse races. Dam of 10 foals to race, 7 winners, including—
Favorite Dancer TB (f. by Favorite Trick). Winner to 3, $35,343, 3rd TTA Sales Futurity [R] (LS, $8,874).

3rd dam
Hempen’s Ballerina, by Hempen. 2 wins at 3, $19,206. Dam of 10 foals to race, 7 winners, including—
Better Than Never SI 116 (On A High). Champion Distance Horse, 11 wins to 5, $111,451, Marathon H. [G1], Governor’s Cup Marathon [G1], Pauls Valley H. [G3], Lazy E Nat’l OH Jockey 550 Champ., Harris County S., 2nd AQHA Distance Challenge Champ. [G1], Remington Distance H. [G3], 3rd Resistol Hat Challenge [R], finalist in the QHBC Marathon Classic [G1].

A Master At Work SI 115 (Six Fols). 10 wins to 5, $45,209, 2nd Fine Loom S., 3rd Fine Loom S., Gene Hensley S., Master Salls S., finalist in the Ruidoso 550 Champ. [G3], ETR 870y.
Six Spanish Angels SI 94 (Six Fols). Winner to 3. Dam of—
Devine Wind SI 106. 10 wins to 7, $178,731, Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S. [G3], 2nd Champion of Champions [G1], Ruidoso Futurity [G1], West Texas Maturity, 3rd All American Derby [G1].

4th dam
Cape Fear, by Traffic Judge. 3 wins to 4, $14,738. Half sister to Cheaters East ($38,337). Dam of 7 to race, 6 winners, including—
That’s Gone (Tell). 3 wins to 4, $25,989, Annie Oakley S. [R], etc. Navonod Miss (George Navonod). 2 wins to 3, $6,276. Dam of—
Noblazeatell. 11 wins to 6, $63,111, 2nd Coca-Cola Schweppes Mixers S. [N], Delta Downs Breeders’ Cup Juvenile H. [N], etc.
Hula Wave. 3 wins to 3, $51,970, 3rd Promised City S., etc.

RACE RECORD: At 2, unplaced; at 3, 2012, one win, once 2nd, once 3rd. EARNED $4,722.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge.
Accredited Texas Bred; in training

1st dam
A SNOWY CARTEL SI 107, by Corona Cartel. 5 wins in 7 starts at 2, $316,925, Dash For Cash Fut. [G1], Manor Fut. [G1]. This is her first foal.

2nd dam
A Snowy Fling SI 102, by This Snow Is Royal. Winner to 4, $14,682, 2nd AQRA-Turf Paradise Open Derby [G3], Sister to A Royale Fling SI 113. Dam of 4 foals, all winners, including–

A SNOWY CARTEL SI 107 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes winner, above.

3rd dam
FRISCO FLING, by Dash For Cash. Half sister to Tink A Mite SI 97, I Gotum SI 96 (granddam of REAL EASY CASH (APHA) (Champion), DOCTOR STREAKIN SI 1107, $181,823). Dam of 10 winners–

A REAL MAN SI 107 (Heza Fast Man). Champion 3-Year-Old, Champion 3-Year-Old Gelding, 11 wins to 4, $308,819, Remington Park Derby [G1]-NTR, Heritage Place Derby [G1], Sooner State S. [R], 2nd Texas Classic Derby [G1], 3rd All American Derby [G1], etc.

A CARTEL FLING SI 100 (Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 3, $73,355, Okla. Horsemen’s Assoc. Derby [R] [G3], 3rd Oklahoma Bred Futurity [R].


A Royale SI 113 (This Snow Is Royal). 4 wins to 6, $77,426, 2nd Fair Meadows Maturity, 3rd New Mexico Distaff Challenge [G3].

Jess The Man SI 97 (Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $39,228, 3rd Oklahoma Juvenile Challenge [G3].

BP’s Frisco Chick SI 87. 2 wins at 2, $30,687, 2nd QHRAI SSA Fut. [R].

A Snowy Fling SI 102 (This Snow Is Royal). Stakes placed winner, above. Southern Fling SI 107 (by Southern Cartel). 4 wins to 4, $49,288, finalist [G3].

A Tricky Fling SI 95 (by Tricky Fun TB). 3 wins to 5, $44,762, finalist [G1].

4th dam
GO MITEY MITE SI 86, by Alamitos Bar. Winner at 2. Dam of 8 ROM–


I Gotum SI 96. Granddam of REAL EASY CASH (APHA) SI 91 (APHA World Champion), DOCTOR STREAKIN SI 117 ($181,823).
Hip No. 856  Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury  Hip No. 856  

Foal in Utero

Due February 9, 2013

Heritage Place ID #188695

Tempting Dash SI 112

Hip No. 856

Foal in Utero

A Snowy Cartel SI 107 (2008)

A Tempting Chick SI 99

Corona Cartel SI 97

Holland Ease SI 109

Chicks Beduino SI 104

Corona Chick SI 113


1st dam

A SNOWY CARTEL SI 107, by Corona Cartel. 5 wins in 7 starts at 2, $316,925, Dash For Cash Fut. [G1], Manor Fut. [G1]. Her first foal arrived in 2012.

2nd dam

A Snowy Fling SI 102, by This Snow Is Royal. Winner to 4, $14,682, 2nd AQRA-Turf Paradise Open Derby [G3]. Sister to A Royale Fling SI 113. Dam of 4 foals, all winners, including–

A SNOWY CARTEL SI 107 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes winner, above.

3rd dam

FRISCO FLING, by Dash For Cash. Half sister to Tink A Mite SI 97, I Gotum SI 96 (granddam of REAL EASY CASH (APHA) (Champion), DOCTOR STREAKIN SI 1107, $181,823). Dam of 10 winners–

A REAL MAN SI 107 (Heza Fast Man). Champion 3-Year-Old, Champion 3-Year-Old Gelding, 11 wins to 4, $308,819, Remington Park Derby [G1]-NTR, Heritage Place Derby [G1], Sooner State S. [R], 2nd Texas Classic Derby [G1], 3rd All American Derby [G1], etc.

A CARTEL FLING SI 100 (Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 3, $73,355, Okla. Horsemens Assoc. Derby [R] [G3], 3rd Oklahoma Bred Futurity [R].

BPs Jumpin Frisco SI 99 (Jumpn). 4 wins to 3, 2012, $351,941, 2nd Mr Jet Moore H., 3rd Heritage Place Derby [G2], Easy Jet S. [R] [G3], Remington Park Oklahoma Bred Derby [R].


A Royale Fling SI 113 (This Snow Is Royal). 4 wins to 6, $77,426, 2nd Fair Meadows Maturity, 3rd New Mexico Distaff Challenge [G3].

Jess The Man SI 97 (Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $39,228, 3rd Oklahoma Juvenile Challenge [G3].

BPs Frisco Chick SI 87. 2 wins at 2, $30,687, 2nd QHRAI SSA Fut. [R].

A Snowy Fling SI 102 (This Snow Is Royal). Stakes placed winner, above.

Southern Fling SI 107 (by Southern Cartel). 4 wins to 4, $49,288, finalist [G3].

4th dam

GO MITEY MITE SI 86, by Alamitos Bar. Winner at 2. Dam of 8 ROM–


I Gotum SI 96. Granddam of REAL EASY CASH (APHA) SI 91 (APHA World Champion), DOCTOR STREAKIN SI 117 ($181,823).
Hip No. 857

Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury

**A Snowy Cartel SI 107**

2008 Brown Mare

Hip No. 857

Corona Cartel SI 97

A Snowy Cartel SI 107

5078755

A Snowy Fling SI 102 (2001)

\{ Holland Ease SI 109

\{ First Down Dash SI 105

\{ Easy Henryetta SI 90

\{ Chicks Beduino SI 104

\{ Sizzling Lil SI 91

\{ Chicks Beduino SI 104

\{ Fiorentine SI 108

\{ Dash For Cash SI 114

\{ 1 Go Miley Mile SI 86


1st dam

**A Snowy Fling** SI 102, by This Snow Is Royal. Winner to 4, $14,682, 2nd AQRA-Turf Paradise Open Derby [G3]. Sister to **A Royale Fling** SI 113. Dam of 4 foals, all winners, including—

**A SNOWY CARTEL** SI 107 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes winner, below. Real Southern Skip SI 95 (g. by Southern Cartel). 4 wins to 4, $33,102. Southern Snowman SI 95 (c. by Southern Cartel). Winner at 2, $30,435, finalist in the Hobbs America Futurity [G3].


2nd dam

**FRISCO FLING**, by Dash For Cash. Unplaced. Half sister to **Tink A Mite** SI 97. Dam of 10 winners, including—

**A REAL MAN** SI 107 (g. by Heza Fast Man). Champion 3-Year-Old, Champion 3-Year-Old Gelding, 11 wins to 4, $308,819, Remington Park Derby [G1]-NTR, Heritage Place Derby [G1], Sooner State S. [R], 2nd Texas Classic Derby [G1], 3rd All American Derby [G1].

**A CARTEL FLING** SI 100 (f. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 3, $73,355, Okla. Horsemen’s Assoc. Derby [R] [G3], 3rd Oklahoma Bred Fut. [R].

**BPs Jumpin Frisco** SI 99 (g. by Jumpn). 4 wins to 3, 2012, $351,941, 2nd Mr Jet Moore H., 3rd Heritage Place Derby [G2], Easy Jet S. [R] [G3], Remington Park Oklahoma Bred Derby [R], finalist All American Derby [G1], Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1].

**Thats The Man** SI 114 (g. by Heza Fast Man). 12 wins to 9, 2012, $107,709, 2nd Expo Square S., 3rd Brigand H. [G3]. Set NWR.

**A Royale Fling** SI 113 (f. by This Snow Is Royal). 4 wins to 6, $77,426, 2nd Fair Meadows Maturity, 3rd New Mexico Distaff Challenge [G3].

**Jess The Man** SI 97 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $39,228, 3rd Oklahoma Juvenile Challenge [G3].

**BPs Frisco Chick** SI 87 (f. by Country Chicks Man). 2 wins at 2, $30,687, 2nd QHRA of Indiana SSA Futurity [R].

**A Snowy Fling** SI 102 (This Snow Is Royal). Stakes placed winner, above. Southern Fling SI 107 (f. by Southern Cartel). 4 wins, $49,228, finalist [G3].

**A Ticky Fling** SI 95 (g. by Ticky Fun TB). 3 wins to 5, $44,762, finalist [G1].

**RACE RECORD:** At 2, five wins (DASH FOR CASH FUT. [G1], MANOR FUT. [G1]), once 2nd, once 3rd in 7 starts. EARNED $316,925.

**PRODUCE RECORD:**

2012 c. by Mr Piloto.

2013 embryo due by Tempting Dash.

Not bred to carry a 2013 foal.

RGP 9/12
Hip No. 858 Consigned by 6666 Ranch, Agent 858 Hip No.

A Corona Episode SI 106 2005 Sorrel Mare

Holland Ease SI 109
Corona Chick SI 113

First Down Dash SI 105
Easy Henryetta SI 90
Chicks Beduino SI 104
Sizzling Lil SI 91

Raise Your Glass TB
Go Effortlessly SI 98
Bold Episode SI 88
Soonercount Money


1st dam

A SPECIAL EPISODE SI 91, by Special Effort. Winner to 3, $19,712, finalist Kansas Fut. [G1]. Dam of 9 foals of racing age, 7 to race, 6 ROM—EYE OPENING EPISODE SI 113 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). Champion 2-Year-Old Gelding. 7 wins to 7, $704,808, West Texas Fut. [G1], 2nd All American Fut. [G1], Texas Classic Fut. [G1], Dash for Cash Fut. [G1]. A Corona Episode SI 106 (Corona Cartel). Stakes placed winner, below. FDD Special Birdie SI 97 (g. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 4, $40,836.


2nd dam

LAST EPISODE SI 97, by Bold Episode. 6 wins at 2, $46,399, Longhorn Futurity, El Reno S. [R]. Dam of 12 foals to race, 10 ROM, including—HEZA BOLD MAN SI 107 (c. by Heza Fast Man). 8 wins to 4, $335,168, Heritage Place Derby [G1], Manor Fut. [G1], 2nd Dash for Cash Fut. [G1]. Sire. Open Their Eyes SI 108 (g. by Mr Eye Opener). 2 wins to 3, $84,005, 2nd Heritage Place Derby [G1], finalist Heritage Place Futurity [G1]. Lasting Episode SI 93 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 3, $56,563, finalist in the All American Futurity [G1]. Episode Of Fire SI 90 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). Placed at 2, $50,840, qualified to All American Futurity [G1].

3rd dam

SOONERCOUNT MONEY, by Count Giacomo TB. Unraced. Sister to Arrive Sooner SI 99 ($49,104); half sister to Miss Fols Native SI 97; out of SOONER KITARRIVE SI 94. Dam of 10 foals to race, 7 ROM—LAST EPISODE SI 97 (Bold Episode). Stakes winner, above. Missy Eye Opener (Mr Eye Opener), Grandaughter of HAYLEYS MY NAME SI 93 ($50,965 [G2]), IM ROWDY JAMES SI 99 (at 2, 2012).

RACE RECORD:

At 2, one win, once 2nd, once 3rd (All American Juv. [R]); at 3, once 2nd. EARNED $32,214.

PRODUCE RECORD:


2010 Romantic Episode, (embt) f. by Captain Courage. Has not started.

2010 Sixes Episode, (embt) f. by Mr Jess Perry. Has not started.

2011 Speed Episode, c. by Captain Courage.

2012 f. by Jess Zoomin.

BRED March 8, 2012, and believed in foal to BODACIOUS DASH Accredited Texas Broodmare.
Natalie Dash SI 91

2009 Sorrel Filly

Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury

Hip No. 859

In the Governor’s Cup Derby (R) [G1], La Primera Del Ano Derby (G2) [R], Golden State Derby (G1), Governor’s Cup Derby (G1) [R], finalist Los Alamitos Two Million Fut. (G1).

A First Down Chick SI 99 (f. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 3, $14,067.

2nd dam

TEMPT ME NOT SI 98, by Sir Alibi. 6 wins, 2 to 4, $34,304, Black Gold 350 Futurity [R], Black Gold Maturity [R], finalist [G3]. Dam of 4 ROM—

A Tempting Chick SI 99 (Chicks Beduino). Stakes placed winner, above.

3rd dam

SWEET VICTRESS SI 89, by Victory Stride TB. Winner. Dam of 9 ROM—

TEMPT ME NOT SI 98 (Sir Alibi). Stakes winner, above.

Tempted By Titles SI 91 (Cash Legacy). 5 wins to 4, ($14,037 USA), in Mexico, 2nd The Quarter Racing Journal S., finalist [G3].

4th dam

SWEET BLUSH SI 96, by Hempen TB. 2 wins at 2, $16,333. Half sister to

KINGDOM KEY SI 101 ($148,348). Dam of 13 ROM, including—

BLUSHING BUG SI 108 (Bugs Alive In 75), 13 wins to 8, $185,573, || Champion Prep S., 2nd QHRA Champ. [G1], QHBC Sprint [G1],

LYNNS ALLANTE SI 102. 7 wins to 5, $63,002, New Mexico Chlg.

MAKE EM BLUSH SI 105 (Game Plan). 4 wins to 4, $56,738, Garfield || Downs Poor Boy Futurity, First Chance Futurity, finalist [G1]. Sire.

LEAVING MEMORIES SI 111 (First Down Dash). 3 wins to 3, $112,121, || 3rd QHBC Sophomore Classic [G2], QHRA Inaugural H. [G3].

Blushing Streaker SI 106. 10 wins, $34,383, 2nd QHBC Futurity [R].

RACE RECORD: At 2, two wins, twice 2nd in 6 starts, finalist PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. (G2); at 3, 2012, one win, once 3rd in 3 starts, finalist La Primera Del Ano Derby [G3]. TOTALS: 3 wins, twice 2nd, once 3rd in 9 starts. EARNED $52,681.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge

Cal-Bred; embryo transfer

RGP 9/12
By FIRST DOWN DASH SI 105 (1984). World champion. Sire of 1,496 ROM, 234 stakes winners, $78,474,481, 35 champions, including OCEAN RUNAWAY SI 105 ($1,642,498 [G1]), CORONA CASH SI 101 ($1,542,880 [G1]), CORONA KOOL SI 104 ($1,296,797 [G1]), FDD DYNASTY SI 102 ($1,173,001 [G1]), A RANSOM SI 104 (world champion, $1,079,556 [G1]), A CLASSIC DASH SI 93 ($1,078,617 [G1]), DASH THRU TRAFFIC SI 95 [G1].

1st dam
A Tempting Chick SI 99, by Chicks Beduino. 3 wins to 3, $36,953, Broodmare of the Year in 2009, 3rd Mission Beach S., Moss Landing S., finalist in the Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2]. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 9 to race, 7 ROM, incl.–

TEMTING DASH SI 112 (c. by First Down Dash). 4 wins in 4 starts at 2, $673,970, Champion 2-Year-Old Colt, Texas Classic Futurity [G1]-NTR, 400y in 0:19.205, Dash for Cash Futurity [G1]-NTR.

A TEMPTING DASH SI 104 (g. by First Down Dash). 8 wins to 4, $541,959, Los Alamitos Winter Derby [G1], California Breeders’ Champ. [R] [G1], Go Man Go H. [G1], 2nd Champion of Champions [G1], El Primero Del Ano Derby [G2], 3rd Golden State Derby [G1], Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], finalist Los Alamitos Two Million Fut. [G1].


2nd dam
TEMPT ME NOT SI 98, by Sir Alibi. 6 wins, 2 to 4, $34,304, Black Gold 350 Futurity [R], Black Gold Maturity [R], finalist [G3]. Dam of 4 ROM–

A Tempting Chick SI 99 (Chicks Beduino). Stakes placed winner, above.

3rd dam
SWEET VICTRESS SI 89, by Victory Stride TB. Winner. Dam of 9 ROM–

TEMT ME NOT SI 98 (Sir Alibi). Stakes winner, above.

Tempted By Titles SI 91 (Cash Legacy). 5 wins to 4, ($14,037 USA), in Mexico, 2nd The Quarter Racing Journal S., finalist [G3].

4th dam
SWEET BLUSH SI 96, by Hempen TB. 2 wins at 2, $16,333. Half sister to

KINGDOM KEY SI 101 ($148,348). Dam of 13 ROM, including–

BLUSHING BUG SI 108 (Bugs Alive In 75). 13 wins to 8, $185,573, Champion Prep S., 2nd QHBC Sprint [G1], QHBC Sprint [G1], LYNNS ALLANTE SI 102. 7 wins to 5, $63,002, New Mexico Chlg.

MAKE EM BLUSH SI 105 (Game Plan). 4 wins to 4, $56,738, Garfield Downs Poor Boy Futurity, First Chance Futurity, finalist [G1]. Sire.

Leaving Memories SI 111 (First Down Dash). 3 wins to 3, $112,121, 3rd QHBC Sophomore Classic [G2], HQRHA Inaugural H. [G3].

Blushing Streaker SI 106. 10 wins, $34,383, 2nd QHBC Futurity [R].

RACE RECORD: At 2, once 2nd. EARNED $2,535.

PRODUCE RECORD:
2013 three embryos due by Mr Piloto
Heritage Place ID #188740

Hip No. 861

Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury

Hip No. 861

My Brothers Chick SI 99

2008 Sorrel Mare

First Down Dash SI 105
Runaway Wave SI 105
Chicks Beduino SI 104
Tempt Me Not SI 98

By WAVE CARVER SI 104 (2003). World champion, 11 wins in 18 starts, $1,005,946, Los Alamitos Derby [G1]. Sire of 151 ROM, $3,202,515, incl. ONE KOOL WAVE SI 114 (Canadian champion, 13 wins, $270,206, All Canadian Fut.), W R CARVER SI 98 ($76,221, Four Corners Fut. [G3]), TSUNAMI 09 SI 93 ($58,597), MAK-IN WAKES SI 112, Ranch Candy SI 93 ($120,327, 3rd Heritage Fut. [G1]).

1st dam

A Tempting Chick SI 99, by Chicks Beduino. 3 wins to 3, $36,953, Broodmare of the Year in 2009, 3rd Mission Beach S., Moss Landing S., final list in the Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2]. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 9 to race, 7 ROM, incl.–

TEMPTING DASH SI 112 (c. by First Down Dash). 4 wins in 4 starts at 2, $673,970, Champion 2-Year-Old Colt, Texas Classic Futurity [G1]-NTR, 400y in 0:19.205, Dash for Cash Futurity [G1]-NTR.

A TEMPTING DASH SI 104 (g. by First Down Dash). 8 wins to 4, $541,959, Los Alamitos Winter Derby [G1], California Breeders’ Champ. [R] [G1], Go Man Go H. [G1], 2nd Champion of Champions [G1], El Primero Del Ano Derby [G2], 3rd Golden State Derby [G1], Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], final list Los Alamitos Two Million Fut. [G1].

Natalie Dash SI 91 (f. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 3, 2012, $52,681, final list PCQHRA Breeders’ Futurity [G2], La Primera Del Ano Derby [G3].

2nd dam

TEMPT ME NOT SI 98, by Sir Alibi. 6 wins, 2 to 4, $34,304, Black Gold 350 Futurity [R], Black Gold Maturity [R], final list [G3]. Dam of 4 ROM–

A Tempting Chick SI 99 (Chicks Beduino). Stakes placed winner, above.

3rd dam

SWEET VICTRESS SI 89, by Victory Stride TB. Winner. Dam of 9 ROM–

TEMPT ME NOT SI 98 (Sir Alibi). Stakes winner, above.

Tempted By Titles SI 91 (Cash Legacy). 5 wins to 4, ($14,037 USA), in Mexico, 2nd The Quarter Racing Journal S., final list [G3].

4th dam

SWEET BLUSH SI 96, by Hempen TB. 2 wins at 2, $16,333. Half sister to KINGDOM KEY SI 101 ($148,348). Dam of 13 ROM, including–

BLUSHING BUG SI 108 (Bugs Alive In 75). 13 wins to 8, $185,573, Champion Prep S., 2nd HQHRA Champ. [G1], QHBC Sprint [G1].

LYNNS ALLANTE SI 102. 7 wins to 5, $63,002, New Mexico Chlg.

MAKE EM BLUSH SI 105 (Game Plan). 4 wins to 4, $56,738, Garfield Downs Poor Boy Futurity, First Chance Futurity, final list [G1]. Sire.

Leaving Memories SI 111 (First Down Dash). 3 wins to 3, $112,121, 3rd QHBC Sophomore Classic [G2], HQHRA Inaugural H. [G3].

Blushing Streaker SI 106. 10 wins, $34,383, 2nd QHBC Futurity [R].

RACE RECORD: At 2, one win, once 2nd, twice 3rd; at 3, one win, once 2nd. TOTALS: 2 wins, twice 2nd, twice 3rd. EARNED $9,620.

PRODUCE RECORD: 2013 embryo due by PYC Paint Your Wagon.

BRED for a 2013 foal, and believed in foal to MR PILOTO

RGP 9/12
Hip No. 862  Consigned by Jo Rice  Hip No. 862

**Pryor Creek Flash SI 93**  2008 Sorrel Gelding

| Shazoom SI 102 |
| Pryor Creek Flash SI 93 |
| 5091478 |
| A Third Glance SI 103 (1989) |


1st dam

**A THIRD GLANCE** SI 103, by By Yawl. 11 wins to 6, $312,275, Heritage Place Derby [R] [G1], The Woodlands Champ., Speedhorse Sprint Futurity [R]. 2nd Heritage Place Futurity [R] [G1], Remington Park Derby [G1], Kansas Jackpot Futurity [R] [G2], Kansas Jackpot Derby [R] [G3], Red Earth H. [G3], 3rd Oklahoma Futurity [G2], Eastex H. [G2], Speedhorse Cup Sprint Derby [R], finalist in the Remington Park Champ. [G1]. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 7 ROM, including–

| TAKE A THIRD GLANCE SI 98 (f. by Takin On The Cash). 5 wins to 3, $58,887, Rocky Mountain Derby [G3], 3rd Mile High Derby [G2]. |
| PRO TECH 2000 SI 94 (g. by Bully Bullion). 5 wins to 5, $49,989, Speedhorse Invitational S. [R], finalist in the Altoona Derby [G3]. |

A Quick Glance (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of–

| CR Lil Bit Of Ivory SI 99 (g. by Ivory James). 3 wins to 3, 2012, $25,456, 3rd Canada Cup Futurity [G3], etc. Set NTR 350y. |

2nd dam

**A SECOND GLANCE** SI 92, by Easy Request. 2 wins at 2, $10,345, Flinthills Futurity [G3]. Half sister to Real Good Deal SI 97, Go Van Pacific SI 96. Dam of 13 foals, 11 winners, including–

| A THIRD GLANCE** SI 103 (f. by By Yawl). Stakes winner, above. |
| AMRADO SI 101 (g. by Go For Bugs). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2, $50,617, Kansas Jackpot Futurity [R] [G3]. |
| MAIRI SI 104 (f. by Easily Smashed). 4 wins to 4, $39,111, Mystery Futurity, finalist in the Oklahoma Bred Derby [R] [G3]. Dam of– |
| PAST PERFORMANCE SI 108. 12 wins to 8, $154,584, Two Rivers S. [G3], Keokuk S., Two Rivers S., Rocky Heinzig Memorial S., Mexico Derby Challenge, Keokuk S.-NTR, 2nd Sherman Hill S. [G3], 3rd Keokuk S. [G3] twice, Two Rivers S., Civic Center S. |
| A DASH OF MAIRI SI 102. 5 wins to 4, $50,861, Big Splash S. |
| MAIRIS CARTEL SI 89. 2 wins to 3, $44,936, Spring Branch S., finalist in the Texas Classic Futurity [G1], Just Mairi SI 91. Winner. Dam of CANOSA SI 107 ($175,788 [G1]). |
| Glance At This Dash SI 92 (Dash For Cash). 3 wins to 4, $21,031, fnl. [G2]. |
| MAIRIS CARTEL SI 89. 2 wins to 3, $44,936, Spring Branch S., finalist in the Texas Classic Futurity [G1]. |

Just Mairi SI 91. Winner. Dam of CANOSA SI 107 ($175,788 [G1]).

Glance At This Dash SI 92 (Dash For Cash). 3 wins to 4, $21,031, fnl. [G2]. 

Dam of BOMBAY MARTINI SI 105 ($89,972, Heritage Place D. [G1]).

Our Best Bug SI 85 2 wins. Dam of Miss Jessie Bug SI 94 ($30,393), granddam of Champions Passage SI 98 (at 2, 2012, $42,682 [R] [G2]).

**RACE RECORD:** At 2, unraced; at 3, one win, once 3rd; at 4, 2012, one win, once 2nd. TOTALS: 2 wins, once 2nd, once 3rd. EARNED $26,628.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** AQHA Challenge.

Accredited Oklahoma Bred; embryo transfer
Hip No. 863  

**Fiery Cartel**

February 25, 2010 Bay Gelding

**First Down Dash Stakes SI 105**  
**Sweet Beduino SI 101**  
**Corona Cartel SI 97**  
**Be So Merry SI 103**


**1st dam**  
AB CARTEL SI 95, by Corona Cartel. Winner to 4, $9,245. This is her first foal.

**2nd dam**  
BE SO MERRY SI 103, by Streakin Six. 6 wins in 9 starts at 2, $26,317, AQRA Lassie S., Joe Bassett Futurity [R], 2nd QHBC Freshman [G3], 3rd Prescott Fut. [G3]. Sister to A STREAK OF CASH SI 114 ($181,346 [G1]), LOTS OF FLARE SI 99 ($168,675); half sister to A STREAK OF CASH SI 114 ($181,346 [G1]), LOTS OF FLARE SI 99 ($168,675); half sister to A STREAK OF CASH SI 114 ($181,346 [G1]), LOTS OF FLARE SI 99 ($168,675); half sister to A STREAK OF CASH SI 114 ($181,346 [G1]), LOTS OF FLARE SI 99 ($168,675).


**Lite My Fyre SI 105.** Winner to 3, $22,280, 2nd Elko County Derby, 3rd Arapahoe Derby Challenge.


**Temerity Wrangler SI 96** (g. by The Signature), 4 wins to 5, $276,749, 2nd Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1], Southern California Derby [G1], 3rd Los Alamitos Derby Champion [R] [G2].

**Tough To Be Humble SI 109** (c. by Strawfly Special), 5 wins to 5, $36,988, 3rd Corona Cartel S., finalist Calif. Derby Chlg. [G3]. Set NTR.

**Line Of Authority SI 94.** 3 wins to 5, $35,823, 3rd Boise Derby.

**Merry Talkalot SI 94** (f. by The Signature), 2 wins to 3, $10,896, finalist in the La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2]. Dam of BE SO FAST SI 101; granddam of UNDERNEATH IT ALL SI 105 ($50,638). Meet The Queen SI 91 (f. by The Signature). Winner. Dam of Rolls Signature Dash SI 96.

A Shot At Glory (f. by Strawfly Special). Unraced. Dam of—

**CAPO DE CAPI SI 108** (c. by Corona Cartel), 6 wins to 3, $244,647, Heritage Place Derby [G2], Speedhorse Gold and Silver Cup Derby [G3], 2nd Oklahoma Derby, finalist Remington Fut. [G1].

**RACE RECORD:** At 2, 2012, one win, once 3rd. EARNED $3,000. Embryo transfer.

RGP 9/12
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hip No.</th>
<th>Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury</th>
<th>Hip No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>864</td>
<td><strong>Specialcountrychick</strong></td>
<td>864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5311201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abstinence SI 96 (1990)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{ Chicks Beduino SI 104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{ Country Zevi SI 93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{ Special Effort SI 104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{ Stars In Her Crown SI 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Beduino TB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A Classy Chick SI 89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Zevi TB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• That Country Charm SI 87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Raise Your Glass TB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Go Effortlessly SI 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Easy Jet SI 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Call Me Heidi SI 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specialcountrychick**

864

March 14, 2010 Sorrel Filly


**1st dam**

**ABSTINENCE** SI 96, by Special Effort. 2 wins to 3, $4,466. Dam of 18 foals of racing age, 14 to race, 12 ROM, including—

**WAITIN ON ROYALTY** SI 97 (f. by Royal Sovereign). $58,493: 4 wins to 7, $56,955, in U.S., Texas Distaff Challenge [G3], final in the AQHA Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1]; winner in 2 starts in Mexico.

**SHEZA SPECIAL CHICK** SI 101 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 5 wins to 4, $34,145, Canada Distaff Challenge, 3rd AQHA Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1]. Canyon Classic S. Dam of—

**A Shore Thing** SI 101 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 7 wins to 4, 2012, $68,403, 3rd Canada Cup Futurity [G3], Alberta Bred Futurity [G3].

**Frozen Ocean** SI 96. 3 wins to 4, $35,984, 3rd Fort Erie Derby.

**Eyesa Chickin It Out** SI 101 (f. by Eyesa Special). 2 wins to 3, $31,780, 2nd Alberta Bred Derby [R] [G3], All Canadian Derby of Alberta, etc. Dam of **Eyesa Zoomn** SI 96 (to 3, 2012, $50,554).

**Dashin Haze** SI 98. 4 wins to 3, $30,269, 3rd Alberta Bred Derby [R] [G3].


**Cajun Camelot** SI 104 (c. by First Down Dash). 3 wins to 5, $40,997, 2nd Remington Park Dash, final Firecracker Fut. [G1].

**Its Shine Time** SI 103 (g. by First To Shine). 4 wins to 5, $67,132, final in the Louisiana QHBA Sale Futurity [R] [G1].

**Slick Essence** SI 93 (f. by One Slick One). 9 wins to 4, $43,539.

**2nd dam**


**Dashing Stardust** SI 84 (f. by Dash For Cash). Placed to 3, $9,591, final in the La Primera Del Ano Derby [G1]. Dam of—

**ACCUSATORY** SI 98. 3 wins at 2, $93,294, Ruidoso Sale Futurity [R] [G3], final in the All American Futurity [G1], etc.

**ADULTERESS** SI 99. 8 wins in 15 starts to 3, $76,148, Canadian Cup fut. [R] [G3], All Canadian Derby, etc. Dam of **Comin In Hot** SI 97.

**Scrumptiously** SI 100. 2 wins to 3, $10,735. Dam of **BOONDOCK SAINT** SI 110 ($67,115), Simply Macho SI 96 ($63,647, final [G1]).

**RACE RECORD**: At 2, 2012, unplaced in 1 start.

**ENGAGEMENTS**: AQHA Challenge.

Embryo transfer.
Heritage Place ID #188496

Hip No. 865

Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury

Name Pending
March 1, 2012 Brown Colt


1st dam
ACT UP SI 98, by Strawfly Special. 3 wins to 4, $42,099, Denim N Diamonds S., 2nd Debutante Overnight H.; finalist in the Calif. Distaff Challenge. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 to race, 3 ROM, including--Act Out SI 86 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed to 3, $4,954.

2nd dam
CAIRINA SI 94, by Duck Dance TB. Winner at 3. Sister to MERGANSER SI 105 (World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old, 13 wins in 23 starts, $1,373,704). HUG A DUCK SI 102; half sister to A DASH OF GINGER SI 103 ($38,707; dam of CROWN OF LAURELS SI 97; granddam of CHICKOUT MY BEAUCOUPI SI 111, $101,921 [G3]-NTR; THE HURRICANE SI 105, $91,037; A DASH OF THAT SI 106, $63,134; SKYY ON ICE SI 98, $42,649). Happy Hugger SI 97 (dam of HAPPY STREAKER, $163,999 [R] [G3]), Sporty Spice (dam of TRES PASSES SI 101, $1,504,928 [G1]). Dam of 14 ROM, incl.--CAIRINAS QUICK DASH SI 95 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $23,578, Cy-Fair S. [R], 2nd Manor Lassie Futurity [G2].

PENELOPE CRUZIN SI 90 (f. by Okey Dokey Dale). 3 wins to 3, $22,046, Governors S. Dam of--CRUZIN THE WAGON SI 106. 9 wins in 12 starts to 3, 2012, $293,629, Valley Junction Fut. [G3], Northlands Fut. [G3], etc.

Air Corona SI 105 (g. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins to 5, $71,910, 2nd Woodlands Champ. Stakes S., 3rd Altoona Derby [G3], 2nd Trailer S., finalist in the Oklahoma Champ. Challenge [G1].

Cairinas Royal Snow SI 98 (c. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner to 3, $10,927, 3rd Kindergarten Futurity [G3].


Icetavern SI 96. Winner to 3, $32,322, 2nd Canterbury Park Derby.

Corona Cairina SI 93 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $14,610, finalist in the Canterbury Park Derby [G3]. Dam of--

One N A Million SI 98 (g. by Ocean Runway). 2 wins to 3, $41,679, 3rd Fair Meadows Juvenile S., finalist in the Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup Futurity [R] [G1].
Heritage Place ID #188475

Hip No. 866
Name Pending

April 12, 2012 Brown Colt

Mr Piloto SI 89
Ms Pilot Point SI 105
Strawfly Special SI 97
Cairina SI 94


1st dam
ACT UP SI 98, by Strawfly Special. 3 wins to 4, $42,099, Denim N Diamonds S., 2nd Debutante Overnight H.; finalist in the Calif. Distaff Challenge. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 to race, 3 ROM, including—Act Out SI 86 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed to 3, $4,954.

2nd dam
CAIRINA SI 94, by Duck Dance TB. Winner at 3. Sister to MERGANSER SI 105 (World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old, 13 wins in 23 starts, $1,373,704), HUG A DUCK SI 102; half sister to A DASH OF GINGER SI 103 ($38,707; dam of CROWN OF LAURELS SI 97; granddam of CHICKOUT MY BEAUCOUPE SI 111, $101,921 [G3]-NTR; THE HURRICANE SI 105, $91,037; A DASH OF THAT SI 106, $63,134; SKYY ON ICE SI 98, $42,649). Happy Hugger SI 97 (dam of HAPPY STREAKER, $163,999 [R] [G3]). Dam of Act Up SI 98 (f. by Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.

CAIRINAS QUICK DASH SI 95 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $23,578, Cy-Fair S. [R], 2nd Manor Lassie Futurity [G2].

PENELlope CRUZIn SI 90 (f. by Okey Dokey Dale). 3 wins to 3, $22,046, Governors S. Dam of—
CRUZIN THE WAGON SI 106. 9 wins in 12 starts to 3, 2012, $293,629, Valley Junction Fut. [G3], Northlands Fut. [G3], etc.

Air Corona SI 105 (g. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins to 5, $71,910, 2nd Woodlands Champ. Stakes S., 3rd Altoona Derby [G3], Sooner Trailer S., finalist in the Oklahoma Champ. Challenge [G1].

Cairinas Royal Snow SI 98 (c. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner to 3, $10,927, 3rd Kindergarten Futurity [G3].

Corona With Ice SI 102 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $94,108, finalist Remington Futurity [G1], Speedhorse Futurity [R] [G1]. Dam of—

Wave Corona SI 92. 2 wins to 3, 2012, $42,026, 3rd Hialeah Lassie Fut. [G3].

Icecarver SI 96. Winner to 3, $32,322, 2nd Canterbury Park Derby, Born To Lead SI 98 (g. by Special Leader). 8 wins, $73,806, finalist [G1].

Corona Cairina SI 93 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $14,610, finalist in the Canterbury Park Derby [G3]. Dam of—

One N A Million SI 98 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 2 wins to 3, $41,679, 3rd Fair Meadows Juvenile S., finalist in the Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup Futurity [R] [G1].

1st dam

ACT UP SI 98, by Strawfly Special. 3 wins to 4, $42,099, Denim N Diamonds S., 2nd Debutante Overnight H.; finalist in the Calif. Distaff Challenge. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 to race, 3 ROM, including—

Act Out SI 86 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed to 3, $4,954.

2nd dam

CAIRINA SI 94, by Duck Dance TB. Winner at 3. Sister to MERGANSER SI 105 (World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old, 13 wins in 23 starts, $1,373,704), HUG A DUCK SI 102; half sister to A DASH OF GINGER SI 103 ($38,707; dam of CROWN OF LAURELS SI 97; granddam of CHICKOUT MY BEAUCOUPLSI 111, $101,921 [G3]-NTR; THE HURRICANE SI 105, $91,037; A DASH OF THAT SI 106, $62,134; SKYY ON ICE SI 98, $42,649). Happy Hugger SI 97 (dam of HAPPY STREAKER, $163,999 [R] [G3]), Sporty Spice (dam of TRES PASSES SI 101, $1,504,928 [G1]). Dam of 14 ROM, incl.–

ACT UP SI 98 (f. by Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.

CAIRINAS QUICK DASH SI 95 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $23,578, Cy-Fair S. [R], 2nd Manor Lassie Futurity [G2].

PENELOPE CRUZIN SI 90 (f. by Okey Dokey Dale). 3 wins to 3, $22,046, Governors S. Dam of–

CRUZIN THE WAGON SI 106. 9 wins in 12 starts to 3, 2012, $293,629, Valley Junction Fut. [G3], Northlands Fut. [G3], etc.

Air Corona SI 105 (g. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins to 5, $71,910, 2nd Woodlands Champ. Inns, $63,134; SKYY ON ICE SI 98, $42,649). Happy Hugger SI 97 (dam of HUG A DUCK SI 102). Dam of–

Cairinas Royal Snow SI 98 (c. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner to 3, $10,927, 3rd Kindergarten Futurity [G3].

Corona With Ice SI 102 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $94,108, finalist Remington Futurity [G1], Speedhorse Futurity [R] [G1], Dam of–


Icecarver SI 96. Winner to 3, $32,322, 2nd Canterbury Park Derby. Born To Lead SI 98 (g. by Special Leader). 8 wins, $73,806, finalist [G1].

Corona Cairina SI 93 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $14,610, finalist in the Canterbury Park Derby [G3]. Dam of–

One N A Million SI 98 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 2 wins to 3, $41,679, 3rd Fair Meadows Juvenile S., finalist in the Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup Futurity [R] [G1].

1st dam
ACT UP SI 98, by Strawfly Special. 3 wins to 4, $42,099, Denim N Diamonds S., 2nd Debutante Overnight H.; finalist in the Calif. Distaff Challenge. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 to race, 3 ROM, including–

ACT UP SI 98 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed to 3, $4,954.

2nd dam
CAIRINA SI 94, by Duck Dance TB. Winner at 3. Sister to MERGANSER SI 105 (World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old, 13 wins in 23 starts, $1,373,704), HUG A DUCK SI 102; half sister to A DASH OF GINGER SI 103 ($38,707; dam of CROWN OF LAURELS SI 97; granddam of CHICKOUT MY BEAUCOUPE SI 111, $101,921 [G3]-NTR, THE HURRICANE SI 105, $91,037; A DASH OF THAT SI 106, $63,134; SKYY ON ICE SI 98, $42,649), Happy Hugger SI 97 (dam of TRES PASSES SI 101, $1,504,928 [G1]). Dam of 14 ROM, incl.–

ACT UP SI 98 (f. by Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.

Cairinas Quick Dash SI 95 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $23,578, Cy-Fair S. [R], 2nd Manor Lassie Futurity [G2].

Penelope Cruzin SI 90 (f. by Okey Dokey Dale). 3 wins to 3, $22,046, Governors S. Dam of–

Cruzin the Wagon SI 106. 9 wins in 12 starts to 3, 2012, $293,629, Valley Junction Fut. [G3], Northlands Fut. [G3], etc.

Air Corona SI 105 (g. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins to 5, $71,910, 2nd Woodlands Champ. Stakes S., 3rd Altoona Derby [G3], Sooner Trailer S., finalist in the Oklahoma Champ. Challenge [G1].

Cairinas Royal Snow SI 98 (c. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner to 3, $10,927, 3rd Kindergarten Futurity [G3].

Corona With Ice SI 102 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $94,108, finalist Remington Futurity [G1], Speedhorse Futurity [R] [G1], Dam of–

Mr Corona Blue SI 98. 2 wins to 3, 2012, $50,182, Prairie Meadows Juvenile Challenge, 3rd FQHRA Stallion Stakes Fut.


Icecarver SI 96. Winner to 3, $32,322, 2nd Canterbury Park Derby.

Born To Lead SI 98 (g. by Special Leader). 8 wins, $73,806, finalist [G1].

Corona Cairina SI 93 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $14,610, finalist in the Canterbury Park Derby [G3]. Dam of–

One A Million SI 98 (g. by Ocean Runway). 2 wins to 3, $41,679, 3rd Fair Meadows Juvenile S., finalist in the Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup Futurity [R] [G1].
Heritage Place ID #188593

Hip No. 869

Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury

Due March 7, 2013

Tempting Dash SI 112

First Prize Rose SI 98

Chicks Beduino SI 104

Tempt Me Not SI 98

Special Effort SI 104

Fly In The Pie SI 99

Duck Dance TB

Hug Tiny SI 106


1st dam

ACT UP SI 98, by Strawfly Special. 3 wins to 4, $42,099, Denim N Diamonds S., 2nd Debutante Overnight H.; finalist in the Calif. Distaff Challenge. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 to race, 3 ROM, including—

Act Out SI 86 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed to 3, $4,954.

2nd dam

CAIRINA SI 94, by Duck Dance TB. Winner at 3. Sister to MERGANSER SI 105 (World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old, 13 wins in 23 starts, $1,373,704), HUG A DUCK SI 102; half sister to A DASH OF GINGER SI 103 ($38,707; dam of CROWN OF LAURELS SI 97; granddam of CHICKOUT MY BEAUCOUPT SI 111, $101,921 [G3]-NTR; THE HURRICANE SI 105, $91,307; A DASH OF THAT SI 106, $63,134; SKYY ON ICE SI 98, $42,649), Happy Hugger SI 97 (dam of HAPPY STREAKER, $163,999 [R] [G3]), Sporty Spice (dam of TRES PASSES SI 101, $1,504,928 [G1]). Dam of 14 ROM, incl.—

ACT UP SI 98 (f. by Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.

CAIRINAS QUICK DASH SI 95 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $23,578, Cy-Fair S. [R], 2nd Manor Lassie Futurity [G2].

PENOLEE CRUZIN SI 90 (f. by Okey Dokey Dale). 3 wins to 3, $22,046, Governors S. Dam of—

CRUZIN THE WAGON SI 106. 9 wins in 12 starts to 3, 2012, $293,629, Valley Junction Fut. [G3], Woodlands Champ. Stakes S., etc.

Air Corona SI 105 (g. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins to 5, $71,910, 2nd Canterbury Park Derby [G3]. Dam of—

Cairinas Royal Snow SI 98 (c. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner to 3, $10,927, 3rd Kindergarten Futurity [G3].

Corona With Ice SI 102 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $94,108, finalist [G1], Speedhorse Futurity [R] [G1]. Dam of—


Wave Corona SI 92. 2 wins to 3, 2012, $42,026, 3rd Hialeah Lassie Fut. [G3].

Icecarver SI 96. Winner to 3, $32,322, 2nd Canterbury Park Derby. Dam of—

One N A Million SI 98 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 2 wins to 3, $41,679, 3rd Fair Meadows Juvenile S., finalist in the Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup Futurity [R] [G1].

RGP 9/12

1st dam

ACT UP SI 98, by Strawfly Special. 3 wins to 4, $42,099, Denim N Diamonds S., 2nd Debutante Overnight H.; finalist in the Calif. Distaff Challenge. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 to race, 3 ROM, including—

ACT Out SI 86 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed to 3, $4,954.

2nd dam

CAIRINA SI 94, by Duck Dance TB. Winner at 3. Sister to MERGANSER SI 115 (World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old, 13 wins in 23 starts, $1,373,704), HUG A DUCK SI 102; half sister to A DASH OF GINGER SI 103 ($38,707; dam of CROWN OF LAURELS SI 97); granddam of CHICKOUT MY BEAUCOUP SI 111, $101,921 [G3]-NTR; THE HURRICANE SI 105, $91,037; A DASH OF THAT SI 106, $83,134; SKYY ON ICE SI 98, $42,649. Happy Hugger SI 97 (dam of HAPPY STREAKER, $163,999 [R] [G3]), Sporty Spice (dam of TRES PASSES SI 101, $1,504,928 [G1]). Dam of 14 ROM, incl.—

ACT UP SI 98 (f. by Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.

CAIRINAS QUICK DASH SI 95 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $23,578, Cy-Fair S. [R], 2nd Manor Lassie Futurity [G2].

PENELlope CRUZIN SI 90 (f. by Okey Dokey Dale). 3 wins to 3, $22,046, Governors S. Dam of—

CRUZIN THE WAGON SI 106. 9 wins in 12 starts to 3, 2012, $293,629, Valley Junction Fut. [G3], Northlands Fut. [G3], etc.

Air Corona SI 105 (g. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins to 5, $71,910, 2nd Woodlands Champ. Stakes S., 3rd Atloona Derby [G3], Sooner Trailers S., finalist in the Oklahoma Champ. Challenge [G1].

Cairinas Royal Snow SI 98 (c. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner to 3, $10,927, 3rd Kindergarten Futurity [G3].

Corona With Ice SI 102 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $94,108, finalist Remington Futurity [G1], Speedhorse Futurity [R] [G1]. Dam of—


Icecarver SI 96. Winner to 3, $32,322, 2nd Canterbury Park Derby, Born To Lead SI 98 (g. by Special Leader), 8 wins, $73,806, finalist [G1].

Corona Cairina SI 93 (f. by Corona Cartel). 2 wins to 3, $14,610, finalist in the Canterbury Park Derby [G3]. Dam of—

One A Million SI 98 (g. by Ocean Runaway). 2 wins to 3, $41,679, 3rd Fair Meadows Juvenile S., finalist in the Speedhorse Gold & Silver Cup Futurity [R] [G1].

RGP 9/12

1st dam

ACT UP SI 98, by Strawfly Special. 3 wins to 4, $42,099, Denim N Diamonds S., 2nd Debutante Overnight H.; finalist in the Calif. Distaff Challenge. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 4 to race, 3 ROM, including—Act Out SI 86 (f. by First Down Dash). Placed to 3, $4,954.

2nd dam

CAIRINA SI 94, by Duck Dance TB. Winner at 3. Sister to Merganser SI 105 (World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old, 13 wins in 23 starts, $1,373,704), HUG A DUCK SI 102; half sister to A Dash Of Ginger SI 103 ($38,707; dam of Crown Of Laurels SI 97); granddam of Chickout My Beaucoup SI 111, $101,921 [G3]-NTR; The Hurricane SI 105, $91,037; A Dash Of That SI 106, $63,134; Skyy On Ice SI 98, $42,649. Happy Hugger SI 97 (dam of Happy Streaker, $163,999 [R] [G3]), Sporty Spice (dam of Tres Passes SI 101, $1,504,928 [G1]). Dam of 14 ROM, incl.—

ACT UP SI 98 (f. by Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.

CAIRINAS QUICK DASH SI 95 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, $23,578, Cy-Fair S. [R], 2nd Manor Lassie Futurity [G2].

Penelope Cruzin SI 90 (f. by Okey Dokey Dale). 3 wins to 3, $22,046, Governors S. Dam of—


Cairinas Royal Snow SI 98 (c. by This Snow Is Royal). Winner to 3, $10,927, 3rd Kindergarten Futurity [G3]. Corona With Ice SI 102 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $94,108, finalist at Remington Futurity [G1], Speedhorse Futurity [R] [G1]. Dam of—


RGP 9/12

1st dam
AIN'T FUNNY GIRL, by Rare Form. Unraced. Dam of 1 foal of racing age, an unstarted 3-year-old.

2nd dam
LYNNS ALLANTE SI 102, by Takin On The Cash. 7 wins to 5, $63,002, New Mexico Distaff Challenge, Dash for Speed S., final Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1]. Dam of 5 foals to race, all winners, incl.–Freak Turbulance SI 103 (g. by Likenothinyoueversaw). Winner to 4, 2012, $26,858.

Money Smart Gal SI 103 (f. by First Smart Money). 2 wins to 3, $14,922.


3rd dam
SWEET BLUSH SI 96, by Hempen TB. 2 wins at 2, $16,333. Half sister to KINGDOM KEY SI 101 ($148,348); out of QUINCY ROCKET SI 100 ($155,735). Dam of 15 foals to race, 13 ROM, including—

BLUSHING BUG SI 108 (Bugs Alive In 75). 13 wins to 8, $185,573, Champion Prep S., Carlsbad S., 2nd QHBC Sprint [G1], Kaweah Bar H. [G3], Double Bid H. [G3], Manhattan Beach S., 3rd Pomona H. [G2], final Champion of Champions [G1].

LYNNS ALLANTE SI 102 (Takin On The Cash). Stakes winner, above.

MAKE EM BLUSH SI 105 (Game Plan). 4 wins to 4, $56,738, Garfield Poor Boy Futurity, First Chance Futurity, final [G1]. Sire.


Blushing Streaker SI 106 (Streakin Six). 10 wins to 8, $34,383, 2nd QHBC Classics Futurity [R].

Sweet Victrix SI 89 (Victory Stride TB). Winner to 3, $3,162. Dam of—

TEMPT ME NOT SI 98. 6 wins to 5, $34,304. Black Gold 350 Futurity [R]. Black Gold Maturity [R], final [G3]. Dam of—

A Tempting Chick SI 99. Broodmare of the Year in 2009. 3 wins to 3, $36,953, 3rd Mission Beach S., Moss Landing S. Dam of

TEMPING DASH SI 112 (Champion 2-Year-Old Colt, $673,970 [G1]-NTR), A TEMPTING DASH SI 104 ($541,959 [G1]).

Tempted By Titles SI 91. 5 wins to 4, ($14,037 USA), in Mexico, 2nd Quarter Racing Journal S., final Mexico Champ. Chlg. [G3].

Passion For Cash SI 97. 3 wins. Granddam of Desparado Man SI 97.

Broodmare prospect only.
Heritage Place ID #188322

All About Torque 873
January 17, 2010 Sorrel Colt

Streakin La Jolla SI 99
Scoopie Fein SI 99
First Down Dash SI 105
Effortless Again


1st dam
ALL ABOUT EASE SI 98, by First Down Dash. 6 wins in 12 starts to 3, $309,503, Ruidoso Futurity [G1], 3rd West Texas Futurity [G1]. Dam of 13 foals of racing age, 10 to race, 9 ROM, including—


All N The Jeans SI 97 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $120,036, 3rd Kindergarten Futurity [G1], finalist Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1].

2nd dam
EFFORTLESS AGAIN, by Special Effort. Sister to ELANS SPECIAL SI 98, SPECIAL ELAN SI 98. Dam of 5 foals (1 APHA), 4 to race, 3 ROM—

ALL ABOUT EASE SI 98 (First Down Dash). Stakes winner, above.

Entrust SI 86 (Relagate TB). 2 wins. Dam of EXECUTIVE BRASS SI 107 (6 wins in 12 starts to 3, 2012, $373,381, Ruidoso Derby [G1]).

3rd dam
DASH AGAIN SI 93, by Dash For Cash. 3 wins at 2, $254,068, Kindergarten Futurity. Half sister to GREENE AGAIN SI 84; out of ELAN AGAIN SI 102 (Champion). Dam of 13 foals to race, 12 ROM, incl.—

ELANS SPECIAL SI 98 (Special Effort). 11 wins in 22 starts to 4, $1,186,540, All American Futurity [G1], etc. Dam of REALLY SPECIAL (APHA) SI 90 (APHA World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old, $93,580 [G1]), GOTOTHEMOUNTAIN SI 98 ($65,971 [R] [G2]), Brubeck SI 99 ($54,368 [R] [G3]), Coded SI 93 ($36,307 [G2]), Burbank (APHA) SI 89 [G2]; granddam of CATCHMEINYOURDREAMS SI 106 (Champion Aged Horse twice, Champion Aged Gelding 3 times, $1,040,929 [G1]), NEW LOOK SI 93 (to 3, 2012, $127,340 [G2]), DREAMS FOR LYNDSIE.

REACH TOGETHER SI 101 (Raise Your Glass TB). 8 wins to 4, $193,261, Howard Johnsons Fall Futurity, 2nd All American Gold Cup [G1], Kansas Derby [G1], 3rd Las Damas H. [G1].

SPECIAL ELAN SI 98 (Special Effort). 4 wins, $100,831, Jet Deck H. [G3]. Shades Of Perfection SI 91 (Streakin La Jolla). 2 wins at 2, $24,759, finalist [G1]. Dam of ONE SPECIAL SHADE SI 107 ($368,927 [G2]).

RACE RECORD: Unplaced in 1 start.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge

Accredited Texas Bred; embryo transfer

RGP 9/12
Hip No. 874  
Consigned by Bielau Oaks

Unveiled 874  
2007 Sorrel Mare

{Streakin La Jolla SI 99  
  Scoopie Fein SI 99  
  First Down Dash SI 105  
  Effortless Again}


1st dam  
ALL ABOUT EASE SI 98, by First Down Dash. 6 wins in 12 starts to 3, $309,503, Ruidoso Futurity [G1], 3rd West Texas Futurity [G1]. Dam of 13 foals of racing age, 10 to race, 9 ROM, incl.–


2nd dam  
EFFORTLESS AGAIN, by Special Effort. Sister to ELANS SPECIAL SI 98, SPECIAL ELAN SI 98. Dam of 5 foals (1 APHA), 4 to race, 3 ROM–

ALL ABOUT EASE SI 98 (First Down Dash). Stakes winner, above. Entrust SI 86 (Relagate TB), 2 wins. Dam of EXECUTIVE BRASS SI 107 (6 wins in 12 starts to 3, 2012, $373,381, Ruidoso Derby [G1]).

3rd dam  
DASH AGAIN SI 93, by Dash For Cash. 3 wins at 2, $254,068, Kindergarten Futurity. Half sister to GREENE AGAIN SI 84; out of ELAN AGAIN SI 102 (Champion). Dam of 13 foals to race, 12 ROM, incl.–

ELANS SPECIAL SI 98 (Special Effort). 11 wins in 22 starts to 4, $1,186,540, All American Futurity [G1], etc. Dam of REALLY SPECIAL (APHA) SI 90 (APHA World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old, $93,580 [G1], GOTOHTHEMOUNTAIN SI 98 ($65,971 [R] [G2]), Brubeck SI 99 ($54,368 [R] [G3]), Coded SI 93 ($36,307 [G2]), Burbank (APHA) SI 89 [G2]; granddam of CATCHMENYOURDREAMS SI 106 (Champion Aged Horse twice, Champion Aged Gelding 3 times, $1,040,929 [G1], NEW LOOK SI 93 (to 3, 2012, $127,340 [G2]), DREAMS FOR LYNDSIE.

REACH TOGETHER SI 101. 8 wins, $193,261, Howard Johnsons Fall Fut.

SPECIAL ELAN SI 98 (Special Effort). 4 wins, $100,831, Jet Deck H. [G3], Shades Of Perfection SI 91 (Streakin La Jolla). 2 wins at 2, $24,759, finalist [G1]. Dam of ONE SPECIAL SHADE SI 107 ($368,927 [G2]).

RACE RECORD: Unraced.

PRODUCE RECORD:
2011 Ivory Veil, (embt) f. by Ivory James.
2011 All About Fendi B, f. by Brimmerton.
2012 c. (embt) by Teller Cartel.

BRED February 8, 2012, and believed in foal to SEPARATIST

Accredited Oklahoma & Texas Broodmare.  
RGP 9/12

1st dam
ALL ABOUT EASE SI 98, by First Down Dash. 6 wins in 12 starts to 3, $309,503, Ruidoso Futurity [G1], 3rd West Texas Futurity [G1]. Dam of 13 foals of racing age, 10 to race, 9 ROM, including–
ZOOMIN WITH EASE SI 104 (g. by Azoom). Stakes winner, below.
All In The Jeans SI 97 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $120,036, 3rd Kindergarten Futurity [G1], finalist Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1].
Mount Ararat SI 96. 3 wins to 3, $42,777, 2nd Maple Leaf Derby.

2nd dam
EFFORTLESS AGAIN, by Special Effort. Sister to ELANS SPECIAL SI 98, SPECIAL ELAN SI 98. Dam of 5 foals (1 APHA), 4 to race, 3 ROM–
ALL ABOUT EASE SI 98 (First Down Dash). Stakes winner, above.
Entrust SI 86 (Relagate TB). 2 wins. Dam of–
EXECUTIVE BRASS SI 107. 6 wins to 3, 2012, $372,381, Ruidoso Derby [G1], 2nd Four Corners Futurity, finalist West Texas Fut. [G1].

3rd dam
DASH AGAIN SI 93, by Dash For Cash. 3 wins at 2, $254,068, Kindergarten Futurity. Half sister to GREENE AGAIN SI 84; out of ELAN AGAIN SI 102 (Champion). Dam of 13 foals to race, 12 ROM, incl.–
ELANS SPECIAL SI 98 (Special Effort). 11 wins in 22 starts to 4, $1,186,540, All American Futurity [G1], etc. Dam of REALLY SPECIAL (APHA) SI 90 (APHA World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old, $93,580 [G1]), GOTOTHERMOUNTAIN SI 98 ($65,971 [R] [G2]), Brubeck SI 99 ($54,368 [R] [G3]), Coded SI 93 [G2], Burbank (APHA) SI 89 [G2]; granddam of CATCHMEINYOURDREAMS SI 106 (Champion Aged Horse twice, Champion Aged Gelding 3 times, $1,040,929 [G1]), NEW LOOK SI 93 (to 3, 2012, $127,340 [G2]).
REACH TOGETHER SI 101 (Raise Your Glass TB). 8 wins to 4, $193,261, Howard Johnsons Fall Fut., 2nd All American Gold Cup [G1].
SPECIAL ELAN SI 98 (Special Effort). 4 wins, $100,831, Jet Deck H. [G3].
Shades Of Perfection SI 91 (Streakin La Jolla). 2 wins at 2, $24,759, finalist [G1]. Dam of ONE SPECIAL SHADE SI 107 ($368,927 [G2]).

RACE RECORD: At 2, one win (RAINBOW FUT. [G1]). 3 times 2nd, once 3rd; at 3, twice 2nd, once 3rd (Dash For Cash Derby [G2]), finalist All American Derby [G1]; at 4, one win, once 2nd, finalist Mr Jet Moore H. [G3]; at 5, 2012, once 3rd, finalist Eastex H. [G2]. TOTALS: 2 wins, 6 times 2nd, 3 times 3rd. EARNED $386,299.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge.

1st dam

ALLAMERICANDREAMGIRL SI 103, by Strawfly Special. 2 wins to 4, $35,671, finalist in the Las Damas H. [G2]. Dam of 10 living foals of racing age, 9 to race, 7 ROM, including–

AMERICAN RUNAWAY SI 105 (c. by Ocean Runaway). Champion 2-Year-Old, Champion 2-Year-Old Colt, 4 wins to 3, $686,355, Ruidoso Futurity [G1], 2nd Texas Classic Futurity [G1], Rainbow Futurity [G1], Remington Park Futurity [G1].


2nd dam

DASHING PHOEBE SI 104, by Dash For Cash. Champion 2-Year-Old Filly, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, 11 wins in 20 starts, $609,553, Kansas Fut. [G1], Kansas Derby [G1], etc. Sister to Phoebette (granddam of PHOEBES OTOOLE SI 103, $370,714 [G1]). Dam of 17 ROM (1 APHA–)

HEARTSWIDEOPEN SI 104 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). Champion 2-Year-Old, Champion 3-Year-Old, Champion 2 & 3-Year-Old Filly, 11 wins in 13 starts to 3, $1,885,283, All American Futurity [G1], Ruidoso Futurity [G1], Rainbow Derby [G1], Ruidoso Derby [G1].

SPECIAL PHOEBE SI 104 (Special Effort). Champion Aged Mare, 12 wins, $139,963, World’s Champ. Classic [G2], etc. Dam of A SPECIAL SNO FLO SI 96 ($117,171 [G3]); granddam of DUELING JUAN SI 121 ($469,936 [R] [G2]), III Getcha Good SI 106 ($60,086 [R] [G1]).

FURYOFTHEWIND SI 96 (Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $70,554, California Challenge [G3], finalist Golden State Derby [G1], etc.

DASHINGFORDESTINY SI 97 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins to 3, $66,961, TOHA Sires’ Cup Derby [R] [G3], finalist [G1].

SOLID DEMAND SI 102. 3 wins, $35,285, Pride of Texas H. [R] [G3].

Especially Phoebe SI 92 (f. by Special Effort). Winner to 3, $24,842, 2nd Ruidoso Sale Futurity [R] [G3]. Dam of LODI TOM SI 93 ($61,861); granddam of SKINNY MIKE SI 96 ($62,370 [G1]).

RACE RECORD: At 2, once 3rd. EARNED $400.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge

1st dam

ALLURIST SI 101, by Strawfly Special. 5 wins to 4, $34,744, Harris County S. [R], 3rd California Distaff Chlg. [G3], finalist in the Mildred Vessels H. [G1], Distaff Chlg. Champ. [G1]. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 3 to race, all winners, including—

Specially Alluring SI 102 (c. by First Down Dash). 3 wins at 2, $146,656, 2nd Sam Houston Futurity [G1], 3rd Animas S., finalist in the Texas Classic Futurity [G1], Dash for Cash Futurity [G1].

2nd dam

CASH THIS RUNNER SI 110, by Dash For Cash. 8 wins to 5, $43,022, Trinity Meadows Champ.-NTR, 3rd QH of Texas Breeders’ Sale Derby [R], finalist [G3] twice. Dam of 7 foals, 6 winners, including—


ALLURIST SI 101 (f. by Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.

Shakem Cash SI 97 (f. by Royal Shake Em). 2 wins to 4, $29,118, 2nd Harris County S. [R], 3rd Paradise H. Dam of—

SHAKEM BLUE SI 107 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 6 wins to 5, 2012, $152,870, Hialeah Nino Inv., 2nd South Florida Derby, 3rd Sunland Champ. Chlg. [G2], Oklahoma Derby, Golden Driller S.

3rd dam

RUNNING BLOOD SI 95, by Victory Stride TB. 2 wins at 2. Half sister to VIM AND VIGOR SI 103 ($310,204), DUPLICATE BID SI 96 ($105,959; dam of SOUNDSGOODTOME SI 103, $110,888), TWIN JET SI 101 ($104,111), Dynago Queen (dam of DYNAGO VICTORY SI 102, Champion, $361,245). Dam of 8 foals to race, 6 ROM, including—

STREAKIN VICTORY SI 110 (Streakin Six). 26 wins to 12, $180,394, AQHA Distance Challenge Champ. [G1], James Smith Memorial H. [G3], Tijeras S., AQHA Distance Challenge 4, etc.

CASH THIS RUNNER SI 110 (Dash For Cash). Stakes winner, above.

Running Reward SI 89 (First Down Dash). Winner to 3, $5,299. Dam of—

Feature Reward SI 97 ($55,685).

Miswaki Queen SI 86 (Miswaki TB). Dam of Miswaki Six SI 98 ($194,781), Rita Regent. Dam of LA MOS CHINGONO SI 107 ($210,490).

Running Victory (Dash For Cash). Unraced. Dam of Had to be Clever SI 104 ($36,180); granddam of ONE GAME CHICK SI 102 ($120,752 [G3]), Strategic Speed SI 93.
Heritage Place ID #188364
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Streakin Six SI 104

Cheekarun SI 93

Reb's Policy TB

Tiny's Delight SI 91

Special Effort SI 104

Fly In The Pie SI 99

Dash For Cash SI 114

Running Blood SI 95

Chickarun SI 93

Tres Seis SI 97

Our Third Delight SI 97

Chickarun SI 93

Tres Seis SI 97

Our Third Delight SI 97

Tres Seis SI 97

Reb's Policy TB

Tiny's Delight SI 91

Special Effort SI 104

Fly In The Pie SI 99

Dash For Cash SI 114

Running Blood SI 95


1st dam

ALLURIST SI 101, by Strawfly Special. 5 wins to 4, $34,744, Harris County S. [R], 3rd California Distaff Chlg. [G3], finalist in the Mildred Vessels H. [G1], Distaff Chlg. Champ. [G1]. Dam of 5 foals of racing age, 3 to race, all winners, including–

Specially Alluring SI 102 (c. by First Down Dash). 3 wins at 2, $146,656, 2nd Sam Houston Futurity [G1], 3rd Animas S., finalist in the Texas Classic Futurity [G1], Dash for Cash Futurity [G1].

2nd dam

CASH THIS RUNNER SI 110, by Dash For Cash. 8 wins to 5, $43,022, Trinity Meadows Champ.-NTR, 3rd QH of Texas Breeders' Sale Derby [R], finalist [G3] twice. Dam of 7 foals, 6 winners, including–


ALLURIST SI 101 (f. by Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.

Shakem Cash SI 97 (f. by Royal Shake Em). 2 wins to 4, $29,118, 2nd Harris County S. [R], 3rd Paradise H. Dam of–

SHAKEM BLUE SI 107 (g. by Jess Louisiana Blue). 6 wins to 5, 2012, $152,870, Hialeah Nino Inv., 2nd South Florida Derby, 3rd Sunland Champ. Chlg. [G2], Oklahoma Derby, Golden Driller S.

3rd dam

RUNNING BLOOD SI 95, by Victory Stride TB. 2 wins at 2. Half sister to VIM AND VIGOR SI 103 ($310,204). DUPLICATE BID SI 96 ($105,959; dam of SOUNDSGOODTOME SI 103, $110,888), TWIN JET SI 101 ($104,111), Dynago Queen (dam of DYNAGO VICTORY SI 102, Champion, $361,245), Dam of 8 foals to race, 6 ROM, including–

STREAKIN VICTORY SI 110 (Streakin Six). 26 wins to 12, $180,394, AHA Distance Challenge Champ. [G1], James Smith Memorial H. [G3], Tijeras S., AQHA Distance Challenge 4, etc.

CASH THIS RUNNER SI 110 (Dash For Cash). Stakes winner, above.

Running Reward SI 89 (First Down Dash). Winner to 3, $5,299. Dam of

Feature Reward SI 97 ($55,585), Miswaki Queen SI 86 (Miswaki TB). Dam of Miswaki Six SI 98 ($194,781), Rita Regent. Dam of LA MOS CHINGONO SI 107 ($210,490).

Running Victory (Dash For Cash). Unraced. Dam of HADTOBECELEVER SI 104 ($36,180); granddam of ONE GAME CHICK SI 102 ($120,752 [G3]), Strategic Speed SI 93.

RGP 9/12

1st dam
Also A High SI 102, by On A High. 3 wins to 3, $26,135, 3rd West Texas Derby [G3], finalist in the Ruidoso Futurity [G1]. Dam of 18 foals of racing age, 18 to race, 13 ROM, including–
CRATER LAKE SI 95 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). 4 wins in 8 starts at 2, $171,216, Remington Fut. [G2], finalist Rainbow Fut. [G1], Ruidoso Fut. [G1].

All Runner SI 93 (f. by Sixarun). 2 wins to 3, $39,560, finalist in the Remington Park Futurity [G1]. Dam of–

Runnin Azoom SI 98 (f. by Azoom). 4 wins to 3, 2012, $37,556, finalist in the Speedhorse Gold Cup Futurity [R] [G2].

Rare High SI 93 (f. by Rare Form). 4 wins to 4, $30,381, finalist in the Speedhorse Gold Cup Futurity [R] [G2].

2nd dam
IMA TEN ALSO SI 98, by Mighty Deck. 4 wins, $33,252, Miller Lite 350 S., finalist [G1]. Half sister to IMA TEN TOO SI 105 ($55,057). Dam of–
FIRST DOWN AND TEN SI 103 (First Down Dash). 11 wins in 19 starts to 3, $329,384, Kansas Derby [G1], Ruidoso Sale Futurity [R] [G3], 2nd World’s Champ. Classic [G1], 3rd All American Futurity [G1].

SECOND N TEN TO GO SI 91. 2 wins to 4, NCQHRA Futurity [R], etc. 2nd West Texas Fut. [R].

Also A High SI 102 (On A High). Stakes placed winner, above.
IMA Ten Yawl SI 92 (By Yawl). Winner, 2nd QHBC Northwest Fut. [R].
IMA Task Also (Special Task). Dam of ALGONQUIN SI 101 ($114,656 [G3]); granddam of Thru The Fire SI 93 ($269,759, finalist [G1]).


ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Racing Challenge.

Accredited Oklahoma Bred; embryo transfer

RGP 9/12
WITHDRAWN FROM SALE
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Hip No. 881

Mr Piloto SI 89

Name Pending

Anichini SI 98 (2004)


1st dam

Anichini SI 98, by Corona Cartel. 5 wins to 5, $57,310, 2nd East Distaff Chlg., 3rd Frances Carr Distaff S. [G3], Evangeline Derby, Par-a-Dice S., finalist Distaff Chlg. [G1]. Sister to AGOUTI SI 104. Dam of 1 foal of racing age—Special Anichine SI 92, c. by Oak Tree Special. Placed at 2, 2012, $15,481, finalist Lee Berwick Louisiana Bred Futurity [R] [G1].

2nd dam

EASY DATE DASH SI 97, by Dash For Cash. Winner to 3, $3,379, finalist Twaynas Dash Futurity [G3]. Dam of 10 starters, all ROM, including—


Anichini SI 98 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes placed winner, above.

Coronas Easy Dash SI 99 (c. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins in 10 starts to 3, $37,769, 3rd Hippodromo de las Americas S., finalist [G1].

Afri SI 88 (f. by Fishers Dash). Winner to 4, $18,950. Apollo Dash SI 93 (f. by Apollo TB). Winner at 2, $15,783.

Easy Date Two SI 83 (f. by Real Easy Jet). Placed to 3. Dam of—

To Game Two Date SI 95 (Game Patriot). 3 wins to 5, 2012, $43,600.

3rd dam

EASY DATE SI 106, by Easy Jet. World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old Filly, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Mare, AQHA Hall of Fame, 22 wins in 29 starts to 3, $849,710, All American Futurity, Rainbow Derby, Golden State Derby-NTR, Kindergarten Futurity, World’s Champ. Classic, Sunland Park Fall Futurity, Champion of Champions, etc. Dam of 8 foals to race, all winners, including—

TOAST THE HOST SI 123 (Raise Your Glass TB). Horse of the Year in Mexico, Champion 3-Year-Old Colt in Mexico, 9 wins to 4, ($55,843 USA), in Mexico, Clasico Big Racket-NTR, Mexico Invitational S., Subasta Classic, 2nd H. Velocidad, 3rd Zantanon Classic.

Pastels SI 100 (Six Fols). 3 wins to 3, $6,242. Dam of—

Chica Bye Bye SI 97. 4 wins to 6, $36,178, 3rd Cherry Creek Futurity [R] [G3].

AR Firestorm SI 89. 5 wins to 4, 2012, $33,882, 3rd Turf Paradise Juvenile Challenge.

Another Date SI 95 (f. by Hempen TB). Winner to 3, $3,755. Dam of—

Keep Another Secret SI 97. 3 wins to 4, $29,358, finalist in the Senor Futurity [R] [G3], Manuel Lujan H. [R] [G3].

1st dam
Anichini SI 98, by Corona Cartel. 5 wins to 5, $57,310, 2nd East Distaff Chlg., 3rd Frances Carr Distaff S. [G3], Evangeline Derby, Par-a-Dice S., finalist Distaff Chlg. Champ. [G1]. Sister to AGOUTI SI 104. Dam of 1 foal of racing age–Special Anichine SI 92, c. by Oak Tree Special. Placed at 2, 2012, $15,481, finalist Lee Berwick Louisiana Bred Futurity [R] [G1].

2nd dam

3rd dam
EASY DATE SI 106, by Easy Jet. World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old Filly, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Mare, AQHA Hall of Fame, 22 wins in 29 starts to 3, $849,710, All American Futurity, Rainbow Derby, Golden State Derby-NTR, Kindergarten Futurity, World’s Champ. Classic, Sunland Park Fall Futurity, Champion of Champions, etc. Dam of 8 foals to race, all winners, including–TOAST THE HOST SI 123 (Raise Your Glass TB). Horse of the Year in Mexico. Champion 3-Year-Old Colt in Mexico, 9 wins to 4, ($55,843 USA), in Mexico, Clasico Big Racket-NTR, Mexico Invitational S., Subasta Classic, 2nd H. Velocidad, 3rd Zantanzon Classic. Pastels SI 100 (Six Fols). 3 wins to 3, $6,242. Dam of–Chica Bye Bye SI 97. 4 wins to 6, $36,178, 3rd Cherry Creek Futurity [R] [G3]. Dam of–AR Firestorm SI 89. 5 wins to 4, 2012, $33,882, 3rd Turf Paradise Juvenile Challenge.

Another Date SI 95 (f. by Hempen TB). Winner to 3, $3,755. Dam of–Keep Another Secret SI 97. 3 wins to 4, $29,358, finalist in the Senor Futurity [R] [G3], Manuel Lujan H. [R] [G3].

RGP 9/12

1st dam

Anichini SI 98, by Corona Cartel. 5 wins to 5, $57,310, 2nd East Distaff Chlg., 3rd Frances Carr Distaff S. [G3], Evangeline Derby, Par-a-Dice S., finalist Distaff Chlg. Champ. [G1]. Sister to AGOUTI SI 104. Dam of 1 foal of racing age—Special Anichine SI 92, c. by Oak Tree Special. Placed at 2, 2012, $15,481, finalist Lee Berwick Louisiana Bred Futurity [R] [G1].

2nd dam


3rd dam

EASY DATE SI 106, by Easy Jet. World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old Filly, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Mare, AQHA Hall of Fame, 22 wins in 29 starts to 3, $849,710, All American Futurity, Rainbow Derby, Golden State Derby-NTR, Kindergarten Futurity, World’s Champ. Classic, Sunland Park Fall Futurity, Champion of Champions, etc. Dam of 8 foals to race, all winners, including—TOAST THE HOST SI 123 (Raise Your Glass TB). Horse of the Year in Mexico. Champion 3-Year-Old Colt in Mexico, 9 wins to 4, ($55,843 USA), in Mexico, Classico Big Racket-NTR, Mexico Invitational S., Subasta Classic, 2nd H. Velocidad, 3rd Zantanonic Classic. Pastels SI 100 (Six Fols). 3 wins to 3, $6,242. Dam of—Chica Bye Bye SI 97. 4 wins to 6, $36,178, 3rd Cherry Creek Futurity [R] [G3]. Dam of—AR Firestorm SI 89. 5 wins to 4, 2012, $33,882, 3rd Turf Paradise Juvenile Challenge. Another Date SI 95 (f. by Hempen TB). Winner to 3, $3,755. Dam of—Keep Another Secret SI 97. 3 wins to 4, $29,358, finalist in the Senor Futurity [R] [G3], Manuel Lujan H. [R] [G3].
By TEMPTING DASH SI 112 (2007). Champion 2-year-old colt, 4 wins in 4
starts, $673,970, Texas Classic Fut. [G1]-NTR, Dash for Cash Fut.
[G1]-NTR. Brother to A TEMPTING DASH SI 104. His first foals arrived in
2012. Son of world champion FIRST DOWN DASH SI 105, sire of 234
stakes winners, 35 champions, incl. OCEAN RUNAWAY SI 105 ($1,642,498
[G1]), CORONA CASH SI 101 ($1,542,880 [G1]), CORONA KOOL SI 104.

1st dam

Anichini SI 98, by Corona Cartel. 5 wins to 5, $57,310, 2nd East Distaff Chlg., 3rd
Frances Carr Distaff S. [G3], Evangeline Derby, Par-a-Dice S., finalist Distaff
Chlg. Champ. [G1]. Sister to AGOUTI SI 104. Dam of 1 foal of racing age–
Special Anchine SI 92, c. by Oak Tree Special. Placed at 2, 2012,
$15,481, finalist Lee Berwick Louisiana Bred Futurity [R] [G1].

2nd dam

EASY DATE DASH SI 97, by Dash For Cash. Winner to 3, $3,379, finalist
Twaynas Dash Futurity [G3]. Dam of 10 starters, all ROM, including–

AGOUTI SI 104 (c. by Corona Cartel). 7 wins to 4, $278,495, Southern
California Derby [G1], Cypress Sophomore S., 2nd Los Alamitos
Derby [G1], Los Alamitos Winter Champ. [G1], AQHRJ S., 3rd Ed
Burke Memorial Futurity [G1], California Derby Chlg. [G3]. Sire.

Anichini SI 98 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes placed winner, above.

Coronas Easy Dash SI 99 (c. by Corona Cartel). 5 wins in 10 starts to 3,
$37,769, 3rd Hippodromo de las Americas S., finalist [G1].

Afri SI 88 (f. by Fishers Dash). Winner to 4, $18,950.

Apollo Dash SI 93 (f. by Apollo TB). Winner at 2, $15,783.

Easy Date Two SI 83 (f. by Real Easy Jet). Placed to 3. Dam of–

To Game Two Date SI 95 (Game Patriot). 3 wins to 5, 2012, $43,600.

3rd dam

EASY DATE SI 106, by Easy Jet. World Champion, Champion
2-Year-Old Filly, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Mare,
AQHA Hall of Fame, 22 wins in 29 starts to 3, $849,710, All American
Futurity, Rainbow Derby, Golden State Derby-NTR, Kindergarten Fu-
turity, World’s Champ. Classic, Sunland Park Fall Futurity, Champion
of Champions, etc. Dam of 8 foals to race, all winners, including–

TOAST THE HOST SI 123 (Raise Your Glass TB). Horse of the Year in
Mexico, Champion 3-Year-Old Colt in Mexico, 9 wins to 4,
($55,843 USA), in Mexico, Clasico Big Racket-NTR, Mexico Invita-
tional S., Subasta Classic, 2nd H. Velocidad, 3rd Zantanon Classic.

Pastels SI 100 (Six Fols). 3 wins to 3, $6,242. Dam of–

Chica Bye Bye SI 97. 4 wins to 6, $36,178, 3rd Cherry Creek Futurity
[R] [G3]. Dam of–

AR Firestorm SI 89. 5 wins to 4, 2012, $33,882, 3rd Turf Paradise
Juvenile Challenge.

Another Date SI 95 (f. by Hempen TB). Winner to 3, $3,755. Dam of–
Keep Another Secret SI 97. 3 wins to 4, $29,358, finalist in the Senor
Futurity [R] [G3], Manuel Lujan H. [R] [G3].

RGP 9/12

1st dam Anichini SI 98, by Corona Cartel. 5 wins to 5, $57,310, 2nd East Distaff Chlg., 3rd Frances Carr Distaff S. [G3], Evangeline Derby, Par-a-Dice S., finalist Distaff Chlg. Champ. [G1]. Sister to AGOUTI SI 104. Dam of 1 foal of racing age– Special Anchine SI 92, c. by Oak Tree Special. Placed at 2, 2012, $15,481, finalist Lee Berwick Louisiana Bred Futurity [R] [G1].


3rd dam EASY DATE SI 106, by Easy Jet. World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old Filly, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Mare, AQHA Hall of Fame, 22 wins in 29 starts to 3, $849,710, All American Futurity, Rainbow Derby, Golden State Derby-NTR, Kindergarten Futurity, World’s Champ. Classic, Sunland Park Fall Futurity, Champion of Champions, etc. Dam of 8 foals to race, all winners, including– TOAST THE HOST SI 123 (Raise Your Glass TB). Horse of the Year in Mexico, Champion 3-Year-Old Colt in Mexico, 9 wins to 4, ($55,843 USA), in Mexico, Clasico Big Racket-NTR, Mexico Invitational S., Subasta Classic, 2nd H. Velocidad, 3rd Zantanon Classic. Pastels SI 100 (Six Fols). 3 wins to 3, $6,242. Dam of– Chica Bye Bye SI 97. 4 wins to 6, $36,178, 3rd Cherry Creek Futurity [R] [G3]. Dam of– AR Firestorm SI 89. 5 wins to 4, 2012, $33,882, 3rd Turf Paradise Juvenile Challenge.

Another Date SI 95 (f. by Hempen TB). Winner to 3, $3,755. Dam of– Keep Another Secret SI 97. 3 wins to 4, $29,358, finalist in the Senor Futurity [R] [G3], Manuel Lujan H. [R] [G3].
Hip No. 886 | Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury

**Foal in Utero**

Due February 2, 2013

**Foal in Utero**

Tempting Dash SI 112

Anichini SI 98 (2004)


1st dam

Anichini SI 98, by Corona Cartel. 5 wins to 5, $57,310, 2nd East Distaff Chlg., 3rd Frances Carr Distaff S. [G3], Evangeline Derby, Par-a-Dice S., finalist Distaff Chlg. [G1]. Sister to AGOUTI SI 104. Dam of 1 foal of racing age–Special Anchine SI 92, c. by Oak Tree Special. Placed at 2, 2012, $15,481, finalist Lee Berwick Louisiana Bred Futurity [R] [G1].

2nd dam


Afri SI 88 (f. by Fishers Dash). Winner to 4, $18,950. Apollo Dash SI 93 (f. by Apollo TB). Winner at 2, $15,783. Easy Date Two SI 83 (f. by Real Easy Jet). Placed to 3. Dam of–To Game Two Date SI 95 (Game Patriot). 3 wins to 5, 2012, $43,600.

3rd dam

EASY DATE SI 106, by Easy Jet. World Champion, Champion 2-Year-Old Filly, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Mare, AQHA Hall of Fame, 22 wins in 29 starts to 3, $849,710, All American Futurity, Rainbow Derby, Golden State Derby-NTR, Kindergarten Futurity, World’s Champ. Classic, Sunland Park Fall Futurity, Champion of Champions, etc. Dam of 8 foals to race, all winners, including–TOAST THE HOST SI 123 (Raise Your Glass TB). Horse of the Year in Mexico, Champion 3-Year-Old Colt in Mexico, 9 wins to 4, ($55,843 USA), in Mexico, Clasico Big Racket-NTR, Mexico Invitational S., Subasta Classic, 2nd H. Velocidad, 3rd Zantanon Classic. Pastels SI 100 (Six Fols). 3 wins to 3, $6,242. Dam of–Chica Bye Bye SI 97. 4 wins to 6, $36,178, 3rd Cherry Creek Futurity [R] [G3]. Dam of–AR Firestorm SI 89, 5 wins to 4, 2012, $33,882, 3rd Turf Paradise Juvenile Challenge.

Another Date SI 95 (f. by Hempen TB). Winner to 3, $3,755. Dam of–Keep Another Secret SI 97. 3 wins to 4, $29,358, finalist in the Senor Futurity [R] [G3], Manuel Lujan H. [R] [G3].
Hip No. 887  

Eliminate SI 114  

2003 Brown Mare


1st dam

ANOTHER FLICKA, by Born To Rule. Unraced. Dam of 15 foals, 10 to race, 5 ROM, including—

Flick Me A Corona SI 84 (g. by Corona For Me). 3 wins to 4, 2012, $32,518. 
Flicka De Kas SI 83 (f. by Coup De Kas TB). Unplaced. 
Flicka De Fly SI 97 (f. by Genuine Strawfly). 4 wins to 6, $142,315, 2nd Pelican S. [R] [G3], Four Corners Senora S. [R], finalist [G2].

2nd dam

FLICKA YOUR BIC SI 84, by Tiny Charger. Winner at 2. Dam of 12 foals to race, 7 winners, including—

MY FRIEND WILL SIGN SI 105 (f. by The Signature). 7 wins to 3, $15,832, Burst of Energy Derby, Blaine Glassmann Memorial Derby, finalist in the Sunland Park Fall Derby [G3]. 
Harems Choice SI 85 (f. by *Beduino TB). Winner to 3. Dam of—

FIRST SOVEREIGN SI 106. Champion 2-Year-Old, Champion 2-Year-Old Colt, 3 wins in 5 starts at 2, $278,829, Kindergarten Futurity [G1], Ed Burke Memorial Futurity [G1]. 
A REGAL CHOICE SI 101. 8 wins to 3, $735,507, Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1], Z Wayne Griffin Director’s S. [G3], etc. 
FIRST RATE CHOICE SI 104. 4 wins to 4, $98,220, Pocahontas S., 2nd Mission Beach S., 3rd La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2], finalist [G1]. 
Scarlet Oh SI 103. 4 wins, $29,689, 2nd Buttons & Bows S., finalist Rainbow Derby [G1]. Dam of Redwood Creek SI 93 ($143,892 [G1]). 
Class In Excess SI 91, 2 wins. Dam of RED CLAY OF TEXAS SI 105 ($169,863 [G1]), Hiclass Heat SI 97 (to 3, 2012, $104,797 [R] [G2]).

RACE RECORD: At 2, two wins; at 3, once 3rd, finalist New Mexico Distaff Chlg. [G3]; at 4, unplaced in 1 start. EARNED $27,009.

PRODUCE RECORD:
2008 Kool First Date SI 87, f. by First N Kool. Placed, 2 to 4, 2012, $8,279. 
2009 Executive Monkey SI 90, f. by Executive Menace. Placed to 3, $13,840. 
2010 Executive Date, f. by Executive Menace. Unplaced. 
2011 Eyes Your Date, c. by Eyesa Special. 
2012 f. by Executive Menace. 
BRED March 22, 2012, and believed in foal to PAPA LARRY. 
Accredited Texas Broodmare. 

RGP 9/12
Unbrided Pleasure TB
1999 Dark Bay or Brown Mare

By **Unbridled's Song** (1993). Stakes winner of 5 races, $1,311,800, Breeders Cup Juv. [G1], etc. Sire of 681 winners, 91 stakes winners, $82,643,027, including **Midshipman** (champion colt, $1,508,600 in U.S., Breeders Cup Juv. [G1]), **Unrveled Belle** ($1,854,706 [G1]). Sire of the dams of 49 stakes winners, including **Vivaldi Girl** (champion), **General Quarters** ($1,226,655 [G1]), **Better Than Every** (AUS) (hwt).

1st dam
**Antilassa**, by **Anticipating**. 4 wins to 4, $65,095. Sister to **Tippet** (dam of **Tendida** [ARG], $420,487 [G2] in Argentina); out of **Thalassa II**.


**Fort Loudon** (c. by Awesome Of Course). 7 wins to 3, 2012, $674,485, Carry Back S. [G3], Florida Stallion In Reality S. [R], Florida Stallion Affirmed S. [R], Florida Stallion Dr. Fager S. [R], In Summation S., Unbridled S., 2nd Foxwoods King’s Bishop S. [G1].

**Sexy Stockings** (f. by Tabasco Cat). 2 wins to 3, $42,420. Dam of–


**Pour Popsie** (London Company). Dam of **Provincetown** ($306,561).

**Lottsa Shim** (Shimatoree). Granddam of **Lots of Stones** ($208,740).

**Race Record:** At 2, unraced; at 3, unplaced in 1 start.

**Produce Record:** 2012 open.

2003 **Unbridled Tale** TB, f. by **Tale Of The Cat**. 2 wins to 3, $42,229, 3rd **Gowell S.** Producer.

2004 **Unbridled Union** TB, f. by **Dixie Union**. 3 wins to 4, $93,887.

2005 **Come On Deer** TB, c. by **Deputy Commander**. 6 wins, 3 to 6, ($52,774 USA), in Sweden & Norway.

2006 **Nicetomeetyou** TB, f. by **Cape Cañaveral**. Unplaced in Italy.

2007 **Stormy French** TB, f. by **Bernstein**. Unraced.

2008 **Sophisticattn** TB, f. by **Tale of the Cat**. Has not started.


2010 **Unbridled Prize** TB, c. by **Pure Prize**. Has not started.

2011 c. by **Pure Prize** TB.

**Bred** February 11, 2012, and believed in foal to **Game Patriot** [QH].

---

**Hip No. 888** Consigned by Roger Daly, Agent for H & E Ranch

**Unbridled Pleasure**

1999 Dark Bay or Brown Mare

- **Unbridled**
- **Gana Facil**
- **Caro** [IRE]
- **Lucky Spell**
- **Bold Ruler**
- **Marking Time**
- **Aristophanes** [GB]
- **Caliope** (ARG)

---

**Unbridled**

1. **Trolley Song**
2. **Anticipating**
3. **Thalassa II**

1st dam


2nd dam

APOLLITICAL TIME SI 104, by Apollo TB. Champion Aged Horse, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Aged Mare, Broodmare of the Year in 2010. 14 wins to 6, $904,242, Los Alamitos Super Derby [G1], Mildred Vessels H. [G1], Los Alamitos Inv. Champ. [G1], Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], Calif. Champ. Chlg. [G2], Calif. Breeders’ Matron S. [R] [G2], Town Policy H. [G3], La Pacifica S., Director’s S., Lassie S., 2nd Mildred Vessels H. [G1], Charger Bar H. [G1], 3rd Champion of Champions [G1], etc. Sister to In His Dreams SI 97. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 to race, 2 winners, including—

APOLLITICAL JESS SI 107 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). World Champion, Champion 3-Year-Old, Champion 3-Year-Old Colt. 8 wins in 14 starts to 3, $1,399,831, Los Alamitos Super Derby [G1]-NTR, 400y in 0:19.133, Champion of Champions [G1]-NTR, 440y in 0:20.939, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1], All American Derby [G1].

3rd dam


APOLLITICAL TIME SI 104 (Apollo TB). Champion, above.


SIZZLIN CARTEL SI 105. 3 wins to 3, 2012, $230,816, Firecracker Futurity [G2]-NTR, 2nd Harrah’s Entertainment Futurity [G3], etc.

LOUISIANA BLUE DREAM SI 104. 3 wins to 4, $102,332, All American Juv., 2nd Remington Distaff Chlg., 3rd Remington Derby [G2].

Political Option SI 106. 3 wins to 3, 2012, $172,010, 2nd LQHBA Futurity [R] [G1], 3rd LQHBA Sale Futurity [R] [G1].

Half time Separator SI 97 (Separatist). 5 wins to 4, $29,276, 2nd Wyoming All Breed Derby [R].

4th dam

FAVORITE ATTRACTION SI 88, by Easy Jet. Winner. Half sister to NOBLESS SIX SI 110 ($1,125,024 [G1]), PURE D DASH SI 121 (Champion in Mexico), NOBLESS OBLEGE SI 99, Royal Classic Native SI 88 (dam of NATIVE JEWEL DH, $100,250), Royalnative Empress (dam of NATIVE CARTEL, $121,365). Dam of 5 winners, incl.—

Half Time Attraction SI 96. Stakes placed winner, above.


2nd dam APOLLITICAL TIME SI 104, by Apollo TB. Champion Aged Horse, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Aged Mare, Broodmare of the Year in 2010. 14 wins to 6, $904,242, Los Alamitos Super Derby [G1], Mildred Vessels H. [G1], Los Alamitos Inv. Champ. [G1], Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], Calif. Champ. Chlg. [G2], Calif. Breeders’ Matron S. [R] [G2], Town Policy H. [G3], La Pacifica S., Director’s S., Lassie S., 2nd Mildred Vessels H. [G1], Charger Bar H. [G1], 3rd Champion of Champions [G1], etc. Sister to In His Dreams SI 97. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 to race, 2 winners, including—

APOLLITICAL JESS SI 107 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). World Champion, Champion 3-Year-Old, Champion 3-Year-Old Colt, 8 wins in 14 starts to 3, $1,399,831, Los Alamitos Super Derby [G1]-NTR, 400y in 0:19.133, Champion of Champions [G1]-NTR, 440y in 0:20.939, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1], All American Derby [G1].


APOLLITICAL TIME SI 104 (Apollo TB). Champion, above.

In His Dreams SI 97 (Apollo TB). 2 wins to 3, $32,187, 2nd Denim N Diamonds S., 3rd Vandys Flash H. [G3], La Pacifica S., Oceanside H. [R]. Dam of—

SIZZLIN CARTEL SI 105. 3 wins to 3, 2012, $230,816, Firecracker Futurity [G2]-NTR, 2nd Harrah’s Entertainment Futurity [G3], etc.

LOUISIANA BLUE DREAM SI 104. 3 wins to 4, $102,332, All American Juvenile Sales, 3rd Remington Distaff Chlg., 3rd Remington Derby [G2].

Political Option SI 106, 3 wins to 3, 2012, $172,600, 2nd LQHBA Futurity [R] [G1], 3rd LQHBA Sale Futurity [R] [G1].

Half Time Attraction SI 96 (Separatist). 5 wins to 4, $29,276, 2nd Wyoming All Breed Derby [R].

4th dam FAVORITE ATTRACTION SI 88, by Easy Jet. Winner. Half sister to NOBLESSE SIX SI 110 ($1,125,024 [G1]), PURE D DASH SI 121 (Champion in Mexico), NOBLESSE OBLEGE SI 99, Royal Classic Native SI 88 (dam of NATIVE JEWEL DH, $100,250), Royalnative Empress (dam of NATIVE CARTEL, $121,365). Dam of 5 winners, incl.—

Half Time Attraction SI 96. Stakes placed winner, above.

1st dam
APOLITICAL TIME SI 104, by Apollo TB. Champion Aged Horse, Champion 3-Year-Old Filly, Champion Aged Mare, Broodmare of the Year in 2010. 14 wins to 6, $904,242, Los Alamitos Super Derby [G1], Mildred Vessels H. [G1], Los Alamitos Inv. Champ. [G1], Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], Calif. Champ. Chlg. [G2], Calif. Breeders’ Matron S. [R] [G2], Town Policy H. [G3], La Pacifica S., Director’s S., Lassie S., 2nd Mildred Vessels H. [G1], Charger Bar H. [G1], 3rd Champion of Champions [G1], etc. Sister to In His Dreams SI 97. Dam of 4 foals of racing age, 3 to race, 2 winners, including—

APOLITICAL JESS SI 107 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). World Champion, Champion 3-Year-Old Colt, 8 wins in 14 starts to 3, $1,399,831, Los Alamitos Super Derby [G1]-NTR, 400y in 0:19.133, Champion of Champions [G1]-NTR, 440y in 0:20.939, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1], All American Derby [G1].

2nd dam

APOLITICAL TIME SI 104 (f. by Apollo TB). Champion, above. In His Dreams SI 97 (f. by Apollo TB), 2 wins to 3, $32,187, 2nd Denim N Diamonds S., Denim N Diamonds H. [R], etc. Dam of—


Political Option SI 106. 3 wins to 3, 2012, $172,010, 2nd LQHBA Futurity [R] [G1], 3rd LQHBA Sale Futurity [R] [G1]. Half time Separator SI 97 (g. by Separatist), 5 wins to 4, $29,276, 2nd Wyoming All Breed Derby [R].

3rd dam
FAVORITE ATTRACTION SI 88, by Easy Jet. Winner. Half sister to NOBLESSE SIX SI 110 ($1,125,024 [G1]), PURE D DASH SI 121 (Champion in Mexico), NOBLESSE OBLEGE SI 99, Royal Classic Native SI 88 (dam of NATIVE CARTEL, $121,365). Dam of 5 winners, incl.—

By FINDING NEMO SI 100 (2003). Stakes winner of 8 races in 16 starts at 2, $719,544, Governor's Cup Fut.[RG1], PCQHRA Brdr. Fut.[G1], 3rd Los Alamitos Million Fut.[G1], etc. Sire of 90 starters, 59 ROM, incl. SS CALENDAR GIRL SI 97 (2 wins in 4 starts at 2, 2012, $34,240, FL Lady Bug S.[R]), Fast Prize Doll Too SI 98 ($21,674, 3rd Black Gold 350 Fut.), BT Roses For Nemo SI 90 ($20,552, 2nd Easily A Possum Clsc), Funny Face Nemo SI 100

1st dam
APOLLOS DARLIN SI 94, by Apollo TB. 2 wins to 3, $19,316, Harris County S.[R], finalist Texas Distaff Chlg. [G3]. Dam of 4 foals, all ROM–Gray Darlin Dash SI 93 (f. by Royal Quick Dash). Winner at 2, $7,322, finalist in the TQHA Sires' Cup Futurity [R] [G2].

Down In Dirty SI 92 (f. by The Down Side). Winner to 3, finalist in the Texas Juvenile Challenge [G3].

2nd dam
Spitfire Red SI 96, by By Yawl. Winner at 3, $9,395, 3rd Kansas Jackpot Derby [R] [G3]. ETR, 330y. Dam of 6 foals to race, all winners, incl.–

APOLLOS DARLIN SI 94 (f. by Apollo TB). Stakes winner, above.

Spikestorm Perry SI 95 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 3, $106,737, 3rd West Texas Futurity [G1], finalist in the All American Futurity [G1].

Zeus Wildfire SI 95 (g. by Zevi TB). 3 wins to 5, 3rd Woodlands S.

3rd dam
SPIT CURL LARK SI 100, by Moon Lark. 4 wins at 3, $42,973, Oklahoma Fall Derby [G3], finalist in the Oklahoma Fall Futurity [G2]. Jayhawk Derby [G3]. Half sister to WASH AND WEAR SI 108 ($787,534 [G3], dam of DRIP DRY DASH SI 107, $147,133 [G3], To Fit To Be Tied SI 90 ($37,657 [G1]), Shez Not Too Shabby SI 94 (dam of HEZ NOT TOO SHABBY SI 105, $192,469 [R] [G1]). Dam of 6 foals, all ROM, incl.–

LIL SPIT CURL SI 108 (On A High). 10 wins to 6, $107,092, Dash for Speed S., Classic Chev Heartbeat of America H.[R], 2nd Fair Meadows Belles S., Keokuk S., Big Splash S., etc. Dam of–

SPIT CURL JESS SI 100. 5 wins to 3, $141,719, Heritage Place Derby [G1], 2nd Speedhorse Derby [R] [G2], Fair Meadows Juv. Sire.

PERRYS SPITTIN IMAGE SI 99. 5 wins to 4, $67,168, La Pacifica S., Corona Kool S., 2nd Deelish S., 3rd Ah Sigh S., Cypress H.


HIGH DOLLAR SPIT SI 104 (On A High). 6 wins to 4, $48,079, Vespero Express S.[G3], QHBC Sunbelt Futurity [R], 2nd QHBC Sunbelt Derby [R], finalist in the Blue Ribbon Futurity [G1].

Spitfire Red SI 96 (By Yawl). Stakes placed winner, above.

RACE RECORD: At 2, once 2nd, once 3rd; at 3, 2012, one win, once 2nd. EARNED $6,259.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge.
Accredited Texas Bred; in training
Hip No. 893  

**Sign It Down**  
February 9, 2010 Sorrel Filly  

- First Down Dash SI 105  
- Sign It Down  
- Apollo TB  
- Apollos Signature SI 90 (1997)  
- Rocket Wrangler SI 97  
- Find A Buyer TB  
- Gallant Jet SI 102  
- Rose Bug SI 96  
- Falstaff  
- Tumble Along  
- The Signature SI 107  
- Jonadoo SI 104

**By FIRST DOWN DASH SI 105 (1984). World champion. Sire of 1,496 ROM, 234 stakes winners, $78,474,481, 35 champions, including OCEAN RUN-AWAY SI 105 ($1,642,498 [G1]), CORONA CASH SI 101 ($1,542,880 [G1]), CORONA KOOL SI 104 ($1,296,797 [G1]), FDD DYNASTY SI 102 ($1,173,001 [G1]), A RANSOM SI 104 (world champion, $1,079,556 [G1]), A CLASSIC DASH SI 93 ($1,078,617 [G1]), DASH THRU TRAFFIC SI 95 [G1].**

**1st dam**

APOLLOS SIGNATURE SI 90, by Apollo TB. 2 wins to 3, $16,013. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, including—

- **CHANTELL CORONA** SI 108 (f. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 5, $48,461, Pomona Juvenile Champ., [G3].

**2nd dam**

REEDS SIGNATURE SI 108, by The Signature. 6 wins to 4, $153,035, Miss Princess H. [G2], Charger Bar S., 2nd Ed Burke Memorial Futurity [G1], Pomona H. [G1], Anne Burnett H. [G1], Denim N Diamonds S., 3rd Las Damas H. [G1]. Dam of 8 foals, 7 ROM, including—

- **REEDS VAL** SI 100 (f. by Dashing Val). 8 wins to 6, $98,554, QHBC Distaff Classic [G3], 2nd Indio S., 3rd Visalia S., Independence Day H. [R], finalist in the Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1].
- **Reeds Evening Star** SI 94 (Chicks Beduino). 2 wins to 5, $23,816. Dam of—
  - **Beau Brummel SA** SI 95. 2 wins to 3, $125,280, 2nd Town Policy H. [G3].
  - **Ever Fire Burns SA** SI 99. 3 wins to 4, $103,140, finalist in the Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1].

Chironomy SI 85 (f. by Chicks Beduino). Placed at 2. Dam of—

- **Willie Getto Know Me** SI 106. 8 wins to 6, $68,418, 2nd Autumn S.
- **Corona To Toast** SI 91. 2 wins to 4, 2012, $48,015, 2nd All-Can. Derby.

**3rd dam**

Jonadoo SI 104, by Father John TB. 4 wins in 8 starts at 2, $29,242, 2nd Santa Cruz County Futurity. Dam of 7 starters, all ROM, including—

- **MEGA DASH** SI 111 (First Down Dash). **Champion 2-Year-Old Gelding**, 8 wins to 4, $345,217, Ed Burke Memorial Futurity [G1], etc.
- **MEGA STORM** SI 94 (First Down Dash). 4 wins at 2, $238,165, Ed Burke Memorial Futurity [G1], 3rd Los Alamitos Million Futurity [G1].
- **Dam of He Storms** SI 95 ($189,449, 2nd PCQHRA Breeders Derby [G2]), Mega Secret SI 98 ($36,630), Shes Stormin SI 90 ($33,716).

**REEDS SIGNATURE** SI 108 (The Signature). Stakes winner, above.

**Masterly** SI 102 (First Down Dash). 2 wins, $13,300, 2nd Morro Bay H. [R].

**RACE RECORD:** At 2, 2012, unplaced in 1 start.

**ENGAGEMENTS:** AQHA Racing Challenge.
Hip No. 894  
Consigned by Sammy Manek

Brimmertons Song
2006 Bay Mare

First Down Dash SI 105
Fitting Celebration SI 110
Streakin Six SI 104
Bets Beluga SI 87


1st dam

Arethas Song SI 92, by Streakin Six. Placed to 4, $13,597, 2nd Stockton Derby, 3rd Solano Derby. Dam of 7 foals of racing age, 4 to race, 2 ROM, including—
 Arethas Main Feature SI 102 (f. by Feature Mr Jess). 6 wins to 5, 2012, $133,588, finalist in the Sunland Park Winter Derby [G3].
 Queen Of Soul (f. by Chicks Beduino). Unraced. Dam of—
 De Genuine Queen SI 95 (f. by Genuine Strawfly). 3 wins to 4, 2012, $68,303, 2nd Lineage Champ. [R] [G3], 3rd Pelican S. [R] [G3], Sunray Park Firecracker S. [R], finalist in the Zia H. [R] [G2].

2nd dam

BETHS BELUGA SI 87, by Dash For Cash. Placed in 2 starts at 2. Sister to SPECIALLY FAST SI 104. Dam of 12 starters, 11 ROM, including—
 Bilini SI 94 (f. by Sixarun). 2 wins to 4, $18,767, 3rd QH of Texas Breeders’ Sale Futurity [R] [G3], QH of Texas Breeders’ Sale Derby [R], finalist in the TQHA Breeders’ Futurity [R] [G1].
 ICE SHAKER SI 93. 2 wins to 5, $81,544, Jim Bader Fut. [R] [G3], 2nd Iowa Double Gold Fut. [R] [G3], 3rd Iowa Double Gold Derby [R] [G3].
 The Devine Miss Em SI 90 (f. by Corona Cartel). Winner in 2 starts at 2, $5,100. Dam of Chickitita SI 88 (to 3, 2012, $29,691).

3rd dam

SPECIAL SOUND TB, by Bold Commander. Unraced. Dam of 10 ROM—
 SUPER SOUND CHARGE SI 109 (Roma Charge). World Champion, Champion Aged Horse, Champion Aged Stallion, Champion Stallion, 14 wins to 4, $295,052, Vessels Mat., Los Alamitos Champ., Jet Deck H. [G3], 3rd All American Derby [G1], Rainbow Derby [G1].
 SPECIALLY FAST SI 104 (Dash For Cash). 8 wins to 7, $190,544, Rainbow Silver Cup [G1], World’s Champ. Classic [G1], etc.
 SPECIAL SOUND SI 103 (Easy Jet). 7 wins to 4, $52,320, San Carlos S., finalist in the Golden State Derby [G1], Dash for Cash Derby [G1].
 Sound Venture SI 99. 6 wins to 6, $62,004, 2nd Barbra B H. Sire.
 Sound Memories SI 95. 6 wins to 4, $40,440, 2nd East Challenge [G3].
 Classy Cashy SI 96. Dam of CLASSY SHOT GLASS SI 98 ($145,103 [G1]).

RACE RECORD: Unraced.

BRED April 23, 2012, and believed in foal to MIGHTY INVICTUS RGP 9/12
Hip No. 895
Consigned by Rafter W Stables

**Escalady**
2009 Gray Mare

{Streakin La Jolla SI 99
Scootie Fein SI 99
Beduino TB
Artesia SI 97


1st dam

ARTESIAS BEDUINO SI 81, by *Beduino TB. Unplaced. Sister to

ARTESIAS SPECIAL GAL SI 97. Dam of 22 foals of racing age, 20 to race, 17 ROM, including—


SERENITY DASH SI 95 (f. by First Down Dash). 5 wins to 4, $50,527, Wine Country Derby, *finalist* in the Golden State Futurity [G1]. Dam of

Inseparable Dash SI 100, Dashing Spartacus SI 88 (winner to 3, 2012, $57,380, 2nd Remington Park Futurity Final [G1], Remington Park Derby [G1].

Shona Tova SI 89 (f. by Stoli). Winner to 3, 3rd Oneida County Fair Fut. Separatesia (f. by Separatist). Dam of

Belvedere SR SI 96

2nd dam

ARTESIA SI 97, by Timeto Thinkrich. *Broodmare of the Year in 1998, 8 wins, $361,716, La Primera Del Ano Derby [G1], Lassie H. [G2], Calif. Brdr’s Champ. [R] [G3], etc. Dam of 14 foals to race, 13 ROM, incl.—

ARTESIAS SPECIAL CHIC SI 99 (g. by Chicks Beduino). *Champion 2-Year-Old Gelding, 8 wins to 3, $511,866, Golden State Futurity [G1], El Primero Del Ano Derby [G2], Indio S., 2nd Los Alamitos Million Fut. [G1], 3rd Los Alamitos Derby [G1], Golden State Derby [G1].

ARTESIAS FIRST DOWN SI 103 (g. by First Down Dash). 6 wins to 4, $109,505, Pomona Champ. H. [G3], 2nd Vessels Maturity [G1], etc. Dam of


Artesias Super Chic SI 96 (Chicks Beduino). 4 wins to 5, $83,062, 2nd Jet Deck S., Naples S., 3rd Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1].

Artesias Merridoc SI 95 (f. by Merridoc). 2 wins to 4, $38,056, 2nd La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2], etc. Dam of

MERRIDOC HAWK SI 101 ($219,912 [G1]), Chicky Do Run Run SI 98 ($106,463 [R] [G1]).

RACE RECORD: At 2, unplaced in 2 starts.

BRED February 18, 2012, and believed in foal to FDD DYNASTY

RGP 9/12

1st dam
Assured To Intercept SI 91, by Bittersweet Oh. 2 wins to 6, $3,544, finalist in the Sound of Summer Derby [G3]. This is her only foal of racing age.

2nd dam
Assured To Pass SI 96, by Assured To Win. 5 wins to 3, $21,755, Pit Run Breeders Futurity [R], 3rd Spring Kickoff Derby. Dam of—
Assured By Yawl SI 85 (g. by By Yawl). 4 wins to 4, $5,535.

3rd dam
Intercepted Pass, by Pass Em Up TB. Unraced. Dam of 6 foals to race, 5 winners, including—
Assured To Pass SI 96 (Assured To Win). Stakes winner, above.
Go Pass It SI 101 (Jaguar’s Go Go). 8 wins to 7, $17,781, 3rd Illini Futurity.
Passing Effort SI 90 (Special Effort). Winner to 3, $4,350.
She Can Pass (Positively Chick). Unraced. Dam of—
Passum Up For Gold SI 95. 3 wins to 3, $6,177.

4th dam
Copy Scat, by Copy. Placed in 1 start at 3. Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, including—
Tighten Up SI 82 (Pass Em Up TB). 2 wins to 4.

RACE RECORD: At 2, one win, once 2nd, once 3rd. EARNED $3,090.

PRODUCE RECORD: 2011 foal died.
2004 NC Zoom Zoom SI 95, g. by Shazoom. 2 wins to 3, $81,362, 3rd Speedhorse Futurity [R] [G1], finalist in the Sam Houston Futurity [G1], Speedhorse Derby [R] [G2].
2005 JC Shake Em Up Perry, g. by Royal Shake Em. Unplaced.
2006 JC Wine Time SI 81, c. by Royal Shake Em. Placed at 2.
2007 JC Pick Six SI 96, f. by Tres Seis. 2 wins at 3, $9,152.
2008 JC Oh Yeah SI 90, g. by Okey Dokey Dale. Placed at 3, ($3,538 USA), in Mexico.
2012 f. by Stoli.
2013 two embryos due by Teller Cartel.

Sells open for 2013.
So Awesome I'm Famous

February 25, 2010 Bay Filly

By ONE FAMOUS EAGLE SI 101 (2005). Champion 3-year-old colt, 7 wins in 11 starts, $1,387,453, Los Alamitos Two Million Fut. [G1], etc. His first foals are 2-year-olds of 2012; sire of 35 ROM, $2,064,065, including ONE DASHING EAGLE SI 94 (4 wins, $1,626,205, All American Fut. [G1]), SECRETLY FAMOUS SI 85 ($19,645), DASHAWAY EAGLE SI 89 ($17,518), Joy Roses Eagle SA SI 85 (2 wins, $127,081, 3rd Ed Burke Million Fut. [G1]).

1st dam


AWESOME FORM SI 106 (g. by Rare Form). 11 wins to 5, $146,274, Mexico Champ. Chlg. [G3], Higheasterjet S., Mr Jet Moore S., 2nd Rainbow Derby [G1], New Mexico Derby Chlg. [G3], All American Gold Cup, 3rd Oklahoma Champ. Chlg. [G1], Refrigerator H. [G2]. Shabloom Shabloom SI 103 (g. by Shazoom). 2 wins to 3, $33,107, finalist in the Easy Jet S. [R] [G3].

Zoomin After Midnite SI 97 (Chicks Beduino). 4 wins, $19,068, finalist in the Easy Jet S. [R] [G3]. Dam of–

AWESOME BLOSSOM SI 104 (f. by On A High). Stakes winner, above.

PRISSYS AWESOME FORM SI 94 (f. by Rare Form). 2 wins at 2, $35,993, 2nd Valley Junction Futurity [G2]. Dam of HEZA AWESOME BLUE SI 117 ($105,101), Chisled Form SI 108 ($51,061 [G3]).

RACE RECORD: Has not started.

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Racing Challenge.

Accredited Oklahoma Bred; embryo transfer

1st dam
Awise Lady, by Chicks Beduino. Unraced. Dam of 6 living foals of racing age, 3 to race, including—

Another Wise Lady SI 104, (embt) f. by First Down Dash. 3 wins to 3, $35,764, 2nd Go Josie Go Overnight S., 3rd California Breeders Freshman S. [R], finalist in the La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2].

2nd dam
Awisebuy SI 96, by The Signature. 5 wins to 3, $14,597, 2nd Lazy E Nat'l Jockey 440 Champ., finalist Mystery Futurity [G3]. Sister to Biloxi Blues SI 113. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 9 to race, all ROM, incl.—

Awise Lady Too SI 95 (f. by Separatist). Winner to 3, ($9,895 USA), in Mexico, 2nd Clasico A.M.C.C.C.M. [R] [G3], 3rd Clasico Easly a Possum. Awise Chick SI 90 (c. by Chicks Beduino). 2 wins to 3, $33,554, finalist in the Golden State Derby [G1], Governor's Cup Derby [R] [G1]. Sire.

3rd dam
CLASS WITH CASH SI 91, by Dash For Cash. Winner in 2 starts at 2, $23,952. Half sister to CHECK HER TWICE SI 105 ($215,361 [G1]; dam of CHECK HIM OUT SI 98, $418,528 [G1]), DASH TO CHIVATO SI 96 ($150,549 [R] [G1]), SPIRIT DE CORPS SI 108 ($34,272), FIRST FEMME SI 102 (dam of OLD HABITS SI 106, Champion, $680,491 [G1], ONE MORE HABIT SI 98, $272,510 [G1]), Fishers Dash SI 94 ($123,495 [R] [G1]), Fishers Fantasy SI 84 (dam of FIRST DOWN ILLUSION SI 98, $500,547 [G1]). Dam of 11 foals to race, 9 ROM, including—

HATEFUL HANNA SI 105 (In Excess [IRE] TB). Champion Distance Horse. 7 wins to 4, $139,487, AQHA Distance Challenge Champ. [G1], Pat Hyland Memorial H. [G3], Bull Rastus H. [G3], California Distance Challenge, etc. Dam of Hardly Hateful SI 103 (Champion 2-Year-Old Filly, $436,979 [G1]), Hannas Last Chick SI 98 ($62,289), Hateful Hannibal SI 89 [G3], Hateful Handsome SI 92.

Biloxi Blues SI 113 (The Signature). 6 wins to 7, $21,810, 2nd Fair Meadows Challenge S., 3rd Pauls Valley H.

Awisebuy SI 96 (The Signature). Stakes placed winner, above. Kimbo With Class SI 87 (Splash Bac). Winner to 3, $8,375. Dam of EL ZAPATISTA SI 99 ($103,579), Sex On Fire SI 91 (winner to 3, 2012, $80,702, finalist in the Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1]).


RGP 9/12
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hip No.</th>
<th>Consigned by VSE on behalf of Department of the Treasury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>899</strong></td>
<td><strong>Awise Lady</strong> 2002 Gray Mare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hip No.** 899

**Chicks Beduino SI 104**

**Awise Lady** 4343265

**Awisebuy SI 96** (1990)

| *Romany Royal* Jo-Ann-Cat Chick’s Deck SI 92 Maystiego TB |
| *Noholme II TB* Mable Chick Too SI 95 Dash For Cash SI 114 Fishers Favorite SI 98 |


**1st dam**

**Awisebuy SI 96**, by The Signature. 5 wins to $14,597, 2nd Lazy E Nat'l Jockey 440 Champ., **finalist** Mystery Futurity [G3]. Sister to **Biloxi Blues SI 113**, 2nd Class With Cash SI 91. Dam of 11 foals of racing age, 9 to race, all ROM, incl.—

**Awise Lady Too SI 95** (f. by Separatist). Winner to 3, ($9,895 USA), in Mexico. **finalist** in the Golden State Derby [G1], Governor’s Cup Derby [R][G1]. Sire.

**Awise Chick SI 90** (c. by Chicks Beduino). 2 wins to $33,554, **finalist** in the Golden State Derby [G1], Governor’s Cup Derby [R][G1]. Sire.

**Separatist Buys SI 99** (g. by Separatist). 5 wins to $30,594.

**2nd dam**

**CLASS WITH CASH SI 91**, by Dash For Cash. Winner in 2 starts at 2, $23,952. Half sister to **CHECK HER TWICE SI 105** ($215,361 [G1]; dam of **CHECK HIM OUT SI 98**, $418,528 [G1]), **DASH TO CHIVATO SI 96** ($150,549 [R][G1]), **SPIRIT DE CORPS SI 108** ($34,272). **FIRST FEMME SI 102** (dam of **OLD HABITS SI 106** Champ., $680,491 [G1]), **ONE MORE HABIT SI 98**, $272,510 [G1]), Fishers Dash SI 94 ($123,495 [R][G1]), Fishers Fantasy SI 84 (dam of **FIRST DOWN ILLUSION SI 98**, $500,547 [G1]). Dam of 11 foals to race, 9 ROM, including—


**RACE RECORD:** Unraced.

**PRODUCE RECORD:** 2012 no report.

2006 Como No, f. by Dash to Chivato. Deceased.

2006 Another Wise Lady SI 104, (embt) f. by First Down Dash. 3 wins to $35,764, 2nd Go Josie Go Overnight S., 3rd California Breeders Freshman S. [R], **finalist** in the La Primera Del Ano Derby [G2].


2007 Too Wise To Fish, (embt) f. by Fishers Dash. Unraced.

2008 Quick And Wise, (embt) f. by Quick Action TB. Has not started.

2009 Kiss My Fishers Dash, (embt) g. by Fishers Dash. Unplaced.


2011 f. by First Down Dash.

2013 embryo due by Mr Piloto.

**BRED** for a 2013 foal, and believed in foal to **MR PILOTO** RGP 9/12
By TOLLTAC SI 113 (1981). Champion 2 years, $1,143,043 [G1]. Sire of 367 ROM, 40 stakes winners, $7,095,385, including champions RAMBAC SI 102 ($504,940 [G1]), JUMPING TAC FLASH SI 106, SPLASHBAC SI 93. Sire of the dams of 62 stakes winners, including champions JESS YOU AND I SI 109 ($1,819,669 [G1]), FDD DYNASTY ($1,173,001 [G1]), CARTERS CARTEL SI 103 ($659,146), and of TAC IT LIKE A MAN SI 98 ($413,563 [G1]).

1st dam
AZURES MARGE SI 103, by A Zure Request. 6 wins to 4, $19,999, Copper Penny Derby, 2nd Boise Future [G3]. Dam of 9 foals, 8 ROM–TOTTALLY ILLEGAL SI 105 (f. by Tolltac). 4 wins to 3, $147,160, QHBC Juvenile Classic [G1] [G2]. 2nd Los Alamitos Derby [G1], etc. Dam of ILLEGAL FIREWORKS SI 98 ($181,901 [G3]), QUEEN OF APPEALS SI 99 ($83,988 [G1]), RU-MOR HAD IT SI 103 ($68,552 [R] [G3]), LAWFUL SI 113 ($68,101 [G3]), Finallylegal SI 104 ($38,695); granddam of GOOD REASON SA SI 102 (Champion Aged Horse, $1,446,727 [G1]), APPEALS KING SPECIAL SI 109 ($54,736), Special Queen SA SI 102 ($229,720 [G1], dam of Fantastic Corona Jr SI 97, $541,896 [G1]).

Dare To Struggle SI 103 (f. by Tolltac). 3 wins to 3, $14,136, finalist [R] [G2]. Dam of SEE YOU IN COURT SI 113 ($127,472 [R] [G3]), UNDER SUSPICION SI 103 ($54,802); granddam of Veriable SI 99 ($38,417).


RACE RECORD: At 2, once 2nd; at 3, unplaced. EARNED $1,250.

PRODUCE RECORD: 2012 no report.

1997 Shooters SI 95, g. by Dashing Val. 2 wins to 3, $8,711.
1998 Shakem Strawfly SI 90, g. by Strawfly Special. 2 wins at 3, $14,652.
1999 Special Shooter SI 92, g. by Strawfly Special. Winner at 3, $3,875.
2002 Shakem Pritzi SI 96, f. by Pritzi Dash. Winner at 2, in Mexico.
2003 Backstretch Staffing SI 99, c. by Pritzi Dash. 4 wins to 4, $7,312.
2004 FRANKIE SHOOTS SI 103, c. by Dashing Bye. 10 wins to 5, $331,328, Vessels Maturity [G1], PCQHRA Breeders’ Derby [G2], Kaweah Bar H. [G3], Corona Chick S., Director’s S., 2nd Eastex H. [G2], Holiday S., 3rd Spencer Childers Cal Breeders’ Champ.[R] [G1], Leo S. [G1], finalist Champion of Champions [G1], Remington Champ. [G1].
2005 Maken Shoot SI 90, f. by Make It Anywhere. 2 wins to 3, $10,892.
2006 Makeandshake SI 101, f. by Make It Anywhere. 3 wins to 3, $26,007.
2007 Shot Of 777 SI 89, g. by Ciantro Special. 3 wins in 6 starts to 3, $9,803.
2009 Whole Lotta Shake, (embt) f. by Feature Mr Jess. Unplaced.
2010 Shake N Blue, (embt) g. by Jess Louisiana Blue. Has not started.
2011 Shes A Six Shooter, f. by Mr Jess Perry.

BRED March 28, 2012, believed in foal to JESS LOUISIANA BLUE